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Abstract 

Modelling for control purposes requires reliable models. White models can be drawn up 
tor large chemica! processas but the size of these models is large. Thus these models 
cannot be solved or they take too much computation time. 

In order to develop a methad that reduces the size of these models, hybrid models are 
examined. Hybrid models are a combination of First Principles Models ('white-box' 
models) and 'black-box' models. For the latter, Neural Networks will be used. 

First Principles Models and Neural Networks can be combined to hybrid models in 
different manners. They can be placed in series (hybrid series model) or parallel (hybrid 
parallel model), or the Neural Netwerk can be embedded in the First Principles Model 
(hybrid embedded model). 

The parameters of both modelscan be estimated in saveral ways; in this study back 
propagation and the least squares algorithm are used. Different error configurations can 
be applied to adjust the parameters of the models; mostly an output error contiguration 
has been used. 

In this study, the hybrid models are investigated fortheir abilities to identify a Plant. 
Processas that are used to visualise Plants are a first order continuous stirred tank reactor 
(CSTR) and a secend order rotating arm. Mainly the hybrid series and hybrid parallel 
models are tested in modelling a simulated CSTR process. The First Principles Model is 
used to capture the main characteristics of the Plant. The Neural Netwerk is used to 
capture the model mismatches made by the First Principles Model. 

The hybrid embedded model is tested in rnadelling a simulated rotating arm process. The 
First Principles Model is again used to capture the main characteristics of the Plant. The 
Neural Netwerk is used to model highly nonlinear friction. 

The input signal that is used is important: in order to extract enough intermation trom the 
data used for identification, the input signal must be 'persistently exciting'. Also the order 
of the Neural Networks is important: when not enough inputs and outputs are coupled 
back through a time-shift operator, the hybrid series modeland (toa less extent) the 
hybrid parallel model will not give any sensible result. 

lt is proved that the hybrid parallel topology is better usabie then the hybrid series 
topology; when less prior knowledge is available it gives better results. Both models are 
well capable of solving the model mismatches. 

The hybrid embedded model was not a success at all. The parameter of the First 
Principles Model could not be found correctly, which leads to unreliable First Principles 
Models and not behaving hybrid embedded models. The found Neural Networks did not 
converga to acceptable models. 
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1 Introduetion 

Nowadays computers replace human beings in control tasks for complicated processes, 
which require much process knowledge. Therefore people's process knowledge is 
mapped into the computers in the ferm of mathematica! models. That is why goed models 
of these processes are necessary. Complex and large processes, like chemica! factories, 
provoke intricate models with a large number of variables and equations. In this context it 
is easy to construct models that cannot be solved or take much computing time. These 
modelscan be so big, that computing takes more time than the process itself. lf it takes 
too long to solve a model on-line, the model cannot be used for controL lt is thus nota 
surprise that model reduction is of great interest to the control engineer. 

The goal of this study is to develop a method that reduces the size of these models and 
make them suitable for control purposes. This study uses hybrid models to achieve this 
goal. Hybrid models are here a combination of 'white-box' models (i.e. First Principles 
Models) and 'black-box' models. Forthese 'black-box' modelsNeural Networks will be 
used. A Neural Netwerk is a 'black-box' input-output model based on the human nerveus 
system. To find out what hybrid modelscan best be used tor model reduction, the basics 
of modelling and identification are studied in the literature and in simuiatien environment. 
Hybrid topologies are outlines of placing 'white-box' models and 'black-box' models in 
hybrid models. The hybrid topologies that are of interest because of their potential 
application are compared and tested in a tew different situations. 

Th is report is structured as fellows: in chapter 2 System ldentification is discussed. A brief 
historica! review and some general intermation about Neural Networks is presented in 
chapter 3. Subsequently in chapter 4 different hybrid topologies are discussed. In chapter 
5 the processes that are used to visualise and test the hybrid topologies are outlined. In 
chapter 6 the different model structures of chapter 4 are used to construct a set of models 
tor the processes of chapter 5. These models are tested for their suitability to yield quality 
models of the processes. Observations, conclusions and recommendations are given in 
chapter 7. Finallyin chapter 8 a Technology Assessment is presented. 
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2 System identification 

2. 1 lntroduction: rnadelling for control application 

With control specificatien tightening, more accurate models are required for the predietien 
of a Plant's behaviour. Higher accuracy will almest always imply larger and more complex 
models. The problem is that with larger size and complexity computation time increases 
and computing a model exceeds quickly and more frequently the real time behaviour of a 
Plant. 

The trendtobetter control is driven by economy. Quality and quantity is to increase with 
decreasing product costs and limiting waste. This trend continuously gives new impetus to 
modelling. The ideal model describes the process with high fidelity, as highly as required 
to meet the control objectives, but with minimal complexity. In this context different 
rnadelling techniques are explained. 

For modeHing physical mechanistic mode Is as well as fixed structure models are used. 
The first ones being referred to as 'white models' and the latter as 'black-box' mode Is. 
Later, hybrids of the two are investigated for the purpose of controL A literature overview 
of how ethers put prior knowledge, e.q. physical equations, into models is presented. 
Furthermore experiment design is treated with a thoroughly treatment of input signals. 

2.2 '8/ack-box', 'white-box' and 'grey-box' (hybrid) rnadelling 

Modelling knows two extremes: 
1. Methods that derive a model of a system only based on input/output data. 
2. Methods which use only first principles equations to make a model of that system. 

These equations are obtained from the physical understanding of the laws that govern 
the behaviour of the system. 

The first category, which is an empirica! approach, is often referred to as 'black-box' or 
non-parametrie modelling. For 'black-box' rnadelling auto-regressive-moving-average 
(ARMA) mode Is, transfer functions or Neural Networks can be used [MAS94]. The secend 
category is called 'white-box' rnadelling and assumes that the mathematica! structure of 
the model is known from theoretica! considerations. White-box' modeHing is also referred 
to as parametrie modeHing or white rnadelling or first principles modelling. 

In control situations often neither of these two modeHing techniques satisfies. The making 
of First Principles Models is very time consuming and frequently results in a model that is 
too large and complicated and therefore not suitable for model-based control application. 
'Biack-box' models are only valid locally thus the domain of use is defined by the 
experiments used for the identification of the model. Th is can really be a problem when 
the eperating space of the system must be enlarged without having enough data. 
Furthermore it is obvious that 'black-box' models have no physical or chemica! 
interpretation. 
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When deriving mode Is trom data, it seems a waste to put aside all the prior knowledge 
one has in the form of first principles equations and ether bits of intermation such as 
physical constraints. An example for such a eenstraint is that mass cannot be negative. A 
promising technique to improve the predietien capabilities of models and possibly the 
understanding of the system seems to be hybrid rnadelling or 'grey-box' modelling: a 
combination of 'white-box' and 'black-box' modelling. In tigure 2.1 'white-box', 'grey-box' 
and 'black-box' rnadelling are presented. 

mechanistic 
knowledge 

empirica! 
knowledge 

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of 'white-box', 'grey-box' and 'black-box' model/ing. 

2.3 lncorporating prior knowledge into models; a literature studie 

There are a number of ways of embedding prior knowledge into models. For example 
Kramer & Thompson [KRA92] describe how constraints and First Principles Models, which 
they call default models, can be utilised. These constraints must not only holdateach 
training point, but also for all future inputs to the netwerk. 
Prior intermation can also be introduced in a simple model that covers the total input
output domain. This topology will interpolale well when training data is sparse or absent. 
Furthermore constraints and default models can be combined, incorporating both in 
Neural Netwerk models. Whether the Ne u ral Netwerk is dynamic or static is not 
mentioned. 
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Figure 2.2.a: Architecture for hybrid Neural Network accounting tor First Princip/es Modeland 
infinite constraints. 
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Kemna & Mellichamp [KEM95] use a form of pre-filtering, referred to as data extraction. 
This filtering removes the effects of dynamics, known a priori, trom available input/output 
process data and results in a physical model. The resulting information is then used to 
identify the remaining unknown additional process dynamics. They use the Canonical 
Variate Analysis methad for this identification. Kemna and Mellichamp also discuss 
schemes where the physical model is put in series or in parallel with the additional 
dynamics. 

r---------------------------------------------------------------
F.P.M. 

······---·····-~ 

output input 
I G)~~r.~r-------~·· 
i . ' + ' l ____ L_--_---.~~ Additional dynamics ~-~~~----·J 

---------------------------------------------------~YPJ!q~p_q~L 

Figure 2.2.b: Parallel(_) and series(·.·.) schemes of combining First Principles Models and 
additional dynamics. 

Brown et al. [BR093] puts a priori information about an uncertain nonlinear system into 
the structure of a multilayer feedforward dynamic Neural Network. The known information 
of the shape of the output (e.g. sinusoidal) is taken into account by the activation tunetion 
of the network output layer. 

r---------------------------------------------------------------

input output 
.. N.N. "' Activatien tunetion ····---.... ,... 

__________________________________________________ tt~~rist!nQ9~J-

Figure 2.2.c: Prior knowledge in the output /ayer of a Neural Network. 
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Johansen [JOH94] constructs local mode Is for the various oparating regimes and builds a 
global model by interpolating the local models. The decomposition into regimescan be 
based on either mechanistic system knowledge or empirica! data. Also, some of the local 
models can be empirica! while others may be mechanistic. 

r---------------------------------------------------------------, 

Hybrid model 

Figure 2.2.d: Splitting up in /ocal First Principles Models. 

Semi-physical rnadelling is introduced by Lindskog & Ljung [LIN95]. lt is the process 
where physical insight of the behaviour of the system is taken into account. Next this 
insight can be used to find adequate nonlinear transformations of the raw measurements. 
Th is is done in such a way that the new inputs and outputs, stand a better chance to 
describe the true system when they are subjected to standard model structures. These 
structures are typically linear in the new variables. E.g. when rnadelling a house-heating 
system, the squared voltage is used as input insteadof voltage. This is because the 
physicallaw describing the power of the heater contains a squared voltage term. 

,------------------------------------------------------------

input 
r··· .. ................................ 

~I 
.. ............................... ~-··· 

I output 

•' Transfor- Model IJro, Transfor-
i mation; mationo J 

... 
! ............................... -..... 

-----------------------------------------------~Ybrid_nop_del. 

Figure 2.2.e: Redefine input and output using semi-physical model/ing. 
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Konar et al. [KON92] introduces separate Neural Networks. One for determining the 
model structure and one for the initia! parameter values. A nonlinear identification 
algorithm then executes a constrained optimisation procedure to produce accurate 
parameter values. Whether the Neural Networks are dynamic or static is not mentioned. 

input 
1-

... 1 

N.N.: structure }· ~------·-----------------
""--, ! d f' '·····-····--····--·---------------- ~ re e me parameters 

N. N.: initia! parameters 

using nonlinear 
identification algorithm 

--------------------------------------------------------- !:"!ï~~i9_ !n.Q9~-1 

Figure 2.2.f: Separate Neural Networks. 

output 

The linear part of the system is described with a parametrie model by Masri [MAS94]. The 
nonlinear part of the system is described with a parametrie/non-parametrie approach. 
Pleemen [PL096] does sarnething similar. Modelling mechanica! systems, the First 
Principles Model can easily be found by deriving the equations of motion. The friction 
however is an unknown element and is modelled by a Neural Netwerk. Psichogios & 
Ungar [PSI92] present in this context a hybrid structured Neural Netwerk model. The 
hybrid model combines a First Principles Model with a static Neural Netwerk. The First 
Principles Model incorporates the available prior knowledge about the process being 
modelled. The Neural Netwerk serves as an estimator of unmeasured process parameters 
that are ditticuit to model from first principles. 

-------------------------------------------------. 

input 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

······· ·· ~ Model: linear part 

Îparameters 

I 

j ____ ,L.._N_.N_._; n_o_n_lin_ea_r_p_art___, 

:------------------------------------~~Qdd_Ql_Qde_ 

Figure 2.2.g: Distinguish between alinearand a nonlinear part. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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Thompson & Kramer [TH094] combine several methods. They use a simple First 
Principles Model that controls the extrapolation of the hybrid model in the regions of input 
space that lacks training data. Moreover they use the fact that First Principles Models, 
such as mass and component balances, enforce equality constraints. The Neural Netwerk 
is used to compensate inaccuracies. In addition, inequality constraints are imposed during 
parameter estimation. The parametrie output model enforces equality constraints upon 
outputs. Thompson & Kramer also treat series and parallel approaches. Whether the 
Neural Netwerk is dynamic or static is not mentioned. 

input 

r--------------------------------------------------------------------
ï"" 
I 

I 

' Parametrie 
output model 

---------------------------------------------------~YP!!q_~p_q~L ___ _ 

Figure 2.2.h: Series and parallel schemes with constraints upon the output. 

output 

Johansen [JOH96] describes how prior knowledge, other than smoothness, can be 
included as a term in the criterion or as a eenstraint A practical numerical procedure for 
the identification of a close-to-optimal semi-parametrie model is presented. A comparison 
is made between the identification of 5 semi-parametrie models based on different 
combinations of available knowledge and data. Penalty functions, i.e. additions to the cost 
function, are introduced. Johansen also introduces a hierarchical optimisation approach. 
One part of this approach can be viewed as parameter identification. The other part can 
be viewed as a kind of structure identification as it estimates the optima! model 
complexity. 

Among ethers, Klimasaukas [KLI95] and Kartapoulos [KAR96] decsribe how fuzzy logic 
can be used in all parts of the rnadelling process. Not only neurons can be fuzzified, but 
also for instanee the input data. Montana describes how genetic algorithms can be used 
for training Neural Networks [MON95]. 
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Figure 2.2.i provides an overview of all above hybrid methods. The tigure reflects clearly 
the richness of approaches tried in the past. Essentially it can be concluded that everyone 
tries a different method, all within the theme of the problem they are solving. The 
improvements are incremental, little steps at the time. No mayor new insights were gained 
over the past years and little has been done to improve hybrid modelling from the basics, 
from a fundamental viewpoint Every-one seems to be botching in the margin. 

Split up in ~istinguish 

split up: 
model & 

parameter 
1 1 d 1 hnear and first principles 

r--~~~~---~~~------ ----
' I I f .................................... ~ First ······················-··········· ······························· ············································• 

: system j ,---------~ Principles -->. " ! 
I !: r-~-)- Model ·~ 1::1~ switch 
I U ! " ' 

Yl input~ ) ~~~-~---·· --~ Ä _______ ~~~: 
"· : I 1 ! ·,, ~ I I ! 

I '•, i i I ! 
''i ' I ! 

I 'l I L-----· ---' i 
I !',,, -~----··- "'n N.N .. rr .............................................. ..! 
I ; ....... ~h.~: .......................................................................................... ~lb:r=-=:====:!1 

[-----------~~~------------ _ _!_________ - -~--------------
,, l /-----

'"',, // 
"',, ~éarning algorithms: 

",, // • penalty functions 10 
structured .,,, /'"'/ • constraints 10 

I /"' • genetic algorithms 12 
hierarchical // 9;1 

5 

CONSTRAINTS 

series 2 11 All subjects can also be fuzzyfied. ~ 
parallel 2/9 

11 
= N.N. structure 1. [KRA92] 

2. [KEM95] 
hybrid 8 

3. [BR093] 
4. [JOH94] 
5. [LIN95] 
6. [KON92] 
7. [MAS94] 
8. [PL096] & [PSI~ 
9. [TH094] 

Figure 2.2.i: Overview of possibilities to incorporate prior knowledge. 10. [JOH96] 
11. [KLI95] & [KAR! 
12. [MON95] 
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2.4 Experiment design 

The identification procedure includes saveral steps: an experiment has to be designed, a 
model structure must be chosen, an estimation method must be picked and a procedure 
of validating the obtained model has to be devised. 

The design of an experiment includes saveral choices: 
• Selection of the signals tomaasure (outputs). 

In this study the examined processas have only one output signal. The signals 
are discretisized, see below. 

• Selection of the driving signals tomaasure (inputs). 
In this study only one inputsignalis used. 

• Selection of the sampling interval ~T. 
Because computing time still is a problem (due to the used parameter 
estimators) the sampling time depends on the number of data-points, and was 
chosen differently trom experiment to experiment. 

• Selection of the shape of the input signa!, see paragraph 2.4.2. 
• Selection of the number of samples. 

The number of samples must be large enough so that enough intermation is 
available for estimating the model parameters. Computing time sets the 
limitation of the number of samples. lt was chosen as large as possible, and 
varies from experiment to experiment. 

2.4.1 Continuous and discrete signals 
The bases of estimation and identification lies in the mathematica! description of the 
relation between the inputs and the outputs of the process. The signals occurring in 
estimation schames may be distinguished by 'continuous' and 'sampled'. The ditterenee 
lies in the representation of the intermation as a tunetion of time, which can be seen in 
figure 2.3. The most important reasen to work with sampled data is the tact that 
computers are used. Digital computers are discretely approaching units and can thus only 
process digital, that is discrete, data. 

Time 

continuous sampled 
si~mals siQnals 

analogue /\ r .1rfiTt\ f 
7-v-- • iiJII:• 

I 

Amplitude q uantisized r'\ {_ dóllt. ~1 -
I -u- I 11PJ'" 

I I 

binary 
,-, , ... 
~ rf 

, \ 

lf .'ffuu\ p--t., ... -1 t ,fiH 
I 

Figure 2.3: The ditterenee between continuous and sampled signals. 
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The ditterenee between continuous and discrete signals is also important by making 
models. When solving linear or linearised differential equations which are the result of 
mathematica! rnadelling of processes, Laplace transfarms form a very simple and elegant 
method when the signals are continuous. With the help of Laplace transfarms simple 
input-output models can be developed. Whenever a conversion is made trom continuous
to discrete-time models, z-transforms are used tor solving the linear differential equations 
instead of Laplace transforms. Because computers are used continuous models are 
discretisized. An example is shown below. 

u(k) zero 
u(t) continuous y(t) 

... ... ... 
hold ... model 

~T 
y(k) 

Figure 2.4: A discretisized Plant model. 

2.4.2 Input signals 
The input signal, that is used tor training and validatien of the model, is very important. A 
wrongly designed signal may yield poor or no results. Usually the process must be excited 
by an external signal. The natural variations in the input signal are usually not persistently 
exciting the system. Only few processas can be identified using normal oparating data. 

But how does one know whether an input signal contains enough intermation and is thus 
persistently exciting? What form of signal should be chosen? Considerations in signal 
selection include the range of frequencies and accompanying amplitudes. A literature 
study about input signal design has been done. The issue will turn out to be very 
important, nevertheless intermation is hard to find. 

First the term 'persistence of excitation' will be explained. Then saveral types of input 
signals are checked for this 'persistence of excitation'. 
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'Persistence of excitation' 

The term 'persistently exciting' is introduced in a number of books. In Godfrey [GOD93] 
persistently exciting is characterised by: "the frequency components of the inputs should 
adequately span the bandwidth of the system". The order of the model sets the 
requirement for the number of independent components that must be present in the 
signal. 

Formally a sampled signal {ur} is persistently exciting if the following three conditions 
apply: 

N 

1 . The mean u should exist where u = lim -tJ L ur . 
N~~ r=I 

2. The autovarianee tunetion Cuu(k) should exist where 
N 

cuu(k) = lim -k ~ (ur- u)(ur+k- u). N~~ ..l...J 
r=l 

3. The nxn matrix with element i,j given by Cuu(i-j) should be positive definite. 

Godfrey mentions that pseudo-random signals possess these properties provided they are 
long enough. However, even then, it is sametimes necessary tor other conditions to be 
met, depending on the particular application [GOD93]. 

'Persistenee of excitation' can also be described as: the input signal should cover as much 
as possible the input range, for which the model should be valid. The output signal, 
produced by this input signal should also be spread out as much as possible in the 
desired output range. This is not necessarily the case by nonlinear dynamic systems. How 
complete the output range is addressed through the used input signal can be visualised in 
graphs where the input signal is plotted versus the output signal. Besides the ranges of 
the input and output, the 'spread' in this domain is very important. 'Spread' is her defined 
as all input-output combinations. In the next subsectien several input signals will be 
discussed. The ditterences between these signals with regard to 'persistence of excitation' 
will become visible in graphical representations of the results. 

For SISO (single-input-single-output) transfer function, differentiel er ditterenee equation 
input-output models, deterministic identifiability merely requires that there is no 
redundancy, i.e. the model order is net toe high and that the input stimulates all the 
behaviour te be modelled. 

A third explanation of 'persistence of excitation' can be found in [LJU87]. When identifying 
an n1h-order system, ene should use an input signal that is composed of n different 
sinusoidals: 

n 

u(t) = Lf..lk cos(rokt), rok ;t rop k ;t j, rok ;tO (2.1} 
k=l 

Now different input signal shapes will be treated. 
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Shapes 

The qualitative suitability of an input signal can be visualised by platting the response of 
the system, the output, versus the excitation signal, the input. A first order system is taken 
as example: 

with: 
• 
• 
• 
• 

-tY+y = Ku 

y 
u 
't 

K 

the output 
the input 
the time constant, here 't = 2 
the gain (steady state gain), here K=0.76 

(2.2) 

-+ For a constant input signal one finds: 
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Figure 2.5.a: A constant input signa/, the resulting output and their spread. 

The output versus input plot shows a simple line clearly indicating the limited excitation 
bandwidth of the input signal. 
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-+ A very ordinary input signal is the sinusoidal input signal. The spread improves clearly 
compared to the constant input signal. 
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Figure 2.5.b: A sinusoidal input signa/, the resulting output and their spread. 

After the initial phase, the process converges to an ellipse. 

0.8 

The ditterenee between the constant and the sinusoidal input signal is that the constant 
input signal has a frequency of zero and the sinusoidal input has a single frequency. 

-+ A noise or random input signal looks very complex but excites the process in a wide 
bandwidth: 
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Input-
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0 0.2 0.4 

Figure 2.5.c: A noise input signa/, the resulting output and their spread. 

0.6 0.8 
Input 

The ditterenee with the sinusoidal input is that a white noise signal excites all frequencies 
equally with a power spectrum that is uniform over all frequencies. One can see now that 
the spread intheinput-output space is much better. The sinusoidal input only excites one 
frequency but with a very high energy whilst a white noise signal spreads the available 
energy evenly over the frequencies. 
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-+ A staircase input signal is used by an attempt to span the input-space of the system 
more thoroughly. In order to excite the dynamics of the system, a noise signalis 
added to the staircase. The stairs are so long that, without noise, the system would 
reach steady state. 
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Figure 2.5.d: A noisy staircase input signa/, the resulting output and their spread. 

-+ A pseudo random binary signal (PRBS) signal has two levels and can switch trom one 
level to the other only at certain event points T =0, L\T, 2LlT, .... Godfrey [GOD93] 
describes the signal elaborately. 
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Figure 2.5.e: A PRBS input signa/, the resulting output and their spread. 

lt looks not that good. The benefit of this signallies inthetact that it is known to be good 
at activating the dynamics of a system. lt is 'persistently exciting' if it is long enough. 
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Sametimes an input signal is used that consists of a sinusoidal summed with some noise, 
to achieve persistenee of excitation. Here will a new signal be introduced to achieve 
persistenee of excitation: the QPRTS signal. 

-+ The QPRTS input signal is derived from the PRBS signal, because the PRBS signal is 
known to be persistently exciting. lf the variatien of its amplitude is quantisized and 
may switch between more than two levels, this signal is called a quantisized pseudo 
random signal (QPRS). In order to achieve a better spread in the input-output space, 
the new signal should be switching between three levels, equally spaeed around a 
'zero' value. In order to excite enough frequencies, three QPRS signals with the 
following characteristics are added to obtain one QPRTS input signal: 

1. length stair is many Ll T and great level distance between stairs 
2. length stair is some Ll T and middle level distance between stairs 
3. length stair is tew Ll T and small level di stance between stairs 

The result is a signal that can make large switches between 'levels' but a lso has the ability 
to 'hang around' at one level long enough to excite the steady state of a system. lt is 
called a quantisized pseudo random trinary signal (QPRTS). 

The QPRTS signal that is shown in tigure 2.5.f is composed by adding the following 
QPRS signals: 

1. length stair: 20 sec. Levels: 0.7 , 0.5, 0.3. 
2. length stair: 5 sec. Levels: 0.1 , 0 , -0.1. 
3. length stair: 1 sec. Levels: 0.05, 0 , -0.05. 

A satisfying QPRTS input signal can be found out in saveral attempts. 
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Figure 2.5.f: A QPRTS input signa/, the resulting output and their spread. 

The spread of this signal over the input-output space looks very satisfactory. 

=> Choosing a good input signal is to campromise between frequency content 
(bandwidth) and energy available at each frequency. lt is usually better to limit the 
bandwidth carefully and to focus on the bandwidth of main interest. 
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3 Neural Networks 

3. 1 Introduetion 

Artificial Neural Networks, in colloquia! language referred to as Neural Networks or Neural 
Nets, reprasent an emerging technology rooted in many disciplines. They have some 
unique attributes: universa! approximation (input-output mapping), being nonlinear, the 
ability to learn trom and adapt to their environment, and the ability to invoke weak 
assumptions about underlying physical phenomena responsible for the generation of the 
input data. A Neural Netwerk can efficiently approximate and interpolate multivariate data 
that might otherwise require large databases [HAY94]. Neural Networks have found wide 
applicability in many diverse aspects of signal processing, for example, filtering, signal 
detection, pattern recognition, signal reconstruction, signal compression, signal 
transmission and very important tor this thesis: system identification and parameter 
estimation [LU097]. 

The next sectien reviews Neural Networks from a historica! perspective, cernparing it with 
its biologica! counterpart. Then commonly used mathematica! topologies and functions are 
briefly discussed providing a brief overview of the techniques recently being available and 
used in a wide range of applications. 

3.2 Biologica/ background 

In an age of many new inventions the search for taster, smallerand more powertul 
computers is never ending. But the limitations of the present technology methods are 
within sight. Although new architectures are invented, a maximum of performance-to-eest 
will be reached. Therefore the scientific community is searching for 'brainlike machines' 
that are very small and tast and that can learn, listen and 'think'. These techniques are 
inspired by the werking of the human brain, which is in a way a sort of 'super-super-super
computer'. Biologists have studied biologica! Ne u ral Networks, for instanee the brain, 
since a long time. As the understanding of the brain increases, imitating it with artificial 
'thinking machines' might also improve by using the gained insights. 

In e.g. 'Understanding Neural Networks and fuzzy logic' [KAR96] a clear elaborate 
discussion of the biologica! background of Neural Networks can be found. Here a short 
abstract fellows. 
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The neuron (Greek tor nerve cell) is the fundamental unit of the whole nerveus system, 
particularly the brain. A neuron is portrayed in tigure 3.1.a. lt is a processing unit that 
receives and combines signals trom many ether neurons through the dendrites (Greek tor 
branches of a tree). Dendritic trees are connected with the main body of the nerve cell, the 
soma (Greek tor body). When excited above a certain level, the threshold, the neuron 
fires; that is, it transmits an electrical signal along a single path, the axon. The axon ends 
in a tree of filamentary paths called the axenie endings. These are connected with 
dendrites of ether neurons. Such a conneetion is called a synapse (Greek tor contact). In 
tigure 3.1.b a synapse is presented. 

When a signal appears at a synapse, a charge is generated at the postsynaptic site i.e. 
the dendrite of the next neuron. The magnitude of this charge depends on the strength of 
the incoming signal, which is scaled by a weighting factor, associated with this input. 

Axenie ending 

Axon~~ 

Axenie endings 

/ 
(a) 

Figure 3.1: Representation of a neuron (a) and of a synapse (b). 
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Trying to understand the brain, Ramón y Cajál (1911) introduced the idea of neurons as 
structural components of it. Neurons are typically six orders of magnitude slower than 
silicon log ie gates: events in a silicon chip happen in the nanosecond (1 o·9 s). Neural 
events happen in the millisecond (10"3 s) range. However, the brain makes up for the 
relatively slow rate of operatien of a neuron by having a stunning number of neurons with 
massive interconnections between them; it is estimated that there must be in the order of 
1 0 billion neurons in the hu man cortex and 60 trillion synapses or connections. The net 
result is that the brain is a very efficient structure. Specially the en ergetic efficiency of the 
brain is approximately 1 0"16 joules per operatien per second, whereas the corresponding 
value for the best computers in use today is about 1 o·6 joules per eperation per secend 
[HAY94]. 

A single neuron may have 1 000 to 1 0,000 synapses and may be connected with some 
1 000 neurons. However not all synapses are excited at the sa me time. Because a 
received sensory pattern via the synapses probably excites a relatively small percentage 
of sites, an almest endless number of patterns can be presented at the neuron without 
saturating the neuron's capacity. 

3.3 Basic components & architecture of artificial Neural 
Networks 

A Neural Netwerk consistsof a number of neurons structured in severallayers. The layer 
where the input is applied is the input layer. The layer where the output is obtained is the 
output layer and the layers between the input and output layers are the hidden layers. 
There may be one or more hidden layers, which are so named because their outputs are 
not directly observable. Figure 3.2 shows an input layer, one hidden layer and an output 
layer. As can be seen in the figure, it is not necessary that all neurons are connected to 
each ether. The conneetion of the neuronscan have two directions: forward and 
backward. Here only forward directions are shown, because Neural Networks that have 
the possibility to learn have a feedforward structure. 

input 
layer 

hidden 
layer 

output 
layer 

Figure 3.2: An example of a feedforward Neura/ Network construction. 
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Like biologica! intelligence, a neuron is an information-processing unit that is fundamental 
to the operatien of an artificial Neural Netwerk. Figure 3.3 shows the model for a neuron. 
Th ree basic elements of a neuron model can be identified: 

1 . A set of synapses or connecting links, which pass information in one direction. 
A synapse is characterised by a weight, which defines the strength of the link. 
E.g. a signal Xi at the input of synapse i connected to neuron j is multiplied by 
the synaptic weight Wij· lt should be noted that this nomenclature is not unique. 
Wij may refer to the link between the i1h input signal and the r neuron in a single 
hidden layer Neural Netwerk. In a multilayer Neural Netwerk wij may refer to 
the i1h neuron in the r layer. For clarity it is best to make a figure of the Neural 
Netwerk structure and put in the used weights. 

2. A summing junction for summing the input signals, weighted by the respective 
synapses of the neuron. 

3. An activatien tunetion for limiting the amplitude of the output of a neuron. 

Input 
signals 

Typically the normalised amplitude range of the output of a neuron is [-1, 1]. 
The net input of the activatien tunetion may be modified by applying a bias 
term b. 

Ut • 
u2 

• • • • 

Up • 

~----------------------------------

Activatien 
tunetion 

<p(·,·) 1-----+--. Output 
Yj 

bj 
-----------------------------neürönj 

Synaptic 
weights 

Figure 3.3: Model of an artificial neuron. 

In mathematica! terms a neuron j can be described with the following equation: 

(3.1) 

The activatien tunetion <p makes the neuron linear or nonlinear. In figure 3.4 a few different 
types of activatien functions are shown. Neurons with sigmoidal functions like tangens 
hyperbolicus, logarithmic functions and exponential functions, are called sigmoid neurons. 
In pictures the symbol used for this neuron type is: ($) . A neuron 

with <p( ·,-) = { t, w ;; u,} + bi is called a linear neuron. The symbollor a linear neuron is: 0 . 
An ether neuron type is e.g. a radial basis tunetion (RBF) neuron. The transfer tunetion of 
the hidden neurons in the RBF Netwerk have shapes of the form: f(s)=exp(-s2/~2). 
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cp(x) = tansig(x + b) = tanh(x + b) 

Figure 3.4: Different activation tunctions of neurons. 

The term architecture of a Neural Netwerk refers to the topology of the Neural Netwerk: 
the number of layers and the number of neurons in each layer. The manner in which 
neurons of a Neural Netwerk are structured is intimately linked with the Jearning algorithm 
used to train the Neural Netwerk. In genera!, tour different classes of Neural Netwerk 
architectures may be identified: 
• Single-layer Feedforward Networks. This structure consists of just an input layer and 

an output layer. 
• Multilayer Feedforward Networks. The ditterenee with the previous architecture is that 

this class also has one or more hidden Jayers. See tor an example tigure 3.2. 
• Recurrent Networks. A recurrent Neural Networks has at least one feedback loop by a 

unit delay operator element, denoted by z·1 
• E.g. a recurrent Neural Netwerk may 

consist of a single layer of neurons with each neuron feeding its output signal back to 
the inputs of all the other neurons. More intermation can be found in [HAY94]. 

• Lattice Structures. A lattice consists of a n-order-dimensional array of neurons with a 
corresponding set of souree nodes that supply the input signals to the array. See also 
[HAY94]. 

There are no rules for choosing the number of layers and the number of neurons within 
these layers. One usually starts with the simplest possible architecture which is expanded 
until it perfarms on the desired level. Alternatively one starts with a complex structure 
which is reduced by pruning weights that have no significant effect on the Neural 
Network's performance [PSI92]. 
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Dynamic models have internal feedbacks spanning over time intervals. Thus in a discrete 
signal environment, dynamics are modelled by introducing feedbacks over time shifts. 
Higher order dynamic models may also implament delayed inputs and multiple time shifts 
in the feedback loops. Applying this toa Neural Netwerk gives e.g. the scheme,of tigure 
3.5. Such networks are called recurrent Neural Networks. 

u(k-1) 

u(k) 

YNN(k-2) 
N.N. YNN(k) 

YNN(k-1) 

Figure 3.5: Putting dynamics into a Neural Network with z-1 back couplings. 

Same well-known Neural Netwerk architectures are: Perceptron, Hopfield, Kohonen, 
Backpropagation, Radial basis function, Boltzmann, self-organising systems, etc. These 
are described in a lot of literature, e.g. [HAY94]. 
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3.4 Basics of modelling with Neural Networks 

Learning 
Neural Networks that have the ability to learn, are interesting tor modelling. Generally 
speaking, learning is a process in which the Neural Netwerk adapts itself to a stimulus and 
eventually produces the desired response. During the processof learning, the Neural 
Netwerk adjusts its parameters, the synaptic weights, in response to an input stimulus so 
that its actual output response converges to the desired output response. When the actual 
output response is the same as the desired one, the Neural Netwerk has completed the 
learning phase. 

There are many different learning techniques that suit different Neural Networks. The 
technique that fits the best has to be chosen. Some examples of learning techniques are: 
supervised learning, unsupervised learning, reinforeed learning, competitive learning, the 
Delta Rule or Widrow-Hoff learning, the Gradient Deseend Rule, Hebbian learning, 
winner-takes-all learning, backpropagation learning, Hopfield learning, etc. A short 
description of these algorithms can be found in [KAR96]. This study uses the back 
propagation method, a very important and widely used trainingsmethod, that is described 
in paragraph 4.2.2 and in Appendix H. 

Training 
Training is synonymously being used tor identification. One thus needs a model, the 
Neural Netwerk, a set of input-output data, an optimisation method and a criterion that 
measures "optimality'' of the identification (training). Training can be done in two ways: 

• Pattem training: after every sample the weights are adapted. 
• Batch training: after presenting the whole data set the weights are adapted. In 

the next iteration the same data set is used. 

In this research is made use of batch training. The input signa! that is used, must be 
chosen with care, see chapter 2. A Neural Netwerk is a bad extrapolator: it has to be 
trained in the whole area where it will be used. After a trainings-session a validatien 
experiment has to be done. A validatien experiment is done with a different input than the 
input with which the Neural Netwerk is trained. This new input must be in the range of 
amplitude & frequency of the input that is used for training, due to the aarlier mentioned 
bad extrapolation of a Neural Netwerk. 

In this study each neuron is associated with about four parameters. Thus for even simple 
Neural Networks the number of parameters is rather large and the number grows rapidly 
with an increase of complexity. This means that it must be kept in consideration that the 
data set must contain enough samples, in order to be able to learn all the parameters. 
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Prediction 
A predietien model is obtained when optimising a model towards a best predietien of the 
next process output value, given the previous outputs and inputs of the Plant. 

Plant 
y(k) 

u(k) 

Figure 3.6: Prediefion model with a Neural Network. 

Si mulation 
A si mulation model is obtained when optimising a model for long er time predictions. 
These predictions are exclusively based on past system inputs. A si mulation model uses 
eomputed modeloutputs. 

Plant 
y(k) 

u(k) 

Figure 3. 7: A simu/ation model with a Neural Network. 

The choiee for one of these model types depends on the purpose of the model. The 
predietien model is suitable for predieting the output one timestep ahead, whilst a 
simulation model is appropiate for predieting the output many timesteps ahead. E.g. for 
Model Predictive Control a simulation model fits best. 
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3.5 Mathematica/ equivalent 

A Neural Netwerk can also bedescribed as a set of equations. This will be shown for the 
three-layered feedforward Neural Netwerk of tigure 3.8. 

Figure 3.8: A Neural Network. 

From input u1 arrives at the first neuron the amount: 

(3.2) 

And trom input u2 arrives also at the first neuron the amount: 

(3.3) 

At the neuron its bias b1 will be added. For the sigmoid tunetion the tanh tunetion is used. 
So what is leaving this neuron can be written as: 

(3.4) 

The output of the secend neuron and thus the output of this total Ne u ral Net is: 

(3.5) 

Apparently such Neural Networks can be represented in matrix farm. Fora Neural 
Netwerk with one hidden layer the matrix equation is: 

(3.6) 

With the dimension of the A, B, C and D matrices matching the dimensions of the 
respective signals. 
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3.6 lmplementation issues 

For practical reasens Matlab® environment has been chosen to simulate Neural Networks. 
In Matlab® Neural Networks can be constructed as fellows: 
• Matlab® has a Neural Net tooi box. lt provides a way to build saveral types of Neural 

Networks. Different learning algorithms can be chosen, functions for the activatien 
tunetion of a neuron are present, predietien can be executed simple etc. 

• Drop the Neural Net into an equivalent set of equations. The parameters of these 
equations, which are in tact the weights and biases of the Neural Net, can now be 
found through optimisation. Matlab® has an Optimisation toolbox, which contains 
optimisation algorithms. 

Matlab® is a program that is easy to learn. Also important is, that there are tools for neural 
net applications and optimisation routines. You don't have to worry about how to write 
them but you just have to apply them. This advantage is in the sametime a disadvantage: 
the tools are very general and when notwerking appropiate enough, it is hard to adapt 
them. 

Matlab® does not bring about the most efficient programs. Tricks must be carried out to 
get things right. Moreover the debugging of programs takes lots of time. 

Simulink is a tooibox that provides options for visual programming. A program is build by 
connecting bleeks to eachother. These bleeks are in fact little programs itself. In this way it 
is easy for an outsider to understand the structure of the program that is used. However 
Simulink doesnothave the same possibilities as programmingin Matlab® itself. 
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4 Hybrid topologies 

4. 1 Introduetion 

In an attempt of reducing the size of white models, different hybrid tapelogies are 
investigated. These hybrid rnadeis enclose prior knowledge in the farm of a First 
Principles Model, which is a 'white-box' model of a size as modest as possible. The 
remaining part of the Plant that is not described by the First Principles Model is tried to be 
caught by a 'black-box' model. The 'black-box' rnadeis are chosen as Neural Networks 
because they have the potential to capture model mismatch error. 

When optimising hybrid models a criterion is needed which determines to what extent the 
parameters of the model are adjusted. Two configurations are described in paragraph 
4.1.1: input and output error. Next an optimisation methad must be chosen. In paragraph 
4.2 different estimators of the hybrid model parameters are summed and two important 
algorithms are described more thoroughly. A problem that arises by using optimisation 
methods is the occurring of local minima, outlined in paragraph 4.2.3. 

Combining the different adjustment criteria, estimators and schemes of placing the First 
Principles Model and the Neural Netwerk leads to several tapelogies of hybrid models. In 
paragraph 4.3 they are constructed step by step. 
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4.1.1 Input & output error configuration 

When computing the error between a Plant and a model imitating that Plant, different 
errors may be defined. The output error is computed as the difference between the output 
of the Plant and the output of the model: E = y- y, both having the same input u. Figure 

4.1.a shows an output error configuration. The input error is computed differently. The 
output of the Plant due to the input u is computed. This output is carried through the 
inverse model in this way obtaining an estimated input. The input error is given by: 
E =u- û . The contiguration can be seen in figure 4.1.b. The two mentioned error 
configurations are the two extremes. 

Plant 
y 

u 

y 

Figure 4.1.a: Output error configuration. 

u 
Plant 

u 

Figure 4.1.b: Input error configuration. 
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4.2 Estimation of the parameters 

Once the topology of the model is defined, the parameters of the model must be 
estimated. The topology of tigure 4.2 serves as an arbitrary example. In this scheme only 
the Neural Netwerk parameters, i.e. the weights and the biases, must be estimated in 
such a way that the output of the model matches the output of the Plant. 

y(k) .. Plant ... 

u(k) 
,, 

E(k) .. 
,---------------------------------------- I 
I ~ : ~ .. 
I .,. 1 A (k) 

.__+I;~~ F.P.M. YM(k\ N.r 1--!-:-y---~ 

... 

~~-d~Ï-----------------------/-------- 1 Estimator 14""'---' 

Figure 4.2: A topology tor system identification: a series topology withoutput error
based estimation of the Neural Net. 

Several different algorithms can be used tor the estimator [EYK74]: 
• Least squares 
• Markov 
• Maximum likelihoed 
• Bayes 

When the model is a Neural Netwerk, beyend ethers the following algorithms can be used 
[KAR96]: 

• Delta rule 
• Gradient deseend rule 
• Hebbian learning 
• Back propagation 

When only parameters of a Neural Netwerk must be estimated, the back propagation 
method is most suitable. When parameters of a Neural Netwerk and of a 'white-box' 
model must be estimated simultaneously this algorithm cannot be used in its original form 
as it was designed to match the structure of a Neural Netwerk. lnstead an ordinary sum of 
squares (SSQ) algorithm, least squares is used. In that case the mathematica! 
representation of a Neural Netwerk must be used. Both methods will be illustrated. 
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4.2.1 Least squares 
The least squares optimisation algorithm minimises a cost tunetion F(x). F(x) is a sum of 
squares [GRA94]: 

m 

Least squares: minimise F(x} = IJi (x} 2 = f(x} 1 f(x} 
xe9l" i=l 

(4.1) 

When solving the problem of tigure 4.2, this can be written as: 

(4.2} 

In this m is the lengthof the output data array. 

Examples of computational methods tor nonlinear least squares are the Gauss
Newton algorithm and Levenberg-Marquardt methods [SEB89]. The Gauss
Newton algorithm can be derived by takinga linear Taylor series approximation. 
Using this approximation the minimisation problem is converted to a linear least 
squares problem: 

Gauss-Newton: minimise I!J(xk }dk - f(xk }jj2 

xe9l" 
(4.3} 

dk, the search direction, is obtained at each major iteration k. J is the Jacobian. xk 
are the parameters to be estimated. The Gauss-Newton method is a first 
derivative method. 

The Levenberg-Marquardt method uses a search direction which is a cross 
between the Gauss-Newton direction and the steepest descent The search 
direction of the Levenberg-Marquardt method is a solution of thesetof equations : 

The scalar Àk controls both the magnitude and the direction of dk. When Àk is zero, 
the direction dk is identical to that of the Gauss-Newton method. When Àk tends to 
infinity, dk tends towards a steepest descent or gradient direction. Levenberg
Marquardt is a secend derivative method. 
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The gradient, the Hessian and the Jacobian of the least squares problem, are 
elementsin solving the minimisation criterion. The gradient is the first derivative, 
the Jacobian is a matrix of first derivatives and the Hessian is a matrix of second 
derivatives. They determine the search-direction of the algorithm. The mxn 
Jacobian matrix of f(x) is denoted as J(x). The gradient VF(x) and the Hessian 
H(x) of f(x) are defined as: 

Y'F(x) = 2J(x) T f(x) 

H(x) = 4J(x)T J(x)+Q(x) (4.5) 

m 

where Q(x) = I,~2fi(x)Hi(x) 
i=1 

The Gauss-Newton method often encounters problems when the second order 
term Q(x) is significant. The Levenberg-Marquardt methad evereomes this 
problem but is however not as efficient as the Gauss-Newton method. The Gauss
Newton method is generally more effective when the residual (the error) is zero at 
the solution. However such information is not always available before hand. 
Occasionally the poorer efficiency of the Levenberg-Marquardt method is 
compensated for by its robustness [GRA94]. 

The least squares algorithm can be used for estimating the parameters of the 
Neural Netwerk shown in figure 4.3. 

u 

y 
Plant 

E 

A 

y 

Estimator 

Figure 4.3: Estimating the parameters of a three /ayered Neura/ Network with in a/1/ayers 
one neuron. 
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In AppendixGis shown that the weight and bias adaptations (formulae g.6, g.7, 
g.1 0 and g.11) become: 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

D is a kind of learning rate factor. 
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4.2.2 Back propagation learning algorithm 
The back propagation learning algorithm, based on a least squares cost function, is a 
widely used learning algorithm in feedforward multilayer networks. Based on this 
algorithm, the network learns a distributed associative map between the input and output 
layers. To update the weights, an error must be calculated. At the output layer, this error is 
readily accessible; this is the ditterenee between the actual and the desired outputs. At the 
hidden layers, however, there is no direct observation of the error. To minimise the output 
error an other technique must be used to calculate the errors at the hidden layers. 

The error at the output layer depends on the values of the weights of the neurons in each 
layer. This error is minimised, and during this process new values for weights are 
obtained. The speed and accuracy of the learning process, i.e. the processof updating 
the weights, depends on a factor that is known as the learning ra te. 
From the error at the output neurons, the algorithm computes the rate at which the error 
changes as the activity level of the neuron changes. Now, the algorithm steps back one 
layer before the output layer and recalculates the weights of the output layer (the weights 
between the last hidden layer and the output layer) so that the output error is minimised. 
Next the algorithm calculates the error output at the last hidden layer and computes new 
values for its weights (the weights between the lastand the last but one hidden layer). The 
algorithm continues calculating the error and computing new weights, moving layer by 
layer backward, toward the input. 

A detailed mathematica! tormulation of the back propagation learning method can be 
found in Appendix H. Taking the Neural Network from figure 4.3, the adaptation of the 
weights takes place as follows (formulae h.19, h.20, h.22 and h.23): 

(4.10) 

t1w 21 = y(y- y)(tanh(w 11U} + b1 ) (4.11) 

(4.12) 

t1b 2 = y(y - y) (4.13) 

In this y is the learning rate factor. 

Comparison 
Gomparing formulae 4.6 through 4.9 with formulae 4.10 through 4.13, it turns out that the 
least squares algorithm and the back propagation algorithm are the same, except tor a 
different learning rate. An important ditterenee appears when executing both methods. 
Back propagation uses predefined functions tor computing the required gradients. Least 
squares computes the gradients numerically. However, it is possible to import functions 
for the gradients. 
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4.2.3 Local minima 

Most estimation methods require a global minimum of a cost tunetion F(x) (4.1 ), namely a 
point x such that F(x);::: F(x) for all x in 9t P with p the number of parameters to be 

estimated. Unfortunately global minimisation is only possible for very restrictive classes of 
functions such as convex functions. In most cases the best that can be hoped for is a 
numerical algorithm that will converga toa local (relativa) minimum [SEB89]. In [GRA92] 
is mentioned that 'least squares may only give local solutions'. 

lf the minimisation algorithm is stuck at a local minimum the model is not optimal. A 
graphical plot of the target and the salution may help by determining whether a model is 
more or less accurate. Starting the optimisation routine from ether initial values may give a 
better solution. 

lndicating the dominanee of local minima, it is useful to make a plot of the surface of the 
eest function. The dimension of such a plot depends on the number of parameters that is 
estimated. However, plots greater than three dimensions are net interpretable. Thus 3-D 
plots are made by platting the eest tunetion as a tunetion of 2 parameters, keeping the rest 
of the parameters constant. The eest tunetion is computed on a grid of points of these two 
variables. In Matlab® this eest tunetion can be reflected as a surface. Now can be seen 
whether the optimisation routine suffers badly from local minima or net. lf the surface is 
smooth, the optimisation algorithm has net much trouble finding a satisfying solution. lf the 
surface is rather mountainous, it will get stuckin alocal minimum. 

A optimisation routine should 'step out' the local minimum, to see if somewhere else at the 
surface is a minimum that is deeper than the ene it has already found. An optimisation 
algorithm that has this capability will finally lead to better solutions. 
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4.3 Topologies 

Neural Netwerk models and First Principles Models can be combined to hybrid models in 
different ways. Putting them in succession or summing the outputs leads to: 

• A hybrid series model 
• A hybrid parallel model 

Both methods can be found in the literature. Trying to imitate the experiments done in the 
literature proves to be difficult. This is because only rough schemes are presented and 
none precise information is given about exact inputs of Neural Nets and exact sizes of 
these Neural Nets. 

Neural Networks can also be 'plugged in' in First Principles Models leading to a hybrid 
embedded model. The Neural Netwerk then models a single or a set of terms that are not 
readily accessible through basic principles. The precursor of this topology is the hybrid 
parallel topology where the parameter of the First Principles Model is estimated 
simultaneously with the parameters of the Neural Netwerk. 

The hybrid topologies should result in a good model of a Plant. These Plants are 
simulated, thus it is known what the models should achieve. This is a great advantage of 
using simulated Plants because in this way it is known precisely if the found hybrid models 
perferm well. Moreover in this way a mathematica! analysis of the hybrid topology can be 
made. 

In the following paragraphs the hybrid series, parallel, simultaneous and embedded 
models are presented. Plots will be shown, dynamics are kept in mind, estimation of the 
parameters is treated and programs are shortly expanded. 
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4.3.1 A hybrid series model 

A series model is shown in figure 4.4.a: 

_u __ -.t~~ F.P.M. r-Y_M __ ~~~~ ___ N_.N_. __ ~ _____ Y ____ _.~ 

Figure 4.4.a: A hybrid series model consisting of a First Principles Modeland 
a Neural Network. 

The First Principles Model is used to model the known physical behaviour of the Plant. 
The part of the Plant that is not captured by the First Principles Model must be covered by 
the Neural Netwerk. 

A series model can also have ether uses: 
• The Neural Netwerk can be used to estimate a variabie that is necessary for the First 

Principles Model, but that is e.g. not measurable [TH094]. 
• The Neural Netwerk can be used to estimate an input that is unmeasurable [PSI92], or 

to modify an input so that the net produces an output that can be used in the First 
Principles Model. 

• The model can be used to force the Neural Netwerk outputs to satisfy some 
constraints, e.g. to force the outputs to sum to one [TH094]. 

This is portrayed schematically in figure 4.4.b: 

_u -----.t~~.-I_N_.N_. -----ll z ~~ F.P.M.(z) ~--1--Y--·~ 

Figure 4.4.b: Another hybrid series model. 

The hybrid series model shown in figure 4.4.a is on the basis of the hybrid series topology 
that is used for simulations. The lay-out of this hybrid series model meets the goal that this 
study has: compensating model mismatches that are made because of using simplified 
First Principles Models. 

The hybrid series topology uses an output error configuration; the output of the Plant is 
known and with the hybrid series topology an estimated output is calculated. This way it is 
logica! to use the output error to estimate the parameters of the Neural Netwerk. 

The Neural Netwerk in the hybrid series topology is realised with the help of the Neural 
Net tooibox of Matlab®, which is an easy way of realising Neural Networks. The back 
propagation learning algorithm is chosen for estimating the parameters of the Neural 
Netwerk. 
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In this study the hybrid series topology will be used tor the modelling of dynamica! 
systems. In that case it is necessary to couple backsome inputs and outputs through a 
shifted operator in the time domain. In this way the Neural Netwerk is made dynamic. 
Usually tor a first order system one output is coupled back. Th is is shown in tigure 4.5. For 
higher order systems more inputs and outputs must be coupled back. 

y (k) M 
YNN(k) .. N.N. ... .. ... .. ... 

YNN(k -1) 
I z-1 L 
I , ... 

Figure 4.5: Back coupling of one output: simpte back coup/ing. 

Using an output error configuration, a back propagation estimator and dynamica! back 
couplings, the hybrid series topology can be portrayed as fellows: 

y(k) 
Plant 

u(k) 
r----------------------------------------. 
I I 

I I " 

: : y(k) 
'----+1 ~ F.P.M. 

Model 

Figure 4.6: A hybrid series topology, consisting of a First Princip/es Modeland a Neural 
Network, with back propagation parameter estimator. 
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Programming 

A more detailed description of the program used for sim u lating this topology is presented 
in Appendix J. A listing of the program can be found in Appendix K. The steps in the 
program are shortly presented. 

• Choose an input signal 

• Simulate a Plant 

• Simulate a First Principles Model YM(k) 

• Define a Neural Netwerk 

• Estimate with back propagation the parameters of the Neural Netwerk: w11, W12. w13, 
b1, W21, b2. For training the inputs of the Ne u ral Netwerk are 9 M (k), 9 M (k -1) and 
yp(k-1 ). The target is yp(k). (Matlab® command: Trainlm) 

• With the optima! parameters (w11, W12. W13, b1, W21. b2) the performance of the Neural 
Netwerk is checked, using the same inputs as it is trained with: 9 M (k), 9 M (k -1) and 
yp(k-1). The resulting output should match yp(k). (Matlab® command: Simuff) 

• The output of the hybrid series model ( 9 ), is the output of the Neural Netwerk ( 9 NN ). 
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Validatien of the hybrid model occurs by a different input signal u(k). (Matlab® 
command: simuff) 
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4.3.2 A hybrid parallel model 

A parallel model is shown in figure 4. 7: 

F.P.M. 
u y 

N.N. 

Figure 4.7: A hybrid parallel modelusinga First Principles Modeland a Neural Network. 

The First Principles Model is used to model known physical behaviour of the Plant. The 
part of the Plant that is not captured by the First Principles Model must be covered by the 
Neural Network. 

To be able to investigate the ditterenee between the series and parallel model, the same 
topology is chosen as the hybrid series topology, except for the placing of the First 
Principles Model and the Neural Network. Those are put in parallel. The hybrid parallel 
topology is shown in tigure 4.8. 

u(k) 

y(k) 
Plant 

.----------------------------------------~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Model 

F.P.M. 
y(k) 

Back propagation 

Figure 4.8: A hybrid parallel topology using a First Principles Modeland a 
Neural Network, with back propagation parameter estimator. 
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Programming 

The program for the sim u lation of the hybrid parallel topology is performed analogously to 
the programming of the hybrid series topology. A more detailed description of the program 
used for simulating this topology is presentedinAppendix J. A listing of the program can 
be found in Appendix K. The steps in the program are shortly presented. 

• Choose an input signa! 

• Simulate a Plant 

• Simulate a First Principles Model 

• Define a Neural Netwerk 

u(k) 

yp(k) 

YM(k) 

• Estimate with back propagation the parameters of the Neural Netwerk: W11. w12. W13, 
W14, b11, b12. W21. W22. b2. For training the inputs of the Neural Netwerk are u(k) and 
( yp(k -1)- YM(k -1) ). The target is (yp(k)- YM(k) ). (Matlab® command: Trainlm) 

• With the optima! parameters (w11, w12. W13, W14, b11, b12. W21. W22. b2) the performance 
of the Neural Netwerk is checked, using the same inputs as it is trained with: u(k) and 
( y P (k -1)- y M (k -1) ). The resulting output should match ( y P (k)- y M (k) ). (Matlab® 
command: simuff) 

• The output of the hybrid parallel model, y , is the output of the Neural Netwerk y NN 

summed with the output of the First Principles Model YM. Validatien of the hybrid 
model occurs by a different input signa! u(k). (Matlab® command: Simuff) 
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4.3.3 A simultaneaous approach; precursor embedded 

Defining a First Principles Model does not mean that all parameters of the First Principles 
Model are known. Therefore it is desirabie that these parameters can also be optimised 
tagether with the parameters of the 'black-box' model. 

The hybrid parallel model will be proven to work the most straightforwardly. Therefore the 
possibilities of the parallel model will be expanded: the parameters of the First Principles 
Model and of the Neural Network should be optimised simultaneously rasuiting in a hybrid 
simultaneous model. Simultaneous optimising the parameters implies that the Neural Net 
tooibox of Matlab® cannot be used. The implemented methad does not allow for putting a 
First Principles Model parallel to the Neural Network and therefore an other methad of 
estimating the parameters must be chosen. In this case the least squares algorithm will be 
chosen. The least squares algorithm can be found in the Optimisation tooibox of Matlab®. 

The output error was used as before. So the topology of the simultaneous methad can be 
portrayed as: 

y(k) 
Plant 

u(k) 

y(k) 

Model 

Least squares 

Figure 4.9: A hybrid simultaneous topology using a First Principles Model 
and a Neural Network, with least squares parameter estimator. 
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Programming 

The program for the si mulation of the hybrid simultaneous topology is performed 
analogously to the programming of the hybrid series topology. A more detailed description 
of the program used for simulating this topology is presentedinAppendix J. A listing of the 
program can be found in Appendix K. The steps in the program are shortly presented. 

• Choose an input signa! 

• Simulate a Plant 

• Define a First Principles model 

• Define a Neural Network 

u(k) 

yp(k) 

YM (k, 't) 

• Estimate with least squares the parameter 't of the First Principles Model and the 
parameters of the Neural Network: W11, b1, W21, b2. The input for the Ne u ral Network is 
u(k). The output of the simultaneous model is the sum of the output of the Neural 
Network and of the First Principles Model: y(k) = YNN(k) + YM(k). The cost tunetion 

tor the least squares algorithm is y P (k)- y(k). (Matlab® command: Leas tsq) 

• With the optima! parameters ('t, W11. b1. W21. b2) the performance of the hybrid 
simultaneous model is checked. With the parameters and input u(k) y is computed 

and compared to the output of the Plant: yp(k). 

• Validatien takes place by another input signal u(k). 
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4.3.4 An embedded Neural Netwerk 

Again expanding the parallel method, the idea was to use the 'black-box' model for 
components of the First Principles Model that are difficult to model. For example: friction is 
ditticuit to model but it is known to be present. Therefore a First Principles Model is 
formulated and for the component that is ditticuit to model a Neural Network is embedded. 
lt is part of the First Principles Model model. Because the Neural Network is used for 
'function fitting' it is no longer a dynamic model and so there is no need to couple back 
inputs or outputs. 

The parameters of both the First Principles Model and the Neural Network are estimated 
simultaneously. When using output error the hybrid embedded topology looks like: 

u(k) 

y(k) 
Plant 

y(k) 

I 

'------------------ -------------------
Model Least squares 

Figure 4.1 0: An embedded Neural Network topology using a First Principles Model 
and a Neural Network, with least squares parameter estimator. 

Programming 

The structure of programmingis exactly the same as by the simultaneous topology. 
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5 Processes 

5. 1 Introduetion 

In order to campare the different rnadelling topologies from the previous chapter, they are 
tested on a first order process. When the results are satisfactory, the difficulty is increased 
by testing the models on a highly nonlinear secend order process. 

Therefore processes must be chosen that visualise a first order and a secend order 
process. The modelsof these processes are used for the simuiatien of Plants. These 
processes must be: 

• simple 
• commonly known 
• have a physical or chemica! background so that measurements can be done 

For the first order process a continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) is chosen. However, 
no measurements were done on this process because there was no such equipment 
ready for measurements. The process is described in paragraph 5.2. 

The secend order process is derived from the inverted pendulum and consists of an arm 
that is rotating in a horizontal plane. lt is driven by a motor force which results in friction by 
the axe and in the bearings. This makes the system nonlinear. The system is present in 
the WFW Iabaratory (faculty of Mechanica! Engineering), which makes it easy to do 
measurements. This process is described in paragraph 5.3. 

The number of subjects that can be examined by these two processes is enormous. E.g. 
the input signal that is used can be varied, the topology can be varied, the number of back 
couplings can be varied etceteras. Lots of items, mainly described in chapter 4, can be 
investigated for their effects on the result of rnadelling a Plant. The three subjects 
mentioned above lead to a subject space to be investigated with 30 options (5 different 
input signals * 3 topologies * 2 types of back couplings). lt is clear choices have to be 
made what is, and what is not examined in the simulations. In paragraph 5.4 the 
examined subject spaces are presented. In this chapter no results of the simulations are 
treated. The results will be presented in the next chapter. 
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5.2 First order process: continuous stirred tank reactor 

In order to visualise a first order process, a continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) has 
been chosen. In figure 5.1 a CSTR is shown. From first principles equations a model of a 
CSTR can be derived. This model is simplified until a first order model remains. 

This model is used for simulating a Plant and, with other parameters, for a First Principles 
Model in the topologies from paragraph 4.3. The hybrid series and hybrid parallel model 
are tested by this Plant. The model of the CSTR is changed to create new Plants in order 
to find out what model mismatches the hybrid series and hybrid parallel topologies can, 
and cannot tackle. 

With: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Figure 5.1: A CSTR. 
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stream [mol/m3
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Model 

The differential first principles equations can be derived by applying the conservation 
principle on: 

• total mass 
• mass of components 
• total energy 

The principle of conservation statas that: 

Accumulation = flow in - flow out + amount generated - amount consumed. 

Th is is valid fora certain quantity and per time period. 

For the Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor of figure 5.1 the differential equations are: 

Total mass: 

(5.1) 

Mass balance on component A: 

d(n A) _ d( cA V) _ F _ F + V 
- -CAi i CAo o-r CA 

dt dt 
(5.2) 

Total energy ba/ance: 

d(E) = d(U+K+P) 
dt dt 

(5.3) 

With: 
• p density 
• V volume [m3

] 

• nA number of moles of A in the reacting mixture 
• r rate of reaction (k0 e·!EIRT)) 
• E total energy 
• u internal energy 
• K kinatic energy 
• p potential energy 

Assumptions made are: 
• lsothermal 
• Flow in = Flow out, so the volume in the tank is constant 
• Density in = density out 
• Reaction rate is constant, value = 0.12 
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With these assumptions only the balance of mass component A (equation 5.2) is leftand 
becomes: 

d(c A V) 
__:........:::,_~=cA.F -CAF -rVcA dt I I 0 

(5.4) 

Using the second assumption, this can be written as: 

d(CA) +(~+r)CA =~CAi 
dt V V 

(5.5) 

In this a first order model can be recognised, when writing (5.5) as: 

(5.5a) 

With 't = -
1
- and thus _vF = 1.- r , and K( 't) = _vF 't this gives the following first order 

..E.+r 't 
V 

model: 

(5.6) 

or: 

'tY + y = K('t)U (5.6.a) 
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5.3 Second order process: rotating arm 

The WFW laboratories include an inverted pendulum that ideally can be represented by a 
second order model. The inverted pendulum consists of a pendulum on a cylinder, driven 
by a motor. When the system is controlled adequately, it is possible to move the 
pendulum in such a way, that it stands straight up. In figure 5.2 is a plot of the system. 

Figure 5.2: Structure of the inverted pendu/urn. 

With: 
• u motor voltage input 
• a. angle arm (cylinder) 
• ~ angle pendulum 

The system considered in this research, is the inverted pendulum described above, but 
without the pendulum. lt consists of just a cylinder driven by a motor. The model of this 
system contains a part that is described by equations of motion and a highly nonlinear 
friction part. This model is used to simulate a Plant in the hybrid embedded topology 
(paragraph 4.3.4). Also a First Principles Model is derived from the model of the rotating 
arm. 
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Model 

The system that is used can bedescribed by the following model, derived by R. van de 
Molengraft The structure is determined by physical considerations and the parameters 
are estimated trom data. lt is a second order model, that gives the angle a as a result of a 
voltage input. The model consists of an acceleration part, an aerodynamic resistance part 
and a friction part consisting of a dynamic term (gliding friction) and a static term (sticky 
friction): 

(5.7) 

Wh ere 

{

Ws. -a 
W= e if 

Wdsign(à) 

(5.8) 

The reciprocal of Jm is called e. This second order differential equation can be rewritten as 
a set of tirst-order differential equations. 

x=[:]=[ :J (5.9.a) 

. [x, =x, J 
X= X2 =8(C*U-W-bx 21x 2 1) 

(5.9.b) 

With: 
• u voltage input -1~u~1 [V] 
• c multiplication factor 15.96 [NmN] 
• Jm inertia 0.046 [kgm2] 
• e reciprocal inertia 21.7391 [kgm2r1 
• b multiplication factor 0.0027 [Ns2/rad] 
• Ws static friction factor 1.2 [Nm] 
• ê an epsilon 0.03 [rad/s] 
• wd dynamic friction factor 0.43 [Nm] 

To compute a these equations can be integrated using any of the available integration 
methods tor nonlinear ODE's, tor example Euler. 
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5.4 Subjects examined by the simulations 

Saveral subjects, most of them described in chapter 4, can be examined fortheir effects 
on the performance of the rasuiting model of a Plant. When combining these subjects 
many combinations arise that may need to be investigated for their effects on the result of 
rnadelling a Plant. An example of a subject is the input signal that is used for training a 
model that can have, as mentioned in paragraph 2.4.2, a significant effect on the 
performance of the model. Options for the input signal are e.g. a sinusoidal input signal or 
a noisy staircase input signal. The combinations of these subjects make a 'space' of 
options. The number of combinations grows quickly so not all possible combinations can 
be investigated. A first selection must be made. 

In this case the subject space expanded as we learnt about the models, the methods, the 
processas and their interactions. Tapelogies that were already performing satisfying are 
not redene for reasans of time. 

In table 1 the investigated subjects are presented. The subjects are numbered. The 
options are named. Also it is mentioned in what paragraph they are explained and, when 
necessary, comments are given. Below this table is summed what is not investigated. In 
paragraph 5.4.1 the simulated Plants are treated along with the First Principles Models 
used in the hybrid tapelogies that are rnadelling these Plants. Tables with subject spaces 
are presented: in paragraph 5.4.2 the subject space beienging to the CSTR is shown and 
in paragraph 5.4.3 the subject space of the rotating arm is shown. 

T bi 1 Ex . d b" t a e am1ne su >Jees. 

.... - .... CIJ -Q) 0 I ..C: Q) c c 
..c Q) as a...c 0 

Q) 

E :0 (i; ~ E :0::: E 
::J ::J a.. 0'> ::J a. E z en c 0 0 

ü 

I process order 5.2 & 5.3 first, secend main distinction 
11 topology 4.3 series, parallel, 

embedded 
111 error confiQuration 4.1 input and output error 
IV model colour 2.2 white, Qrey (hybrid) program and estimator check 
V estimating parameters 4.3.4 simultaneously, used by embedded approach, 

alternately parameters of F.P.M. and N.N. 
are estimated alternately or 
simultaneously 

VI process taults 5.4.2 uncertainties in the see table 2 
parameters, order & 
maasurement 
equations 

VIl input signal 2.4.2 sinusoidal, sum of 
sinusoidals, noise, 
QPRTS, noisv staircase 

VIII back couplings 4.3.1 simple attempt, 
extended attempt 

IX model type 3.4 predietien model, 
simuiatien model 

x estimator 4.2 back propagation, 
least squares 
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Subjects not examined 
Many choices must be made when defining Neural Networks e.g. the trainings algorithm. 
Chosenis to keep the issues concerning Neural Networks the same throughout this study, 
to be able to concentrata on the hybrid topologies. When werking with Neural Networks, 
the trainings algorithm is chosen to be the back propagation algorithm. The sigmoid 
tunetion is chosen to be the tanh function. The Neural Netwerk itself is kept as simpte as 
possible. Also it is chosen not to develop new programs for e.g. an estimator. 

5.4.1 Plants and First Principles Models 

No actual measurements are used. lnstead the Plant is simulated. In this way it is known 
exactly what the hybrid models should achieve. Also the First Principles Models, that are 
part of the hybrid models, are formulated. Th is paragraph describes first the Plants and 
First Principles Models derived from the first order process (the CSTR). Then the Plant 
and the First Principles Model derived from thesecondorder process (the rotating arm) is 
described. 

Plants and First Principles Models derived from the first order process (the CSTR) 
The 'designer' of the hybrid model always 'thinks' that the Plant is a first order process. 
Therefore in the hybrid model a first order model is picked for the First Principles Model. 
But the simulated Plant differs slightly from a first order process in saveral manners like 
parameters and order. 

These modelling mismatches are examined to investigate which can be eliminated by the 
hybrid series and parallel topologies and in particular by the Neural Netwerk (subject VI). 
The First Principles Model is always chosen to be a first order CSTR model (see 
paragraph 5.2, equation 5.6.a): 

(5.1 0) 

The model of the Plant is distracted from the same equation. The modelling mismatches 
are introduced by choosing parameters ('t,a and x), order (two) and maasurement 
equations (f) differently. These parameters are shown in formula 5.11. 

(5.11) 

The maasurement equations z, are applied to the output y of the models, obtaining z=f(y). 
Forthese functions f, a sinusoidal and a square root are used. 

In table 2 the Plants and the used First Principles Models are presented. 
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Table 2: Created problem types, Plants and used models tor hybrid series and parallel 
t I opoogy. 

Modelling Plant F.P.M. 
mismatch 

different 1: 2yp + YP = 0.76u 4yM + YM = 0.52u 
factor a before y 2yp + 2yp = 0.76u 2yM + YM = 0.76u 
power x 2yp + YP 

3 = 0.76u 2yM + YM = 0.76u 

two processas in 2yP1 + YP1 = 0.76u 2yM + YM = 0.76u 
succession 

4yP2 + YP2 = 0.52yP1 
tunetion 2yp + YP = 0.76u 2yM + YM = 0.76u 

z=f(yp)=(0.4*sin(1 Oyp)+0.5) 
z=f(yp)=sqrt(Yp) 

The simultaneous or embedded topology has two objectives which are aimed tor 
simultaneously: estimating the parameters of a Neural Network and the parameters of the 
First Principles Model. The modeHing fault introduced is a combination of the 1:-type and 
the a-type problem of table 2. The Plant looks like: 

(5.12) 

The First Principles Model has the same structure as formula 5.12, but the parameter a is 
chosen differently: 

(5.13) 

The initia! value tor 'tM is 4. In this case, the First Principles Model parameter 'tM must be 
changed by the optimisation routine trom 4 till 2. The Neural Network should learn to catch 
the missing y that is missing due to the different values of the parameter a. 

Plants and First Principles Models derived trom the second order process (the rotating 
arm) 
The Plant is simulated with the model described in paragraph 5.3, formula 5.9. The First 
Principles Model is: 

J ä=C·U m (5.14) 

This is Newton's law. The Neural Network is chosen to cover both friction parts that 
remain, when subtracting formula 5.14 trom 5.7. The Neural Network can be written as 
N(à). Then the hybrid embedded modellooks like: 

(5.15) 
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5.4.2 Subject space first order process 

Three topologies are investigated by the first order process: a hybrid series topology, a 
hybrid parallel topology and a hybrid simultaneous topology. The latter is in tact the 
precursor of the embedded topology. For this reasen the embedded topology is also listed 
in table 3. 

Not all subjects trom table 1 are investigated. As explained in chapter 4, the hybrid series 
and parallel topologies use an output error configuration. lt is chosen to optimise 
predietien models. However the obtained mode Is are validated as sim u lation models 
which is a harder test on the mode Is. The investigated hybrid topologies use Neural 
Networks that are all realised with the Neural Net tooibox of Matlab®. The only estimator 
that was applied is the back propagation method, except for the embedded topology 
where least squares has been applied. No parameters of a First Principles Model and a 
Neural Netwerk has been estimated alternately. 

The subject space, outlined in table 3, evolved historically during the project. For example, 
simple input signals like sinusoidals, were used first. More complex signals were used 
with the attempt to overcoma some of the problems observed. Similarly for the topologies. 
First attempts with a series and parallel topology we re performed by a simple recurrent 
Neural Netwerk. Later the space was extended to Neural Networks with more complex 
recurrent networks and a topology where the Neural Netwerk was embedded into the First 
Principles Model. 

In table 3, a plus indicates that the combination of options is examined. A dot indicates 
that a combined fault of 't and a is examined. 
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T able 3: Topic space for the first order process. 
(Output error, hybrid models, predietien models and back_Q!"O_Q_é!Q_ationJ_ 

Topology Series Parallel Embedded 
_{_using Is)_ 

Back couolings simple extra simp Ie extra simp Ie extra 
Model Input 
tau ft signa/ 

sine + + + + 
't noise + 

n.stair + + • 
QPRTS • • 
Sum s 
sine + + + + 

a noise • 
n.stair + • 
QPRTS • 
Sum s 
sine + + 

x noise + + 
n.stair + + 
QPRTS 
Sum s 
sine + + 

2 noise + + 
n.stair + + 
QPRTS 
Sum s 
sine + + + + 

f noise 
n.stair + + + 
QPRTS 
Sum s 

sine = sinusoidal + = examined 
n.stair = noisy staircase • = combination of 't 
Sums = sum of sinuscidals and a examined 
QPRTS = quantisized pseudo random trinary signal 
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5.4.3 Subject space second order process 

The subject space for the second order process differs from the subject space for the first 
order process. Here only the embedded topology has been investigated, as this topology 
seemed to be the most promising one of the three topologies. Other problems occurred 
when testing this topology and thus other subjects were introduced trying to solve them. 

The subject space, shown in table 4, evolved historically during the project. 
• The first attempt is done by the combination of the options least squares estimator, 

sinusoidal input signal and simultaneously estimating the parameters of the First 
Principles Model and of the Neural Network. lt appeared very soon that the 'wild' 
signals like noise, noisy staircase and QPRTS couldn't be used because the process 
that is modelled is discontinuous. Thus only a sinusoidal and a sum of sinusaidals is 
used. 

• Secondly, a white model of thesecondorder process has been estimated. The model 
structure has the same structure as the model presented in formulas 5.7 and 5.8. 
Only the parameters were picked differently. The program that was build for the 
embedded topology should result in the parameter values mentioned below 5.9.b. In 
this way the program and the estimator method capabilities could be checked. 

• Thirdly, other input signals were used: a sum of 6 or 11 sinusoidals. 
• Fourthly, the parameters of the First Principles Models and the parameters for the 

Neural Network have been estimated alternately instead of simultaneously; once by a 
back propagation estimator and once by a least squares estimator. 

• The last attempt estimated aprediction model by input error. 
In table 4 the subject space is presented. A plus indicates that the combination of options 
is examined. 

T able 4: Subject space tor the second order process. 
W'th b dd d t I I :em e e opoogy. 

Type of Output error Input error 
error 

kind white h_y_brid white hybrid 
estimator LS BP LS BP 

si/al si al si al si al si al si al si al 

in p 
Is 
s + + + + 

I w-::;,{g 
C·- p + ëi) 0 

ö eh~ 
s + 

E ::;, 
::;, .s ~ p 
(/) (/) 

si = simultaneous 
in = input signal + = examined combination 
al = alternately 
p/s = prediction or simulation model 
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6 Results 

6. 1 Introduetion 

The hybrid series, parallel and embedded models are tested fortheir capacities to model 
Plants. Therefor the hybrid series and parallel tapelogies are examined using simulated 
Plants derived from a first order CSTR-model. The hybrid embedded topology is 
examined using a simulated Plant, derived from the secend order rotating-arm model. 

The subject spaces presented in paragraph 5.4 are investigated through simulations 
made with the help of Matlab®. The results of these simulations are presented in this 
chapter. 

In paragraph 6.2 the results of the hybrid series and parallel topology obtained at the first 
order process are presented. First some general results are shown about input signals 
and back couplings. Then all the results gained from the investigation of the subject space 
are shown in a table and a graph. 

In paragraph 6.3 the results of the hybrid embedded topology obtained at the secend 
order process are shown. 

In Appendix A, C, E and F a log (plots) of the performed simulations can be found. 

In this chapter the results are briefly discussed. An overview of the obtained observations 
is given and discussed in the next chapter. 
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6.2 Results obtained from the CSTR simulations 

6.2.1 Input signals 
When applying different input signals to the model of the chosen first order process, the 
continuous stirred tank reactor, different output signals are received. The output signals 
due to a constant, sinusoidal, noise and QPRTS input signal can be seen in tigure 6.1. 
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in=-
out= 

in=-
out= 

Constant 
1r-------~------~ 

o~------~~=---~ o 50 Time 100 

No i se 

o~------~--------~ o 50 Time 100 

in = _ _ 1 .----___:Q.:....P_R..--T......;,S __ ___, 

out= 

0.5 

o~------~--~--~ 
0 50 Time 100 

Sinusoidal 
in = -- 1 .......-----------.-------------. 
out= 

0.5 

o~------~------~ 
0 50 Time 100 

Figure 6.1: Output of a CSTR due to different inputs. 
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Using different input signals for training (Neural Netwerk) models, gives different results. 
An example is shown in figure 6.2. Here is shown the result of the hybrid parallel model, 
dealing with the model mismatch 'two processas in succession' from table 2. The hybrid 
parallel model must model the Plant, that consists of two processas in succession. The 
hybrid parallel model contains a First Principles Model that is a model of one of these two 
processes. 

The left plot is the result from a training of the hybrid parallel model using a sinusoidal 
input signa!. Shown is the validatien of the model using a constant input signa!. Also the 
output of the Plant is shown using this constant input signa!. 

The figures show that the two models describe the slow dynamics reasonably well. The 
left plot shows clearly the model mismatch in the regions of higher dynamics. 

The F.P.M, !he N.N. and these parallel 
Trained using a sinusoidal illJUI signal 

Validated using a constant illJUI signal, U=0.5 

0.5 .. .,.-------.---......---.------r-------, 

\ 
0.4 \ __ o··L 

Y•···· 0.2 
NN·.·. 

Y-o.1 

0 

-0.1 

.................. 

-0.2'L__ _ _:: ..... _ ... ..J.. ..... _ ...... _ _.__ __ ,___ _ __,_ _ ___, 

0 20 40 60 80 100 
lirne 

The F.P.M, the N.N. and these parallel 
Trained using a noisy staircase input signa! 

Validaled using a constant input signa!, u=0.5 

:::l~t--·· ....................................................................................................... .. 
0.3 

FPM-· 
'Jp.... 0.2 ~-------------1 
NN·.·. 

Y- 0.1 

0 

-0.1 

-0.2'----=---'::------::':-----':--~ 
0 ~ 40 60 00 ® 

lirne 

Figure 6.2: Comparison of two hybrid parallel mode/s trained with different input signa/s. 

As this result was not discovered at the beginning of this study, satisfying results obtained 
trom training using a sinusoidal input signa! are not redone. 
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6.2.2 Back couplings 
Especially the hybrid series method turned out to be sensitive to the number of back 
couplings, see paragraph 4.3.1. Here an example is worked out, where is shown how the 
number of back couplings can be determined. 

When trying to cancel the model fault in the parameter 't with the hybrid series topology, 
the Neural Netwerk was at first chosen to look like: 

y (k) M 
YNN(k) ~ N.N. .. ... 

~ ... 

YNN(k -1) 
I -1 L. .. 

I z I~ 

Figure 6.3: Back coupling one output: simple back coup/ing. 

The hybrid series model, containing a Neural Netwerk with above topology, gave no 
useful output. Consequently the transfer tunetion of the Neural Netwerk was 
mathematically analysed. Using tigure 6.4, it can be shown that the transfer tunetion of the 
Neural Netwerk can be written as: 

H (z) = Hp(Z) 
NN HM(z) 

(6.1) 

~ 
Plant 

-".. HP 

Y NN(k):yp( u(k) F.P.M. YM(k) N.N. ... _ ... ~ .. 
HM 

.. HNN 
.. 

Figure 6.4: Hybrid series identification using a First Principles Model 
and a Neural Network. 

k) 

Deriving the z-transform of the transfer tunetion Hp(z) from the Laplace transferm transfer 
tunetion Hp(s) is performed as fellows [STE84]: 

Kp 

H ( ) Kp =-'tp_ 
p s =-_!__-

'tpS+1 s+...!. 
'tp (6.2) 

1 1 
-- =::::} ----
S+a 1-e-aT z-1 
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Thus the transfer tunetion of the Neural Netwerk becomes: 

2 
tp 

(6.3) 

Using: 

(6.4) 

lt ean beseen that YNN(k) is a tunetion of: 

YNN (k) = f(yM(k), YM(k -1), YNN (k -1)) (6.5) 

From the above it appears that the netwerk strueture should be: 

z-1 

YM(k) 
--+ 

N.N. 
YNN(k) 

YNN(k -1) 

-1 
I z I 

Figure 6.5: New outlook of the Neural Network using extra back couplings. 
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Y-

An example of the influence of the number of back couplings is shown in tigure 6.6. Model 
mismatch 'a' trom table 2 is shown. The left plot is the result of the hybrid series model 
containing the Neural Netwerk of tigure 6.3. The right plot is the result of the hybrid series 
model containing the Neural Netwerk of tigure 6.4. Both Neural Networks use a sinusoidal 
input signal for training. The Neural Networks are validated using a constant input signal. 
As can be seen, the first attempt behaves critically. 

1.6 

1.4 

1.2 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 ·I I_~ 
0.2 
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Validating the N.N. using a constant input signal 
Simple back couplings 

·····~··· 

20 40 60 80 
Time 

100 

Validating the N.N. using a constant input signal 
Extra back couplings 

0.6..,..----,----,----..-----..---------, 

0.35 

0.3 

0.25 \ 
'--------------~ 

0.2'----'----'----...__ __ ...__ _ ___. 
0 20 40 60 80 100 

Time 

Figure 6.6: Results of the hybrid series topology with simple and extra back couplings. 
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6.2.3 Results 
The results of fitting hybrid series & hybrid parallel rnadeis to simulated Plants, are 
presented in table 5. Table 5 has the samedesign as table 3. The numbers are the 
maximum output error, YP - y, that is observed when validating the trained hybrid rnadeis 

using a constant input signal. 'bad' means that the output of the hybrid models are 
asciilating or have other problems which render thus useless. 

Appendix A, C andEreport the detailed results. 

Table 5: 
Topology 

a 

x 

2 

f 

sine 
n.stair 
Sums 
QPRTS = 

Series Parallel 

extra simple extra 

random trina na I 

Embedded 

simple without 
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The results of the hybrid series and parallel topologies producing models of a Plant can 
also be plotted in a figure, which is shown below. 'bc' stand for: 'using extra back 
couplings'. 

tau series 

tau series bc 

tau parallel 

tau parallel bc 

a series 

E a series bc Q) 

:c 
0 ... c.. a parallel -0 
Q) 
c.. 
>- a parallel bc -"C c 
a:s 
>- x series m 
0 
0 c.. x parallel 0 
1-

two series 

two parallel 

t series 

f parallel 

tau& a 
embedded 

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 

Maximum output error 

Figure 6. 7: Results of hybrid series and parallel topo/ogies. 
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The question arises whether the behaviour of the Neural Networks can be explained. A 
mathematica! analysis of what a Neural Network should be learning is made with the help 
of transfer functions. Applying an input l(k) the results tor the analysis and the output of 
the Neural Network can be plotted, allowing fora visual comparison. The error is defined 
as the ditterenee between these plots. The Neural Networks in the hybrid series model 
that are analysed, have the topology of tigure 6.5. In AppendixBand D detailed results of 
the mathematica! analysis can be found. 

Table 6 compares the results. The error that is made in the initia! phase (that is the 
biggast error occurring in the first 2 seconds of the simulation) is shown. This error 
represents the mismatch in the dynamics. Also the error that occurs finally (after 7 
seconds) is given, reprasenting the steady state mismatch. 

T bi 6 R lt f th a e esu s o I . f th N IN tw rk f th h b 'd d 11 I t I y. e ana1ys1s o e eura e o s o e 1y1 n senes an para e opo o 
topology hybrid series topology hybrid parallel topology 

max. output error max. output error 
phase initia! steady state initia! steady state 
type of 

problem 
't 0.02 zero 0.1 zero 
a zero zero 0.02 zero 
2 0.02 zero 0.25 zero 

6.2.4 Simultaneous or embedded topology 
In paragraph 5.4.1 the model of the Plant used at the hybrid embedded topology is shown 
in formula 5.12. The equation of the used First Principles Model can be seen in formula 
5.13. The Neural Network has simple back couplings, like the Neural Network of tigure 
4.5. 

To obtain a good model of the simulated Plant, the hybrid embedded topology must 
change the parameter 't of the First Principles Model trom 4 till 2. The parameters of the 
Neural Network must be changed such, that the Neural Network learns to capture the 
missing y. 

First attempts failed. The explanation is that the used Neural Network is a dynamica! 
system itself. Thus the optimisation has the choice which dynamics are adapted: either 
the dynamics of the Neural Network or the dynamics of the First Principles Model. Thus a 
static Neural Network is introduced, i.e. a Neural Network without time shifts coupled 
back. This did work perfectly. The 't changes and the Neural Network is learning the 
missing y. In Appendix E a tew plots with characteristic results can be found. 
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6.3 Results obtained from the rotating arm simulations 

The results of fitting the hybrid embedded model on the simulated Plant of the rotating 
arm, are presented in table 7, which has the samedesign as table 4. The results of the 
simulations are reflected in words. 'ok' stands for a result as good or better than the 
performance of the white model on real Plant data. 'bad' stands for inconsistent and badly 
results. 'mod' stands tor moderately results. 

Paragraph 6.3.1 repeats the structure of hybrid embedded model, introduced in paragraph 
5.3 and 5.4. Also the equation of the First Principles Model and the target of the Neural 
Netwerk is plotted. In paragraph 6.3.2 the examined combinations of options trom table 7 
are discussed separately. 

Table 7: Subject space tor thesecondorder process. 
With: embedded tooolonv_ 

Type of 

I rn-::J{g 
C·
ëi) 0 

si = simultaneous 
in = input signa! 

66 

Output error Input error 

si al al 

al = alternately 
p/s = predietien or simuiatien model 
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6.3.1 The hybrid embedded topology 
The behaviour of the rotating arm is simulated using the equations described in paragraph 
5.3: 

o.046ä + o.oo21 al al+ w = 15.96 *u 

w = 0.03 if {~a lal< o.o3 

0.43sign(a) lal~ 0·03 

(sticky friction) 

(gliding friction) 

The hybrid embedded model is (paragraph 5.3.2): 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 

The inertia of the Plant is 0.046 [kgm2
]. For reasens of programming, the embedded 

model optimises an inverted inertia. The inverted inertia of the Plant is 21.7391 [kgm2r1
• 

The Neural Netwerk should cover the friction parts of formula 6.6. This friction is 
represented by formula 6. 7 and is be plotted in tigure 6.8. 

friction 15 

10 
5 

0 

........ 
-5 _.,-· 

/. -10/ 
-15 

..,. ... 
.................... 

........ ···· 
--·········· 

.. ··" 
// 

/ 

-20 ._____._ _ __,___.._____._ _ _.__...._____.. _ __.J 

~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 00 ~ 

a 

tigure 6.8: What the Neural Network should leam: the combined friction terms. 

Note that the sticky friction shows a discontinuity at zero velocity. 
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6.3.2 (1) Hybrid embedded topology, sinusoidal input, simultaneously 
estimated with least squares 

The most tried combination of options is: output error, least squares and simultaneous 
estimating the parameters. Different input signals are used by fitting a hybrid embedded 
model on the simulated Plant, in order to find a persistently exciting input signal: 

• A sinusoidal. 
• A sum of 6 sinuscidals with different frequencies and different amplitudes. 

Th ree different signals of this type were constructed. 
• A sum of 11 sinuscidals with all different frequencies but with the same 

amplitudes. 

After optimising the hybrid embedded model the value found for the First Principle Model 
parameter is printed. Plots of the predietien and validatien of the hybrid model output are 
made. With the help of these plots the resulting hybrid model is judged. Three categories 
are handled: goed, moderate and bad. 'Goed' means here that the performance of the 
hybrid model is as goedorbetter than the performance of the white model (6.6 and 6.7) 
rnadelling real maasurement data. 'bad' means a badly, net behaving solution. 'moderate' 
is somewhere in between. 

lt appeared that the reciprocal inertia is a goed indicator for the quality of a solution. Goed 
solutions have 'goed' inertia's. Therefor the range wherein inertia's are found are 
presented tagether with the categorised results using the different input signals in table 8 
(reciprocal inertia at the Plant's model is 21.7391 ). A complete description of the input 
signals that are used can be found in Appendix F. Appendix F discussas several 
simuiatien runs extensively. Plots of a good, moderate and a bad result can be found. 

Table 8: Results of the embe dd ed method usinq different input sianals. 
performance number of results range of rec. inertia 

when 'aood' 

Input signa/ QOOd moderate bad low high 

sin (1.5t) 5 9 15 16 22.5 

6 8 0 10 21.8 23 
'.'Lsin(roit) 
i=1 
6 7 4 9 20 23 

'.'Lsin(roit) 
i=1 
6 1 3 16 23 -

'.'Lsin(roit) 
i=1 
11 - - 20 - -

'.'Lsin(roit) 
i=1 
6 - - 20 - -

:Lsin(roit) 
i=1 
sin (1.5t) 5 8 7 20 23 

6 24 20 56 15 23 
'.'Lsin(roit) 
i=1 
sin (1.5t) 12 - 7 21.6 22.6 
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lt is expected that the parameter of the First Principles Model converges reliably, within 
reasonable error limits, to the same value tor the inertia used tor simulating the Plant. 

As can be seen from table 8, the estimator is not always able to come up with a good 
solution. Perhaps it suffers from local minima as discussed in paragraph 4.2.3. To check 
this a plot of the cost tunetion is madefora simple case. To construct this plot the Neural 
Netwerk must be simple to allow for a visualisation of the results. The Neural Netwerk that 
is used, consists of only one neuron in the hidden layer and one neuron in the output 
layer. The neurons did not have biases. Thus only two parameters are left: a weight-factor 
for the hidden neuron and a weight-factor tor the output neuron. The mass is also kept 
constant. A sinusoidal input signal is used. The rasuiting surface plot is shown in tigure 
6.9. 

... · ...... ............. • .. .. ::• .... 
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. .. .. . 
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1( 

weight factor output 0 0 
weight factor hidden neuron 

Figure 6.9: Surface plot ofthe cost tunetion using the hybrid embedded topo/ogy, using 
a simplified Neural Network. 

Other possible reasens for not finding good and consistent solutions are discussed in 
chapter 7, paragraph 1. 
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6.3.3 (2) White model estimated with least squares, sinusoidal input signal 
The white model trom formula 5.7 and 5.8 is estimated to check whether the hybrid 
embedded method is able to estimate a model. The parameters Jm-1

, b, W s and W d are 
estimated. Except tor W 5 , the static friction parameter, all val u es are found correctly. So 
least squares is able to find a good white, model. 

6.3.4 (3) Alternately estimating the parameter of the First Principles Model 
and the parameters of the Neural Network 

lt might be so that the back propagation estimator is a better optimiser tor the Neural 
Network. Therefor the Neural Network is created with the Neural Network tooibox of 
Matlab®. As a consequence the parameter of the white model had to be estimated 
separately. Thus alternately the Neural Network and the reciprocal inertia are estimated. 
This yields very good results. 
The reciprocal mass was found in a range of 21.72-21.75 which is almost perfect. But two 
different Neural Networks were found by the alternately hybrid topology: one with and one 
without a discontinuity. 
Trying to do an alternately solution using least squares, did not lead to satisfying results. 

6.3.5 (4) Estimating a hybrid model using input error contiguration 

Because the white model is a tunetion of ä. and the error is measured in a, integration 
has to take place twice. This might cause some problems. Therefor a filter-method using 
spline-type modulating functions is applied [MAL78] & [PRE93]. Using partial integration 
and a smart modulation function, this filter computes measures tor derivatives of 
variables, in this case the angle a. A scheme of this filter is presented in tigure 6.1 0. In 
Appendix I more about the spline-type modulating functions can be found. 
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Figure 6.1 0: Scheme of the used filter tor determining the derivatives of a variable. 
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As fellows numerical arrays of the values of a, á and ä are gained and problem (6.6) . .. 
can be solved numerically. Using a, a and a an estimated input force can be computed. 
Th is can be compared with the input force used tor simulating the Plant, rasuiting in an 
input error. With this error the inertia and the parameters of the Neural Netwerk are 
estimated. Thus this method uses an input error contiguration and estimates a predietien 
model. 

The results trom the simulations are very satisfactory. The inertia is estimated precisely 
good. However the Neural Netwerk comes out with three different shapes, which are 
shown in tigure 6.11. One good shape (a), one shape without the discontinuity (b) and one 
with a discontinuity the wrong way round (c). 
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Figure 6.11: Estimated Neural Networks with input error contiguration and prediefion model. 
a: right, b: too smooth, c:wrong 
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7 Conclusions and recommendations 

7. 1 Introduetion 

This study examined the possibilities of designing models of processes, with high fidelity 
but with minimal complexity (paragraph 2.1 ). Hybrid models which are combinations of 
First Principles Models ('white-box' models) and Neural Networks ('black-box' models) are 
tested for this purpose. Hybrid models must give at least no worse results than completely 
'white-box' models. 

The results of the simulations with the hybrid series, parallel and embedded topology are 
presented in chapter 6. In this chapter the observations of these simulations are summed 
and briefly discussed. In paragraph 7.3 conclusions of this study are presented, foliowed 
by recommendations in paragraph 7.4. 

7.2 Observations & discussion 

From the simulations with the hybrid series and hybrid parallel topology at the first order 
process, the following observations can be made: 

a) Back couplings are important in the series model. The parallel model is not susceptible 
toa good number of back couplings. In this study the best number of back couplings is 
determined with the help of a mathematica! analysis. In reality the good amount of 
back couplings cannot be determined in this way. The number of back couplings must 
be determined by trial and error. 

b) The mathematica! analysis (paragraph B.1) shows that for some introduced model 
mismatches, like the 't, the Neural Netwerk in the hybrid series model has to learn a 
transfer tunetion that cancels the First Principles Model and redces the Plant. This 
way, it is made the Neural Netwerk more difficult to describe model mismatches. 
Modelling a first order system with a first order First Principles Model and a first order 
Neural Netwerk in series, making the hybrid model second order, seemsnot logical. 
But in reality it is not known what model mismatch is made when formulating a First 
Principles Model, and thus it is not known if what the hybrid model does is 'logical' or 
not. 
The parallel topology does not have this problem. 

c) The mathematica! analysis shows that the Neural Networks behave as is expected, in 
the different configurations. 

d) By these simulations, a model consisting of just a Neural Netwerk, works as good or 
better then a hybrid model, and is easy to use. 
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The observations of the simulations with the hybrid embedded topology at the secend 
order process are: 

e) The white mode Is identified for the rotating arm we re nat consistent, though estimated 
from the same data. The optimisations resulted in different values for the inertia Jm 
(formula 5.13). 
lt is expected that this parameter (Jm) of the First Principles Model converges reliably 
to the same value within reasanabie error limits. As the First Principles Model models 
the Plant, except for some model mismatch, it is the part of the hybrid model that takes 
care of extrapolation over the output range; it determines mostly the behaviour of the 
hybrid model. 
This inconsistent behaviour of the optimisation, demotivates the use of first principles 
rnadelling components which aim at describing the main characteristics, with the 
Neural Netwerk to absorb the remaining rnadelling mismatch. 

f) The performance of the Ne u ral Netwerk depends on the salution found by the 
estimator. These solutions are local minima which implies that they are nat the best 
solution; furthermore they differ from each other. A model which performance depends 
on the salution found by an estimator, is nat a reliable model. In this study it is known 
what the Neural Netwerk should do and it is possible to say: this one is goed, this one 
is wrong. When estimating a real Plant you will not know whether a found model 
describes the process well or nat well, quantitatively and qualitatively. 

g) Estimating a white model seems to lead taster to a salution than simultaneous 
estimating a white parameter and a Neural Netwerk. The effect seems to hold more 
than just less parameters that have to be estimated. 

h) Estimating either a Neural Netwerk or the parameter of the First Principles Model does 
give solutions. Estimating both sets simultaneously does nat yield a solution. 

i) Alternately estimating the parameter of the First Principles Model and a Neural 
Netwerk, where the Neural Netwerk is trained with back propagation, yields goed 
solutions. 

j) Avoiding much integration stepscan be carried out by estimating an input error model. 
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This yields goed solutions for the parameter. However the Neural Netwerk did not 
result in a good salution all the time. The slip-stick friction was sametimes modelled 
correctly by the Neural Netwerk, sametimes not modelled and sametimes modelled 
back to front. 
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k) Not finding a satisfying solution for the secend order pendulum problem can be 
ascribed to: 

1. Because Jm is an inertia, it might be so that part of it will be ascribed to friction 
because of a relation between friction and mass: the friction resulting from a 
problem with a big mass and low friction coefficient is (approximately) the 
same as the friction resulting from a problem with a small mass and a high 
friction coefficient. Both stick-slip friction as dynamica! friction meet the 
following relation between mass (actually normal force) and friction: 

friction = J!N (7.1) 

Here is f..1 a friction coefficient, that has different val u es for static and dynamic 
friction [SEA64]. The cernparisens are shown in tigure 7.1. 

Figure 7.1: High mass and low friction coefficient (smooth base) compared with 
/ow mass and high friction coefficient (rough base). 

2. Using a simultaneous estimation procedure, that is when the error is minimised 
over all parameters (the First Principle Model parameter and the Neural 
Netwerk parameters) one allows a cernpromise in what deviations in one 
component can be off set by deviations in the ether component. The 
convergence could be influenced by choosing appropriate weighting factors in 
the cost function. However, this approach does not remove the 'problem'; 
estimation is left with trial & error. 

3. The optimisation routine, least squares, gets stuck in local minima. lt is not 
able of stepping out the minima, finding a global minimum. 

4. The sample time might be too big and introduces inaccuracies. lt could not be 
chosen smaller due to computation time probie ms. This can imply that there 
are not enough samples to extract enough information and estimate all the 
parameters. 

5. For integration was not used ode23 (for reasens of computing time) which also 
introduces inaccuracies. 
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From both simuiatien series the following issues are observed: 

I) The choice of the input signal is very important. Choices must be made for the 
amplitude and frequency. Examined are: 

• a sinusoidal input signal 
• a noise input signal 
• a noisy staircase input signal 
• a QPRTS input signal 
• a input signal consisting of a sum of 6 sinusoidals. 

lt cannot be said which input signal must be used and thus will be advised to 
use. lt depends on the problem that is observed. For smooth processas the 
QPRTS works, for non-smooth processas it does not work. 
For the rotating arm process no satisfying persistently exciting input signal 
could be found despite many theories and as many attempts. This could be 
due to discontinuities or due to integration problems. 

m) Keeping in mind that model size should be decreased, Neural Networks may be 
powertul models but the number of parameters and thus the size of the model cannot 
be considered as 'small'. Ne u ral Networks with simple topologies contains al ready lots 
of parameters, more than an eventually white model. 

n) Debugging programs of these methods does not go impeccable. 
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7.3 Conclusions 

In this study the following conclusions can be made (the characters between brackets 
refer to the observations of paragraph 7.2): 

• In this study, hybrid series, paralleland embedded models are investigated fortheir 
abilities to model Plants. 

• The hybrid series and hybrid parallel topologies are reasonably capable of cancelling 
model mismatches leftover by the First Principles Model (table 5). When a persistently 
exciting input signal is used and enough back couplings are applied, a satisfying 
hybrid model of the Plant results. 

• The hybrid embedded topology did not result in a consistent white model for the 
rotating arm process (e). 

• The Neural Networks did not converge to acceptable models (f,j}. 

• The choice of an input signal is important. lt remains difficult to find or choose an input 
signal that yields satisfactory results (I). 

• Applying the hybrid series and hybrid parallel models to first order Plants, the first 
gave better results than the second. The hybrid series topology is sensitive to back 
couplings (a). At the hybrid series topology, the First Principles Model causes in 
certain cases a harder job for the Neural Network to describe the model mismatch (b). 

• The hybrid embedded model does not work for the rotating arm process (e,h,j,k). 

• When there is no special need for understanding the physics of the system, it is easier 
(m) and justas good (d) to use only Neural Networks to obtain a good model of a 
Plant, on condition that the input signal can be manipulated freely. This is often not the 
case for real Plants. 

• Neural Networks cannot be considered as 'small' models. For example Neural 
Networks consisting of 5 neurons, al ready form a model with (at least) 10 parameters 
(m). 

• In the cases investigated in this study estimating a white model went taster (g). 

• Working with Neural Networks seems to beatrialand error approach which is not very 
scientific. 
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7.4 Recommendations 

• Try embedded topology with a 'norm al' i.e. simple secend order process first. 

• Find an optimisation method that can handle local minima. 
The initia! values of the parameters are important. A 'smart' choice may result in better 
final values. 
Genetic algorithms can also be used for finding 'smart' initia! values. Genetic 
algorithms can efficiently search large and complex spaces (possessing many local 
minima) to find nearly global minima [MON95] 

• The 'Fisher intermation matrix' is an important maasure of the achievable accuracy. lt 
provides a maasure for the intermation contents and can thus be used for the design 
of experiments [EYK74] & [HEN97]. 

• Tailored experiments are preferabie over 'all in the bucket' experiments. Design an 
input signa! using physical insight. Tailor the experiment to the parameters that shall 
be identified. Excite specific part whilst keeping other model parts at rest. 
E.g. tor the rotating arm problem: use a signa! that first consist of a sinusoidal part 
foliowed by a constant part and a switching part. The sinusoidal eausas a varying 
acceleration so the inertia can be estimated. The constant part will take care of a 
constant velocity so the parameter b, the air friction coefficient, can be estimated. The 
switching part eausas the system to have veloeities varying around zero, so the slip
stick part of the friction can be estimated. 

• Try the hybrid series and parallel method on the secend order rotating arm process. 
They can be a good alternative for the hybrid embedded topology. In this way all the 
standard tools are applicable. 

• Take care of computing problems. Real processas do have many more (like 500 or so) 
parameters. Computational problems increase rapidly with the dimensionality of the 
estimator problem. 

• Try things out on a real process as soon as possible. Unexpected problems may show 
up that must be overcome. 
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8 Technology Assessment 

Nowadays computers replace human beings in control tasks for complicated processes, 
which require much process knowledge. Therefore people's process knowledge is 
mapped into the computers in the form of mathematica! models. That is why good models 
of these processas are necessary. 

The trendtobetter control is driven by economy. Quality and quantity is to increase with 
decreasing product costs and limiting waste. This trend continuously gives new impetus to 
modelling. 

With control specificatien tightening, more accurate models are required for the predietien 
of a Plant's behaviour. Higher accuracy will almest always imply larger and more complex 
models. The problem is that with larger size and complexity computation time increases 
and computing a model exceeds quickly and more frequently the real time behaviour of a 
Plant. 

lt is thus nota surprise that model reduction is of great interest to the control engineer. 
The ideal model describes the process with high fidelity, as highly as required to meet the 
control objectives, but with minimal complexity. 

The goal of this study is to develop a method that reduces the size of these models and 
make them suitable tor control purposes. This study uses hybrid models to achieve this 
goal. Hybrid models are here a combination of 'white-box' models and 'black-box' models. 
For these 'black-box' mode Is Neural Networks will be used. A Ne u ral Netwerk is a 'black
box' input-output modelbasedon the human nerveus system. 'White-box' models are 
models based on first principles equations. 

The hybrid topologies that are of interest because of their potential application are 
compared and tested in a tew different situations. The observations and conclusions of 
these comparisons can be found in chapter 7. 
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Appendix A: Plots of the hybrid series identification simulations 

In order of the presented modelling mismatches in table 2, plots of the hybrid series 
identification simulations are shown. The topology that is used for the simulations is 
presented in paragraph 4.3.1. The program structure is presented in Appendix J, the 
programs are listed in Appendix K. 

A. 1 Different tau 

The hybrid series model performed satisfying with one linear neuron in the hidden layer. 
With extra back couplings the Neural Network used is shown in tigure A.1. 

Figure A.1: The used Neural Network tor the hybrid series topology. 

The input signal and the resulting outputs of the Plant and the First Principles Model are 
shown in tigure A.2. 
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Figure A.2: The outputs of the Plantand the First Principles Modelusinga 
sinusoida/ input signa/. 
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During estimation of the Neural Netwerk parameters, the development of the sum of the 
squared errors looked like: 

Sum-
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Figure A.3: Training the Neural Network parameters with back propagation. 

The predietien of the resulting Neural Netwerk using the inputs it is trained with, is shown 
in tigure A.4: 
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Figure A.4: Predicting the Neural Network. 

Only one line can be distinguished: the target and predietien matches perfectly. The 
validatien signa! that is used is a constant input signal. The resulting outputs of the First 
Principles Model and the Plant using this input signa! are shown in tigure A.S. 
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Figure A.5: The outputs of the Plantand the First Principles Modelusinga 
constant input signa/. 

Now the hybrid series model has been validated using the constant input signal. The 
Neural Netwerk model was used as a simuiatien model. The result of this validatien and 
the fault of the hybrid series model are shown in figure A.6. 
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Figure A.6: The performance of the hybrid series model. 
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A.2 Factors 

The Ne u ral Network that has been used for this si mulation is shown in tigure A.1. The 
input signal and the resulting outputs of the Plant and the First Principles Model are 
presented in figure A. 7. 
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Figure A. 7: The outputs of the Plantand the First Principles Modelusinga 
sinusoidal input signa/. 

When plotting the prediction, the lines match perfectly. A constant input signal has been 
used as validatien signal. The resulting outputs of the Plant and the First Principles Model 
using this input signal are shown in tigure A.B. 
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Figure A.8: The outputs of the Plantand the First Principles Modelusinga 
constant input signa/. 
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The validatien has been performed by this constant input signal. The Neural Netwerk in 
the hybrid series model was validated as a simuiatien model. The result of the validatien 
and the fault of the hybrid series method are shown in figure A.9. 
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Figure A.9: The performance of the hybrid series model. 

A.3 Powerx 

The Neural Netwerk that has been used for this si mulation is shown in figure A.1 0. The 
Neural Netwerk has simple back coupling. 

Figure A.1 0: The used Neura/ Network tor the hybrid series topo/ogy. 

A noisy staircase input signal has been used for training the hybrid series model. The 
outputs from the Plant and the First Principles Model using a noisy staircase input signal 
are shown in figure A.11. 
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Figure A.11: The outputs of the Plantand the First Principles Modelusinga 
noisy staircase input signa/. 

Although a noisy staircase input signal has been used, the predietien of the Neural 
Netwerk and the target of the Neural Netwerk, match almest perfect. For validatien a 
constant input signal has been used. The outputs of the Plant and the First Principles 
Model using this input are shown in tigure A.12. 
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Figure A.12: The outputs of the Plantand the First Principles Model using 
a constant input signa/. 
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The validation, shown in tigure A.13, was not as good as the previous validations. A 
strange bulb showed up. But the fault made is not big and the steady state value is good. 
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Figure A.13: The pelformanee of the hybrid series model. 

A.4 Two processes 

The Neural Netwerk that is used tor this simuiatien is shown in tigure A.1 0, although tor 
the neuron in the hidden layer a linear neuron was used. A noisy staircase input signal 
has been used tor training. The outputs of the Plantand the First Principles Modelusinga 
noisy staircase input signal are shown in tigure A.14. 

Input (u(k)) -
Output (yp(k)) _ 

Input (u(k)) -
Output (y .. (k)) _ 

50 1 00 150 200 250 300 350 
Time 

0.5 ,'·\:, 

0'---~-~--~-~--~-~-~ 
0 50 1 00 150 200 250 300 350 

Time 

Figure A.14: The outputs of the Plantand the First Principles Modelusinga noisy 
staircase input signa/. 
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The predietien and the target matches very good. The hybrid series model has been 
validated using a constant input signa!, the Neural Netwerk model is used as a simuiatien 
model. The outputs of the Plant and the First Principles Modellook similar to the outputs 
plotted in tigure A.S. The validatien result and the fault of the hybrid series method is 
shown in tigure A.15. 
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Figure A.15: The performance of the hybrid series model. 
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A.5 Function 

A.5.1 Square root 
The Neural Network that has been used, contains three input neurons (it has extra back 
couplings), three sigmoid neurons in the hidden layer and one linear output neuron. A 
noisy staircase input signal has been used tor training. The outputs of the Plant and the 
First Principles Model using this input signal look similar to the outputs shown in tigure 
A.11. Using the same time constant 't in the models of the Plant and the First Principles 
Model, a perfect prediction results. A constant input signal is used tor validation. The 
outputs of the Plant and the First Principles Model are shown in figure A.16. 

The Plant 
1.-----~----~------~----~-----. 

Input (u(k)) --
Output (yp(k)) _ l'---------------------------------1 

0.5 
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0 

~\..._···· 
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............ 
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Figure A.16: The outputs of the Plantand the First Principles Model using 
a constant input signa/. 

By the validation the Neural Network model has been used as a simulation model. The 
result of the validation is good and the fault of the hybrid series method is smalt. 
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Figure A.17: The performance of the hybrid series model. 
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The same results were obtained when using a sinusoidal input signal tor validation. When 
the 't's of the Plant and the First Principles Model are not the same, the hybrid series 
model performed badly. 

A.5.2 Sinusoidal 

The same Neural Netwerk and input signal has been used. The outputs of the Plant and 
the First Principles Model using this input signal are shown in tigure A.18. 

Input (u(k)) -
Output (yp(k)) _ 

Input (u(k))
Output (y .. (k)) _ 

The Plant 
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Time 

The F.P.M. 
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Time 

Figure A.18: The Plantand the First Principles Modelusinga noisy staircase input signa/. 

The predietien and the target match good. The validatien signal that has been used is a 
constant input signal. The outputs of the Plant and the First Principles Model using this 
input signal, are similar to the outputs shown in tigure A.S. The result of the validatien and 
the fault of the hybrid series model are shown in tigure A.19. 
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Figure A.19: The performance of the hybrid series model. 
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Appendix B: Mathematical analysis of the hybrid series model 

In order of the presented rnadelling mismatches in table 2, the hybrid series identification 
simulations are analysed. The program structure is presented in Appendix J, the programs 
are listed in Appendix K. 

B. 1 Different r 

Target of the training of the Neural Netwerk trom the hybrid series model is the output of 
the Plant. The input of the Neural Netwerk during training is the output of the First 
Principles Model. This is shown in figure 8.1: 

.. Plant 
r 

HP 

YNN(k)=yp( u(k) F.P.M . YM(k) .. N.N. .. .. k) 

r 

HM ... HNN r 

Figure 8.1: Hybrid series identification using a First Principles Modeland a Neural Network. 

The transfer function of the Neural Netwerk, for simplicity written with Laplace transforms, 
derived from the above scheme is: · 

(b.1) 

Whether the Neural Netwerk has this transfer function is checked. The Neural Netwerk is 
given a constant input signal, value l(k)=0.3. Now the initial value of the Neural Netwerk 
can be computed: 

(b.2) 

• A ( ) - I( ) H ( ) - 0.3 Kp 'tMS+ 1 usmg YNN s - s . NN s --;-·KM. 'tpS+1 (b.3) 

The initial value is important when simulating the outcome of the Neural Netwerk: the first 
output must be given as input into the program due to the used back couplings. The initial 
value for the above model is: 

YA (0) = 0.3·Kp • ~ = 0.3·0.76-4 = 0.8769 
NN KM 'tp 0.52·2 (b.4) 

Using Simulink, a tooibox of Matlab®, the expected output of the Neural Netwerk has been 
computed (analser.m). The actual output of the Neural Netwerk is computed using the 
standard programs (serie.m and goserie.m). The programs are treated in Appendix J. 
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The output of the Neural Netwerk model, used as a simuiatien model (simulation), and 
using simple back couplings is shown tagether with the output of the mathematica! 
analysis (analysis) in tigure 8.2. 

Simulation (1=0.3) -
Analysis_ 

Analysis of the N.N. 
0.9r--.-----,---.,..---~-.,----.----,----, 

0.8 

0.7 

0.3'---......__-.L...-_....__ _ _,__ _ _.__ _ _.__ _ _._ _ _, 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 

Time 

Figure 8.2: Mathematica/ analysis of the Neural Network, simpte back coupling, using 
a constant input signa/. 

As can be seen, the Neural Netwerk does not behave as expected. lt is not able to learn 
what it is supposed to learn. The output of a Neural Netwerk with extra back couplings is 
shown in tigure 8.3. 

Analysis of the N.N. 
0.9>.--..----.---.,..----~-.,---.,----.-------, 

0.85 

Simulation (1=0.3) -- 0 8 
Analysis_ · 
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0.65 \\ 

0.6 

0.55 

0.5 

0.45 -:·"'=-------------i 
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Time 

Figure 8.3: Mathematica/ analysis of the Neural Network, extra back couplings, using 
a constant input. 

As can be seen, the Neural Netwerk behaves almast as expected. The steady state value 
matches perfect. The dynamics perfarm reasonable. 
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Using a sinusoidal input signal, the output of the Neural Network and the analysis are 
shown in tigure 8.4. 

Simulation (1=0.3) -
Analysis_ 

Analysis of the N.N. 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
Time 

Figure 8.4: Mathematica/ analysis of the Neural Network, extra back couplings, using 
a sinusoisal input. 

The transfer tunetion b.1 can be interpreted as follows: the Neural Network has to undo 
the effect of the First Principles Model, because the transfer tunetion of the First Principles 
Model stands in the denominator of the transfer tunetion of the Neural Network. The effect 
of the First Principles Model must be cancelled out. 8ecause the transfer tunetion of the 
Plant stands in the numerator, the Neural Network has to learn to imitate its effect. Since 
nothing can be crossed off in the transfer tunetion of the Ne u ral Network, the Neural 
Network has to learn both effects remains. 

8.2 Factors 

From figure 8.1 and formula b.1, the transfer tunetion by this model mismatch can be 
derived immediately: 

(b.5) 

The initial value is here equal to the constant input value I. With simple back coupling the 
analysis of the Neural Network looks very unpleasant, just like the analysis of figure 8.2. 
When using a Neural Network with extra back couplings, the result is almast exactly as 
what is expected, shown in figure 8.5. 
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Analysis of the N.N. 
0.3 r-r---r----r----.----,---,---.,----,----. 
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Figure 8.5: Mathematica/ analysis of the Neural Network, extra back couplings, using 
a constant input signa/. 

8.3 Power x 

This problem is nonlinear thus no Laplace transforms can be computed and no 
mathematica! analysis can be made. 

8.4 Two processes 

From figure 8.1 and formula b.1 the transfer tunetion by this model mismatch can be 
derived: 

Kp1 Kp2 

H ( ) - _•P~1s_+..,..,1 ·_,.!..!P2'-s+_1 
NN S - KM (b.6) 

'tMS+1 

The First Principles Model has been chosen to equal the tastest first order process of the 
Plant. The transfer tunetion of the Ne u ral Netwerk becomes: 

H ( ) - Kp2 
NN S - 'tp2s+1 (b.7) 

The initial value is zero (there is only ene s in the denominator and its must be taken 
infinitive). The result of the mathematica! analysis of the Neural Netwerk is shown in figure 
8.6. 
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Analysis of the N.N. 
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0.08 
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Figure 8.6: Mathematica/ ana/ysis of the Neural Network, extra back couplings, 
using a constant input signa/. 

lt can be seen that the steady state value behaves as expected, but that the dynamics 
differs a bit. 

8.5 Function 

This problem is nonlinear thus no Laplace transfarms can be computed and no 
mathematica! analysis can be made. 
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Appendix C: Plots of the hybrid parallel identification simulations 

In order of the presented modelling mismatches in table 2, plots of the hybrid parallel 
identification simulations are shown. The topology that is used for the simulations is 
presented in paragraph 4.3.2. The program structure is presented in Appendix J, the 
programs are listed in Appendix K. 

C. 1 Different -r 

The hybrid parallel model performed satisfaying, using a Neural Netwerk with one hidden 
layer and two 'tansig' neurons. The number of back couplings does not have a great 
influence on the performance of the hybrid parallel model. Using simple back couplings, 
the Neural Netwerk is shown in tigure C.1. The input signal and target signal for training 
are entered. 

Figure C.1: The used Neural Network tor the hybrid parallel topo/ogy. 

A noisy staircase input signal has been used for training the hybrid model. The output of 
the Plant and the First Principles Modellook similar to the output of the First Principles 
Model shown in tigure A.14. During estimation of the Neural Netwerk parameters, the 
development of the sum of the squared errors looked like: 

10
2 ~------~------~----~------~ 

1 o• 
Sum-
Squared ., 
Error 10 

1 o·•• t.__ ______ .__ ______ .__ ____ ___..__ ____ ___..l 

0 500 1000 1500 2000 
Epoch 

Figure C.2: Training the Neural Network parameters using back propagation. 
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The predietien of the resulting Neural Netwerk using the inputs it is trained with is shown 
in figure C.3. 

Target
Prediction_ 

0.25 .-----r-----,r----r---..,..--.,...----,------, 
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Time 

Figure C.3: Predicting the Neural Network .. 

The match is not perfect, but not bad either. The validatien signal that is used to test the 
parallel topology is a constant input signal. The outputs of the First Principles Model and 
the Plant are shown in figure A.5. The result of the simuiatien of the Neural Network is 
shown in figure C.4. 

Validating the N.N. 
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Figure C.4: Va/idating the Neura/ Network. using a constant input signa/. 
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The performance of the hybrid parallel topology is shown in tigure C.S. 

F.P.M.--
Plant .. . 0.45 ' 
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Figure C.5: The performance of the hybrid parallel model. 

The fault of the hybrid parallel model is shown in tigure C.6. 
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Figure C.6: The fault made by the hybrid parallel topo/ogy. 

As can be seen, the result is pretty good. 
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C.2 Factors 

The Neural Netwerk that is used for this sim u lation is shown in figure C.1. A noisy 
staircase input signal has been used. When plotting the predietien the lines match pretty 
good, considering the signal is a noisy staircase. Except for a few peaks the predietien 
and target lines lie perfectly over each other. The validatien signal that has been used is a 
constant input signal. The output of the Plant and the First Principles Model are shown in 
tigure A.B. The validatien of the hybrid parallel model is shown in figure C.S. 
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Figure C.6: The performance ofthe hybrid parallel model. 

The fault of the hybrid parallel model is shown in figure C.7. 
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Figure C.7: The fault made by the hybrid parallel topo/ogy. 
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C.3 Power x 

The Neural Netwerk used for this simuiatien is shown in figure C.1. A noisy staircase input 
signal has been used. Aside from some peaks, the predietien matches nice. A constant 
input signal has been used for validation. The outputs of the Plant and the First Principles 
Model are shown in figure A.12. The performance of the hybrid parallel topology is shown 
in figure c.a. 
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Parallel 
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Figure C.8: The performance of the hybrid parallel model. 

The fault that is made by this method is shown in figure C.9. 
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Figure C.9: The fault made by the hybrid parallel topology. 
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C.4 Two processes 

The Neural Netwerk that is used for this simuiatien is shown in figure C.1. A noisy 
staircase input signal has been used. The predietien looks fine. A constant input signal 
has been used for validation. The validatien of the hybrid parallel topology is shown in 
figure C.1 0. 
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Figure C.1 0: The performance of the hybrid parallel model. 

The fault made by the hybrid parallel model is very small. lt is shown in figure C.11. 
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Figure C.11: The fault made by the hybrid parallel topology. 
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C.5 Function 

C.5.1 Square root 

The Neural Netwerk that is used is shown in tigure C.1. A noisy staircase input signal has 
been used tor training. The predietien looks good. For validatien a constant input signal 
has been used. The outputs of the Plant and the First Principles Model using a constant 
input signal are shown in tigure A.16. The performance of the hybrid parallel model is 
shown in tigure C.12. The fault made is shown in tigure C.13. 
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Figure C.12: The performance of the hybrid parallel model. 
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Figure C.13: The fault made by the hybrid parallel topology. 
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C.5.2 Sinusoidal 

The Neural Network that is used is shown in figure C.1. A noisy staircase input signal has 
been used for training. The outputs of the Plant and the First Principles Model using a 
noisy staircase input signal are shown in figure A.18. The predietien looks good. For 
validatien a constant input signal has been used. The performance of the hybrid parallel 
model is shown in figure C.14. The fault made is shown in figure C.15. 
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Figure C.14: The perlormance of the hybrid parallel model. 
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Figure C.15: The fault made by the hybrid parallel topology. 
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Appendix D: Mathematical analysis of the hybrid parallel model 

In order of the presented modelling mismatches in table 2, an analysis of the hybrid 
parallel model is made. The program structure is presentedinAppendix J, the programs 
are listed in Appendix K. 

D. 1 Different -r 

Target of the training of the Neural Netwerk of the hybrid parallel model is the difference 
between the output of the Plant and the output of the First Principles Model. This is shown 
in tigure 0.1. 

... Plant 

... HP 

u{k) F.P.M. YM(k) y(k) = yp(k) 
... ... HM 

t .....___ 

.. N.N . 

.... 
HNN YNN(k) 

Figure 0.1: Hybrid parallel identification using a First Principles Modeland a 
Neural Network. 

.. ... 

The transfer tunetion of the Neural Netwerk, tor simplicity written with Laplace transforms, 
derived trom the above schema is: 

u(s)Hp (s) = u(s)HM(s) + u(s)HNN(s) 

H ( ) - H ( ) - H ( ) - ~-~ - Kp('tMS+1)-KM('tpS+1) 
NN s - p s M s - 'tpS+1 'tMS+1 - ('tpS+1)('tMS+1) 

( d.1 ) 

lf the Ne u ral Netwerk actually has this transfer function, has been checked using a 
constant input signal, u(k) = 0.5. In the same mannar as by the series analysis, the initia! 
value can be calculated. lt is zero. In Simulink ® the the expected output of the Ne u ral 
Netwerk is computed (analpar.m). The actual output of the Neural Netwerk is computed 
using the standard program {parallel.m). The programs are treated in Appendix J. The 
output of the Neural Netwerk model, used as a simuiatien model {simulation) and the 
expected output (analysis), are plotted in figure 0.2. 
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Figure 0.2: Mathematica/ analysis of the Neural Network using a constant input signa/. 

The Neural Network does not behaves as is expected. lt is not dynamic enough; not 
enough inputs and outputs are coupled back. 

D.2 Factors 

From tigure 0.1 and formula d.1, the transfer tunetion by this model mismatch can be 
derived immediately: 

HNN(s) = Hp (s)- HM (s) = t~:a- 't:sM+1 (d.2} 

The initia! value is zero. The expected output of the Neural Network (analysis) and the 
actual output of the Neural Network, used as a simuiatien model (simulation) are shown in 
tigure 0.3. 
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Analysis of the N.N. 
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Figure 0.3: Mathematica/ analysis of the Neural Network using a constant input. 

lt looks satisfying. 

0.3 Power x 

Th is problem is nonlinear thus no Laplace transfarms can be computed and no 
mathematica! analysis can be made. 

0.4 Two processes 

From tigure 0.1 and formula d.1 the transfer tunetion looks by this model mismatch can be 
derived: 

H ( ) - H ( ) H ( ) - Kp1 Kp2 KM 
NN s - p s - M s - 1:p1S+1 • 1:p2S+1 - 1:MS+1 (d.3) 

The initia! value is zero. The result of the mathematica! analysis is shown in tigure 0.4, 
where the expected output (analysis) and the actual output (simulation) of the Neural 
Network are plotted. 
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Figure 0.4: Mathematica/ analysis of the Neural Network using a constant input signa/. 

Here it can be seen that the Neural Network did not have enough back couplings. When 
coupling back the input twice and the output three times, the Neural Network behaves as 
is expected, see tigure 0.5. 
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Figure 0.5: Mathematica/ analysis of the Neural Network, extra back couplings, 
using a constant input. 

0.5 Function 

Th is problem is nonlinear thus no Laplace transforms can be computed and no 
mathematica! analysis can be made. 
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Appendix E: Plots of the embedded first order process 
identification simulations 

The hybrid embedded topology, used tor the simulations, is shown in paragraph 4.3.3. 
The program structure is presentedinAppendix J, the programs are listed in Appendix K. 
The Ne u ral Netwerk that has been used tor the identification, is a three layered Neural 
Netwerk. One input neuron, one hidden tansig neuron and one output neuron. A noisy 
staircase input signa! is used for training the embedded model. 

The output of hybrid embedded model, using the input it is trained with, matches perfectly 
the target, the output of the Plant. The predietien is shown in tigure E.1. 
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Figure E.1: Predicting the embedded topology using the input it is trained with. 

For validatien a constant input signa! is used. The output of the hybrid embedded model 
matches exactly the output of the Plant. The fault made by the hybrid embedded model is 
shown in tigure E.2. 
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Figure E.2: Fault of the hybrid embedded model. 
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Appendix F: Plots of the hybrid embedded rotating arm 
identification simulations 

The Plant and First Principles Model that are used for the hybrid embedded topology are 
treated in paragraph 5.3 and 5.4.1. The plots are presented in the order of the results 
shown in table 7. 

F. 1 (1) Sinusoida/ input, simultaneous/y estimated with least squares 

The topology used for the si mulation of this combination of options, is shown in tigure 
F.1.a. This is the topology presented in paragraph 4.3.4. 

u(k) 

y(k) 
Plant 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

~----------------- ------------------2 
Model Least squares 

Figure F.1.a: Embedded Neural Network topology with least squares parameter estimator. 

The Neural Netwerk that is used for the hybrid embedded topology is shown in tigure 
F.1.b. 

b,, 

Figure F.1.b: The used Neural Network tor the hybrid embedded topology. 
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The philosophy behind this structure is that one neuron takes care of the discontinuity due 
to the stick-slip friction, one neuron takes care of the left part of the combined air & 
dynamic friction and one neuron takes care of the right part of that same combined 
friction. Looking at figure 6.8, this is: one neuron for the left round branch, one neuron for 
the 'step' and one neuron for the right hollow branch. 

The input signals that have been used, were already presented in table 6. In table F.1 
they are presented completely. 

a e . 1: esu ts o t e em e e met o >Y 1 erent 1nput s1gna s . T bi F R I f h b dd d h d b d'ff 
Input signa/ 

sin (1.5t) sin (1.5t) 

6 0
·
5 

(sin(0.4t) + sin(0.9t) + sin(1.4t) + sin(1.9t) + sin(2.4t) + sin(2.9t)) :Lsin(roit) 
i=1 6 
6 (tsin(0.4t) + 2\ sin(0.9t) + 1 ~9 sin(1.4t) + 2~2 sin(1.9t)- 1 ~8 sin(2.4t) + 2~3 sin(2.9t)) 

:Lsin(roit) 
i=1 
6 (tsin(0.4t) + 2\ sin(0.9t)- 1 ~9 sin(1.4t) + 2~2 sin(1.9t)- 1 ~8 sin(2.4t) + 2~3 sin(2.9t)) 

:Lsin(roit) 
i=1 
11 sin(0.3t) + sin(O.St) + sin(0.7t) + sin(1t) + sin(1.2t) + sin(1.5t) + sin(1.7t) + 

:Lsin(roit) 1 
2 sin(2t) + sin(2.2t) + sin(2.5t) + sin(2.8t) i=1 

6 t (sin(0.4t) + sin(0.9t)- sin(1.4t)- sin(1.9t)- sin(2.4t) + sin(2.9t)) 
:Lsin(roit) 
i=1 
sin (1.5t) sin (1.5t) 

6 (fsin(0.4t) + 2\ sin(0.9t) + isin(1.4t) + 2~2 sin(1.9t) + -;}sin(2.4t) + 1 ~9 sin(2.9t)) 
:Lsin(roit) 
i=1 
sin (1.5t) sin (1.5t) 
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Sum of six sinuscidals 

The input signal consisting of a sum of six sinusoidals, printed in the last but one row of 
table F.1, is shown in tigure F.2. Here also the spread (see paragraph 2.4.2) of the angle 
a against this input is plotted. The spread of a against this input is also portrayed since 
the Ne u ral Netwerk is a tunetion of a. 

'"•"'" .:~~ l 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 

Time 

angle ;~~ ~[ : ____.__' : _._____,__; ;______._: -=------....J~ l 
-0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

Input u 

Input u 

Figure F.2: The input signa/ consisting of a sum of six sinusoidals, and the spreads 
of this input signa/ against a and a . 
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Using this input signal, consisting of the sum of 6 sinusoidals, a series of identification 
experiments was run. The parameters of the Neural Netwerk (w11, W12. W13, b11, b12. b13, 
W21, W22. W23 and b2) are initialised randomly. The initia! reciprocal mass is chosen to be 
16. The result of the hybrid embedded topology is plotted in tigure F.2 and can be 
summarised as: 24 good solutions, 20 moderate solutions and 56 bad solutions. 
The found reciprocals masses (rounds) and the reciprocal mass of the simulated Plant 
(line) are shown in tigure F.3. 
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Figure F .3: Result of hybrid embedded identification using an input signa/ that is composed of 
a sum of 6 sinusoidals. 

In tigure F.4 the predicition and validatien by a good solution (reciprocal mass = 21.53), 
moderate solution (reciprocal mass = 14.39) and a bad solution (reciprocal mass = 8.77) 
are plotted. The validatien has been performed using a similar input signa!, also consisting 
of 6 sinusoidals. 
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Figure F .4: A good, moderate and bad prediefion and validation result tor the hybrid embedded 
topo/ogy. 
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The performance of the Neural Networkis shown in tigure F.5. Plottedis the total output 
of the Neural Network and the output of every neuron, by the same good, moderate and 
bad solutions. 
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Figure F.5: Outputs of the Neural Network and its neurons by a good, moderate and bad 
result of the hybrid embedded topology. 
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Sinusoidal input signal 

The input signal and its spreads are shown in figure F.6. 

input u 
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Figure F.6: Sinusoidal input signa/ and the spreads of this input signa/ against a. and ä.. 

Platting the results of the last row, the found reciprocal masses (rounds) and the 
reciprocal mass of the simulated Plant (line) are shown in figure F.7. 
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Figure F.7: Result of hybrid embedded identification by a sinusoidal input signa/. 
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The result of the hybrid embedded topology by this sinusoidal input signal are 12 good 
solutions and 7 bad solutions. In figure F.B a predietien and a validatien of a good 
(reciprocal mass = 22.56) and a bad (reciprocal mass = 12.68) salution are plotted. The 
validatien was performed by an input signal consisting of 6 sinusoidals. 
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Figure F.B: A prediefion and validation plotted tor a good and a bad result. 

The performance of the Neural Netwerk by these solutions is shown in tigure F.9. The 
above Neural Netwerk matches perfect the target. lt belengs to the good solution. The 
below Neural Netwerk belengs to the bad salution and behaves badly. 
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Figure F .9: Outputs of the Neural Networkof a good (above) salution and a bad (below) solution. 
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F.2 (2) White model estimated with least squares, sinusoidal input 

The topology used for the simuiatien of this combination of options, is shown in tigure 
F.10. 
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Least squares 

Figure F.1 0: White model estimator, using least squares. 

The model outlined in formula 5.7 and 5.8 has been estimated with least squares, using a 
sinusoidal input. In table F.2 the results are presented. The parameters that have to be 
estimated are listed. The values of these parameters that are used for sim u lating the Plant 
are shown in the second column. The white model optimisation should result in these 
values. The third column shows the initia! values that are chosen for the parameters when 
starting the optimisation. The fourth and fifth column show results of a optimisation run. 
One performed by using the simple Euler integration and one performed by using ODE23 
tor integration. 

Table F.2: Estimation of a white model. 
Parameters to Plant val u es Initia! values Result Result 

estimate 
reciprocal Jm 21.7391 16 22.85 21.74 

b 0.0027 0.0016 0.0028 0.0027 
Ws 1.2 1.6 1.6 1.6 
wd 0.43 0.16 0.28 0.43 

All parameters, except the static friction coefficient, are found correctly. 
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F.3 (3) Alternately estimating the parameter of the First Principles Model 
and the parameters of the Neural Network 

The topology used for the simuiatien of this combination of options, is shown in tigure 
F.11. 

y(k) 
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E(k) 
u(k) 

y{k) 

Model Least squares 

Back propagation 

Figure F .11 : Embedded Neural Network topology, altemately estimating the parameter of the 
First Principles Model using least squares and the parameters of the Neural 
Network using back propagation. 

A sinusoidal input signa! has been used. By good solutions the reciprocal mass was found 
in the range of 21.72 and 21.75. In tigure F.12 a plot can beseen with the reciprocal 
masses found by a run of simulations. 
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Figure F.12: The reciprocal mass found by alternately estimating the hybrid embedded model. 
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The predietien and validatien of the Plant by an optimal hybrid embedded model are 
shown in figure F.13. The validatien was performed by another sinusoidal input signal. 
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Figure F .13: Prediefion and validation of the alternately optimised hybrid embedded model. 

The Neural Networks resulting by good solutions appears in two different shapes: a shape 
with the discontinuity an a shape without the discontinuity. Both are plotted in figure F.14. 
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Figu re F .14: Resulting Ne u ral Networks of the alternately optimised hybrid embedded model. 
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F.4 (4) Estimating a hybrid model using input error contiguration 

The topology that is used for this combination of options, is shown in tigure F .15. 
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Figure F .15: Embedded Neural Network topology using input error configuration. 

The results were already shown in paragraph 6.3.5. 
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Appendix G: The least squares algorithm 

In this Appendix the Gauss-Newton method, introduced in paragraph 4.2.1, is worked out. 
This method must minimise the following cost function: 

Gauss-Newton: minimise jjJ(xk )dk - f(xk )1!
2 

xe9t" 
(4.3) 

Herein is f(xk) the fault that must be minimised. J is the Jacobian, dk is the search direction 
at iteration step k and xk are the parameters to be estimated. 

Seber & Wild decribes in 'Nonlinear regression' [SEB89] that the solution of this 
minimisation is given by: 

(g.1) 

And the parameters are adapted in the following manner: 

(g.2) 

The least squares algorithm is now applied to the Neural Netwerk of tigure g.1. 
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Figure g.1: Estimating the parameters of a three layered Neural Network with in all layers 
oneneuron. 

For simplicity now is only looked at the weights W11 and W21· The biases are left out of 
consideration. 

The output of this Neural Netwerk is: 

(g.3) 
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The Jacobian looks like: 

(g.4) 

Werking out g.1 results in the following: 

thus 

(g.5) 

Using g.2, the weights are adapted as fellows: 

(g.6) 

(g.7) 

The adaptation of the biases can also be taken into account. Their contributions to 
Jacobian are: 

(g.8) 

and 

(g.9) 

The biases are adjusted as: 

(g.10) 

and 

(g.11) 

Dis a factor similar to C. The Jacobian has grown, sofactor C from JrJ changes from C to 
D. Taking into account the biases, in the formulas tor the weight adaptations (g.6 and g.7) 
the C also changes to 0. The algorithm leastsq in the Optimisation tooibox computes 
the gradients numerically. However it is possible to implament a tunetion 'grad' that 
computes the gradients with the help of functions. This was not done. 
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Appendix H: The back propagation learning algorithm 

In this Appendix the back propagation learning algorithm is discussed. lt is used to 
estimate the parameters of a Neural Netwerk. 

Conneetion weights, thresholds and activatien functions (biases) can be obtained by 
solving the optimisation problem: 

(4.2) 

The back propagation learning algorithm is the simplest and most common methad for 
solving this problem for Neural Networks. In the back propagation algorithm, all the 
activatien functions and thresholds are fixed a priori. After a summing of the used 
notation, the updating of the conneetion weights is summarised: 

W{1 denote the conneetion weight between the i'h neuron in the (k-1 )th layer and 
the r neuron in the k1h layer. 
y·k output of the t neuron in the k'h layer. tl denote the activatien tunetion of the t neuron in the k1h layer. 
bt denote the bias of the j1h neuron in the k1h layer. 
Nk is the number of neurons in the k1h layer. 
M is the number of layers, including input and output layer 
I is the number of available sample sets 

1. lnitialise randomly all conneetion weights. 
2. Compute by procseding forward the output vector Y n k of each layer (tor k = 

1 ,2, ... ,M) using 3.1 and the available input Yn°=[Yn.1°, Yn,2°, ... , Yn,No0]r (for n=1 ,2, 
.... ,1). 

3. Compute by procseding backward the error propagation terms Önik (for 
k=1 ,2, ... ,M; n=1 ,2, ... ,1 and j=1 ,2, ... ,Nk) as 

(h.1) 

tor the output layer (k=M) and 

(h.2) 

tor the ether layers (k<M), where 

(h.3) 

and 

Nk-1 
k ~w k-1(t) k-1 b k 

Xnj = LJ ij Yï + j (h.4) 
i=1 
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Note that Wjlk(t) and wit(t) stand for the related weights at the t1h iteration. 
4. Adjust the conneetion weights according to 

I 

W k-1( 1) w k-1() ~ ~ k k-1 ij t + = ij t + 'Y .L,. Unj Y ni (h.5) 
n=1 

where y is the learning-rate parameter. 
5. Compute the total error t as 

I 11 M A M 112 I NM M A M 2 
ê = L Yn - Yn = L~(Yn,j -Yn,j ) 

n=1 n=1 J=1 
(h.6) 

and iterate the computation by returning to step {2) until this error is less 
than the specified one. 

Because the back propagation algorithm is based on the gradient descent methad it 
suffers from the following drawbacks: 

• slow converganee speed 
• local minima problem 

However, many methods have been proposed to make the back propagation algorithm 
perferm better. These improvements may include: 

• initialising the conneetion weights of the netwerk so that they are uniformly 
distributed inside a small range; 

• varying the learning-rate parameter during the training and assigning a smaller 
value in the last layers than in the front layers; and 

• using prior information about the desired nonlinear mapping as much as 
possible. 

The back propagation algorithm is now applied to the Neural Netwerk of figure h.1. 
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Figure h.1: Estimating the parameters of a three layered Neura/ Network with in 
a/1/ayers one neuron. 
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The output of each neuron is: 

1 
Y1 =u 

2 y1 =tanh(w 11u+b1) 

y1
3 

= w 21 tanh(w 11u+b1)+b2 

The error propagation terms are: 

with 

But f1
3 is a linear tunetion and its derivative is one. 

Thus 

8 2- at/(v) 
1 - av 

with 

With f12=tanh(v), (fl)'=1/cosh(v)2 the term bacomes 

82- w2181a 
1 - 2 1 b 

cosh (w11Y1 + 1) 

_ w 21 {(w 21 tanh(w 11u + b1) +b2)- y} 
- cosh2(w

11
u+b1) 

And so the connections weights are adapted as fellows: 

(h.7) 

(h.8) 

(h.9) 

(h.1 0) 

(h.11) 

(h.12) 

(h.13) 

(h.14) 

(h.15) 

A ,s: 2 1 w 21 {(w 21 tanh(w 11u+b1)+b2)-y} (h.1S) uW 11 = yu 1 Y 1 = î'll --=;..;....;;...---=-"---2_;...;......_..;_____;;;..;._~ 
cosh {W 11U+b1) 

~w21 = y81
3Y 1

2 = y[(w 21 tanh(W11U +b1) + b2)- y]. [tanh(w 11u) + b1] (h.17) 
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When using 

(h.18) 

the weight adaptations look h.16 and h.17 look like: 

(h.19) 

(h.20) 

The biases are adapted in a similar manner. In [DEM92] is stated that: 

(h.21) 

So for the Neural Netwerk of figure h.1 the biases are adapted as fellows: 

(h.22) 

(h.23) 

Here is again made use of h.18. 

The error propagation terms, also named delta vectors, are computed by special functions 
in Matlab®. Every neuron type has its own special delta function: 

• deltalin returns the deltas for a layer of linear neurons 
• deltalog returns the deltas for a layer of log-sigmoid neurons 
• deltatan returns the deltas for a layer of tan-sigmoid neurons 

The functions are called differently for an output layer than fora hidden layer [DEM92]. 
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Appendix I: Spline-type modulating functions 

In paragraph 6.3.5 a filter is used that exploits spline-type modulating functions. Here 
more intermation about these functions is given. 

Toease the parameter identification problem for higher-order nonlinear dynamic systems, 
the use of integral transformation was suggested by Shinbrot. The idea was motivated by 
the Laptace and Fourier transformation. Both methods apply a weighting tunetion to the 
signal or functional in question that exponentially decreases with time. Essentially 
Shinbrot only added another condition, namely that the weight should disappear after a 
finite time which resulted in the definition of modulating functions. This simpte idea is best 
explained by applying the procedure to a generic simpte linear-in-parameter model: 

With: 

n m 

:Laiy(il(t) = Lbiu(i>(t); m::;;n 
i=O i=1 

• ai, bi 
• y(t) 
• u(t) 
• x('> 

constant parameters to be identified 
output signal 
input signa! 
i1h derivative of signal x 

(i.1) 

Shinbrot's approach first multiplies both sides of the model equation with the chosen 
modulating function, c:p(t-tk), which he called method function. These modulating functions 
are analytically defined and have the following three properties: 

Property 1: 

cp(t) := { cp(t); o::;;t::;;T, 

0; else, 
(i.2) 

Property 2: 

d<p(t) := exists V i, 
dt 

(i.3) 

Property 3: 

<p(i) (0) := 0 and <p(T) := 0 V i. (i.4) 

Next, both sides are integrated over the time interval [O,T] and the integration is carried 
into the summatien terms: 

n T m T 

:LaiJ <p(t)y(il(t) = LbiJ <p(t)u(il(t); 
i=1 0 i=O t 

m::;;n. (i.5) 
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Repeated integration by parts, using properties (i.2) and (i.4) the modified model equation 
becomes: 

n T m 

Iai(-1)iJ <p<il(t)y(t)dt = L<i><il(t)u(t)dt; 
i=1 o i=O 

m::;;n. (i.6) 

Defining the modulated signal: 

T 

y<ïl (T) := ( -1)i f <p<ïl (t)y(t)dt, (i.7) 
0 

T 

a<il(T) := (-1)iJ <p<il(t)u(t)dt, (i.8) 
0 

which introduce the upper limit of the integral as the argument in the modulated signals, 
the modulated model equation is again assuming the exact same mathematica! form as 
the original model equation (i.1 ): 

modulated linear-in-parameter model: 

n m 

Iaiy<il(T) = :Lbia<il(T); m::;;n. (i.9) 
i=O i=O 

[MAL78] & [PRE93]. 

A scheme of this filter is presented in tigure 1.1 
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Figure 1.1: Scheme of the used filter for determining the derivatives of a variab/e. 
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Appendix J: Program structure 

J.1 Programming of the hybrid series topo/ogy 

In chapter 4 the structure of the program, the steps that are taken, is expounded. lt is 
repeated here, obliqua printed. In between these steps of the program is outlined which 
program is designed and what is does. These programs are listed in Appendix K. 

• Choose an input signa/ u(k) 

• Simulate a Plant 'tp y P (k) + y P (k) = K( 'tp )u(k) 

The input signal and the Plant are realised in *cstr.m. For every different model 
mismatch is a *cstr.m used. In order of table 2 these are: cstr.m, acstr.m, xcstr.m, tcstr.m 
and fcstr.m .. In *cstr.m is realised: 

• creation of a time array; 
• creation of an input array (u); 
• computing an output array. This is done with the help of ODE23. ODE23 is 

called tor the period of a second. The values in between are thrown away, 
so an equally sampled signal is get. ODE23 uses the tunetion *est, where 
the differential equations of a CSTR are given. 

• Simulate a First Principles Model 

The sameprogram as for the previous step is used here. 

• Define a Neural Network 

• Estimate with back propagation the parameters of the Neura/ Network: Wtt. W12. Wt3, 
b1, W21. b2. For training the inputs of the Neural Network are YM(k), YM(k -1) and 

yp(k-1 ). The target is yp(k). (Matlab® command: Trainlm) 

Th is step and the previous, are realised in the main program serie.m , after the callings 

of *cstr.m and cstr.m. The inputs of the Ne u ral Network ( YM (k), YM (k -1)) and the 
target of the Neural Network (yp) are defined. The Neural Netwerk is initialized: the 
number of nodes and their functions is chosen. The initia! values of the Neural 
Network parameters are randomly set. 

• With the optima/ parameters {Wtt. W12. W13, bt, W21• b2) the performance of the Neural 
Network is checked, using the same inputs as it is trained with: y M (k), y M (k -1) and 

yp(k-1). The resulting output should match yp(k). (Matlab® command: simuff) 
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The next issue handled in serie.m is a predietien of the Neural Netwerk, which is 
realised by checking the output of the Neural Netwerk when feeding the inputs it is 
trained with. Plots are made. Then is checked whether the Neural Netwerk does what 
it is expected to do: a mathematica! analysis is made. The expected output of the 
Neural Netwerk is computed in analser.m. Plots are made. 

• The output of the hybrid series model (y ), is the output of the Neural Network y NN • 

Validation of the hybrid model occurs by a different input signa/ u(k). (Matlab® 
command: Simuff) 

For this new input the outputs of the Plant and the First Principles Model are computed 
using *cstr.m. The output of the First Principles Model is the input for the Neural 
Netwerk. Then the output of the Neural Netwerk is simulated. The result is compared 
with the real output, in plots. 

The incorporation of the right number of back couplings can be found in the program 
goserie.m. From this program only the part is presented that differs from serie.m. 
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J.2 Programming of the hybrid parallel topo/ogy 

In chapter 4 the structure of the program, the steps that are taken, is expounded. lt is 
repeated here, obliqua printed. In between these steps of the program is outlined which 
program is designed and what is does. These programs are listed in Appendix K. The 
programming is performed almest similar to the programming of the hybrid series 
topology. 

• Choose an input signa/ u(k) 

• Simulate a Plant 'tp y P (k) + y P (k) = K( 'tp )u(k) 

The input signal and the Plant are realised in *cstr.m. For every different model 
mismatch is a *cstr.m used. In order of table 2 these are: cstr.m, acstr.m, xcstr.m, tcstr.m 
and fcstr.m .. In *cstr.m is realised: 

• creation of a time array; 
• creation of an input array (u); 
• computing an output array. 

• Simulate a First Principles Model 

The same program as for the previous step is used here. 

• Define a Neural Network 

• Estimate with back propagation the parameters of the Neural Network: w11, w12, w13, 
Wt4, btt. b12, w21, W22, b2. For training the inputs of the Neural Network are u(k) and 
(yp (k -1)- YM(k -1) ). The target is (yp(k)- YM(k) ). (Matlab® command: Trainlm) 

This step and the previous, are realised in the main program parallel.m , after the 
callings of *cstr.m and cstr.rn. The inputs of the Neural Netwerk (u(k) and 
( y P (k -1)- y M (k -1)) ) and the target of the Neural Netwerk ( y P (k)- y M (k)) are 
defined. The Neural Netwerk is initialized: the number of nodes and their functions is 
chosen. The initia! values of the Neural Netwerk parameters are randomly set. 

• With the optima/ parameters (Wtt. W12, W13, W14, b11, b12, W21, W22, b2) the performance 
of the Neural Networkis checked, using the same inputs as it is trained with: u(k) and 
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(yp (k -1)- YM(k -1) ). The resulting output shou/d match (yp (k)- YM(k) ). (Matlab® 

command: Simuff) 

The next issue handled in paraHeLm is a predietien of the Neural Netwerk, which is 
realised by checking the output of the Neural Netwerk when feeding the inputs it is 
trained with. Plots are made. Then is checked whether the Neural Netwerk does what 
it is expected to do: a mathematica! analysis is made. The expected output of the 
Neural Netwerk is computed in analpar.m. Plots are made. 

• The output of the hybrid parallel model, y , is the output of the Neural Network y NN 

summed with the output of the First Principles Model y M • Validation of the hybrid 

model occurs by a different input signa/ u(k). (Matlab® command: simuft) 

For this new input the outputs of the Plant and the First Principles Model are computed 
using *cstr.m. Also the output of the Neural Netwerk is simulated. The output of the 
First Principles Model and the Neural Netwerk are summed to obtain the hybrid 
parallel model output. The result is compared with the real output, in plots. 

The incorporation of the right number of back couplings is executed in the same way as in 
goserie.m. The program will not be shown. 
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J.3 Programming of the hybrid simultaneous topo/ogy 

In chapter 4 the structure of the program, the steps that are taken, is expounded. lt is 
repeated he re, obliqua printed. In between these steps of the program is outlined which 
program is designed and what is does. These programs are listed in Appendix K. The 
programming is performed al most similar to the programming of the hybrid series and 
parallel topology. 

• Choose an input signa/ u(k) 

• Simulate a Plant 'tp y P (k) + ay P (k) = K('tp )u(k) 

The inputsignaland the Plant are realised in acstr.m. In acstr.m is realised: 
• creation of a time array; 
• creation of an input array (u); 
• computing an output array. 

• Define a First Principles model 

• Define a Neura/ Network 

• Estimate with least squares the parameter -r of the First Principles Model and the 
parameters of the Neural Network: w11, b1, w21, b2 • The input tor the Neural Networkis 
u(k). The output of the simultaneous model is the sum of the output of the Neural 
Network and of the First Princip/es Model: y(k) = YNN(k) + YM(k). The cost tunetion 

tor the least squares a/gorithm is YP (k)- y(k). (Mat/aH~ command: Leastsq) 

In the main program optimali.m first the Plant is simulated. Then in hybrid.m the time, 
input and the Plant's output are imported. The output of the simultaneous model is 
computed with the help of ODE23. ODE23 calls the tunetion cstr70.m, where the 
differential equations of the simultaneous model are given ( y = ~(Ku + N(u)- y) with 

tor the Neural Netwerk a formula like equation 3.5). In optimali.m the least squares 
algorithm optimises the parameters in this equation until the cost tunetion is small 
enough. The initia! values of the parameters concerning the Neural Netwerk are 
chosen randomly, the initia! time constant is chosen 4. 
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• With the optima/ parameters ('r, Wtt, bt, W21. b2) the performance of the hybrid 
simultaneous model is checked. With the parameters and input u(k) y is computed 

and compared to the output of the Plant: yp(k). 

In optimali.m ODE23 is used to compute y, again using cstr70.m. 

• Validation takes place by another input signa/ u(k). 

In optimali.m the Plant is simulated, using acstr.m, by the validatien input signa!. Then 
ODE23 is used, calling cstr70.m to compute the output of the hybrid simultaneous 
model. Plots are made. 
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J.4 Programming of the hybrid embedded topology 

The structure of programmingis exactly the same as by the simultaneous topology. But 
different program narnes are used. In facta different program is used for each of the four 
different combinations, mentioned in table 7. The program of the first combination was 
performed in two ways. Only the first combination is treated. 

In chapter 4 the structure of the program, the steps that are taken, is expounded. lt is 
repeated here, obliqua printed. In between these steps of the program is outlined which 
program is designed and what is does. These programs are listed in Appendix K. 

• Choose an input signa/ u 

• Simulate a Plant 0.046ä+0.0027àlàl+ W = 15.96*U 

w = 0.03 if {~à läl < 0.03 

0.43sign(à) läl ~ 0·03 

The inputsignaland the Plant are realised in slinger.m. In slinger.m is realised: 
• creation of a time array; 
• creation of an input array (u); 
• computing an output array. This is done using a Euler integration 

technique. differen.m contains the differential equations mentioned above 
and written out in equation 5.9. 

• Define a First Principles model 

• Define a Neural Network 
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• Estimate with least squares the parameter -r of the First Principles Modeland the 
parameters of the Neural Network: Wtt. W12. W13, bt" b12. b13, w2" W22. W23, b2. The 
input tor the Neural Network is &. . The output of the simu/taneous model is the sum of 
the output of the Neural Network and of the First Principles Model. The cost tunetion 
tor the least squares a/gorithm is ( ap (k)- ó.(k) ). (MatlaHPJ command: Leas tsq) 

In the main program penduver.m first the Plant is simulated. Then in crank.m the time, 
input and the Plant's output are imported. The output of the embedded model is 
computed using Euler integration. futegra.m contains the differential equations 
( Jmä + N(&.) = 15.96 ·u, with for the Neural Netwerk a formula like equation 3.5). In 
penduver.m the least squares algorithm optimises the parameters in this equation until 
the cost tunetion is small enough. The initia! values of the parameters concerning the 
Neural Netwerk are chosen randomly, the initia! reciprocal time constant is chosen 16. 

• With the optima/ parameters (-r, Wtt. b1, w21, b2) the performance of the hybrid 
simultaneous model is checked. With the parameters and input u(k) a is computed 
and compared to the output of the Plant: ap(k). 

In penduver.m integra.m is used to compute ó.. 

• Validation takes place by another input signa/ u(k). 

In penduver.m the Plant is simulated, using slinger.m, by the validatien input signal. 
Then integra.m is used to compute the output of the hybrid embedded model. Plots are 
made. 

The other program used for computing the first combination is a program composed in 
Simulink®. The Plant is computed in modelp.m. Then in crunch.m a costf.m is computed, 
that uses modeln.m to compute the output of the model. In principle this is the same as is 
done in penduver.m. 

The second combination is performed in crunch.m, using an adapted modeln.m Also the 
penduver.m program has been adapted to estimate a white model. 

The third combination is performed in pendunet.m. 

The fourth combination is performed in tilde.m, which is a modified crunch.m. The cost 
tunetion is computed in fout.m. 
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Appendix K: Listings 

K.l cstr.m 
% One has to give the following values with the functioncall 
% sampletime 
% starttime 
% stoptime 
% tau 
% ufunction: is it a constant{O), a sinusoidal{1), noise{2), noisy staircase{3), 
% QPRTS{4),staircase(5), PRBS {6) 
% startvalue of u 
% u is to become Cai 
% spread 

tunetion [time,cai,yk]=cstr(x); 

sampletime =x{1); 
starttime =X(2); 
stoptime =x{3); 
tau =x(4); 
ufunction =x(S); 
startvalue =x(6); 
spread =X(7); 

% 
% creating a time array 
% 

hulp=stoptime-starttime; 
n=hulp/sampletime; 
n=round(n); 

time{ 1 )=starttime; 
tor i=2:(n+ 1) 

time(i)=time(i-1 )+sampletime; 
end 
stoptime=time{n+ 1 ); 

% 
% creating an input array 
% 

if ufunction==O % constant 
tor i=1 :(n+ 1) 

cai(i)=startvalue; 
end 

elseif ufunction==1 % sinus 
hulp=spread/2; 
tor i=1 :(n+ 1) 

cai(i)=hulp*(sin(0.2*(time(i))))+startvalue; 
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% the sinus is made some more slowly 
% with the factor 0.2 
% the sinus is centered around startvalue 
% the spread is defined 

end 
elseif ufunction=2 % noise 

hulp:spread/2; 
tor i=1:{n+1) 

cai{i)=Startvalue·hulp+spread*rand(1 ); 
end 

elseif ufunction==3 % noise staircase 
hulp=spread/2; 
boven=startvalue+hulp; 
onder=startvalue-hulp; 
hulp=round((stoptime·starttime )/20); 
tree=startvalue; 
trede=startvalue; 
tor i=1 :hulp 

tor k=1:20 
i=k+(Ü-1 )*20); 
cai{i)=trede-0.05+{0.1*rand( 1 )); 

end 

end 
tree=tree+O. 1 ; 
if tree<=boven 

trede=trede+O. 1; 
elseif tree<(boven+boven) 

trede=trede-0. 1; 
elseif tree>(boven+boven) 

trede=trede+O. 1; 
tree=onder+O. 1; 

end 

elseif ufunction==4 % QPRTS 
midden=O.S; 
hulp=round((stoptime-starttime )/20); 
%grote trede 

lor j=1:hulp 
help=rand(1 ); 
if help<0.33 

groot=0.3; 
elseif help<0.67 

groot=O.S; 
else 

groot=0.7; 
end 
tor k=1:20 

end 

i=k+(Ü-1 )*20); 
caigroot(i)=groot; 

% grote=20,middel=5, klein=1 

end 
%middel trede 

hulp=4*hulp; 
tor i=1 :hulp 

% 20/5=4 

help= rand( 1 ); 
if help<0.33 
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end 

middel=-0.1; 
elseif help<0.67 

middei=O; 
else 

middel=0.1; 
end 
for k=1:5 

end 

i=k+(0-1 )*5); 
caimiddel(i)=middel; 

%kleine trede + optelling 
for j=1:stoptime 

help=rand(1); 

end 
klein; 

o/o optellen 

if help<0.33 
klein=-0.05; 

elseif help<0.67 
klein=O; 

else 
klein=0.05; 

end 
caikleinO)=klein; 

for i= 1 :stoptime 
caiü)=caikleinü)+caimiddelü)+caigrootO); 

end 
elseif ufunclion==5 o/o staircase 

hulp=spread/2; 
boven=startvalue+hulp; 
onder=startvalue-hulp; 
hulp:round( ( stoptime-starttime )/20); 
tree:startvalue; 
trede=startvalue; 
for j=1 :hulp 

end 

for k=1:20 
i=k+(ü-1 )*20); 
cai(i)=trede; 

end 
tree=tree+0.2; 
if tree<=boven 

trede=trede+0.2; 
elseif tree<(boven+boven) 

trede=trede-0.2; 
elseif tree>(boven+boven) 

trede=trede+0.2; 
tree=onder+0.2; 

end 

elseif ufunction = 6 o/o PRBS 
hulp=spread/2; 
boven=startvalue+hulp; 
onder=startvalue-hulp; 
voorwaarde=1; 
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o/o treelengte 

o/o treelengte 
o/o treelengte 

end 

while voorwaarde = 1 
ond=O; 

end 

bov=O; 
for i=1 :stoptime 

help= rand(1); 
if help<0.5 

cai(i)=onder; 

else 

end 

ond=ond+1; 

cai(i)=boven; 
bov=bov+1; 

end 
resul=abs(bov-ond); 
bov 
ond 
if resul<10 

voorwaarde=O; 
end 

o/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/oo/o 
o/o 
o/o creating the values of the output 
o/o 

yO=[cai(1);cai(1);tau]; % yO=[begin yk, cai, tau] 
yk( 1 )=cai( 1 ); 
for i=1:n 

end 

to=time(i); 
tfinal=time(i+ 1 ); 
[t, y]=ode23('csf ,to,tfinal,yO); 
hulp:length(t); 
yk(i+ 1 )=y(hulp, 1 ); 
yO=[yk(i+ 1 );cai(i+ 1);tau]; 
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K.2 cst.m 
% 
% Functionelescription of CST.m 
% 
% Computes tau•y_dot + y = K(tau)*u 
% 
% y is the concentratien of component A in the cstr (moVI) 
% The timeconstant tau is being imported 
% The inletconcentration cai is imported 
% The reaction rata ris being estimated at 0.12 
% F is the flow, assumed to be constant, flow in = flow out 
% V is the volume of the CSTR, also assumed to be constant 
% the density is assumed to be constant all over the place 
% 
% the mass-balance of A looks like: 
% 
% (Ca.V)_dot = CaiFi- CaFo + rVCa 
% 
% Ca_ dot = FN (Cai-Ca) - rCa 
% 
% Ca_ dot + (FN +r)Ca = FN Cai 

K.3 *cstr.m 
These programs ditter slightly trom cstr.m. Programming the model mismatches form table 2 is 
shortly outlined. 

For the model mismatch a and x, *cstr.m does not call cstm but *cst.m when computing the output. 
The lines that dillar trom cst.m are listed tor each of these *cst.m programs. 

For the model mismatch two and f, *cstr.m dillers when computing the output. The lines that are 
dilferently are plotted. 

acst.m 
a=2; 

% functiondescription 

dydt(1)= FV*u -a*itau*y(1); 

% xcst.m 
% 
% 

Modily to: tau • Ca-dot + Ca = Cai 

% 1/(FN+r) Ca-dot+ Ca= (FN)/(FN+r) Cai 
x=3; 

% % functionelescription 
And tau= 1/(FN+r) 
tau Ca-punt + Ca = FN*tau Cai 

% 
% 
% The equation becomes: Ca-dot = -itau • Ca + FN Cai 
% 
% so FN is: 1/tau-r=FN 
% 
% functioncall 

lunetion dydt=cst(t, y); 

% definition of the constanis 

tau = y(3); 
itau = 1/tau; 
r =0.12; 
FV = itau-r; 
u = y(2); 

% functiondescription 

dydt(1)= FV*u- itau*y(1); 
dydt(2)= 0; 
dydt(3)= 0; 

dydt=dydt'; 
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dydt(1)= FV*u- itau*(y(1)"x); 

tcst.m 

% 
% creating the values of the output 
% 

yO=[cai(1);cai(1);tau]; % yO=[begin yk, cai, tau) 
yk(1)=cai(1); 
lor i=1 :n 

end 

to=time(i); 
tfinal=time(i+ 1 ); 
[t,y]=ode23('csf,to,tfinal,y0); 
hulp:length(t); 
yk(i+ 1 )=y(hulp,1 ); 
yO=[yk(i+ 1 );cai(i+ 1 );tau]; 

% Now this output array is used lor the secend CSTR 
%tau=4 
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tau=4; 

y20=[yk(1);yk(1);tau]; % yO=[begin yk, cai, tau] 
y2k(1)=yk(1); 
for i=1:n 

end 

fcst.m 

% 

to=time(i); 
tfinal=time(i+ 1 ); 
[t,y]=ode23('cst' ,to,tfinal,y20); 
hulp=length(t); 
y2k(i+ 1 )=y(hulp,1 ); 
y20=(y2k(i+ 1 );yk(i+ 1 );tau]; 

% creating the values of y 
% 

y0=(cai(1);cai(1);tau]; % yO=(begin yk, cai, tau] 
yk(1)=cai(1); 
for i=1:n 

end 

% 

to=time(i); 
tfinal=time(i+ 1 ); 
[t,y]=ode23('cst',to,tfinal,y0); 
hulp=length(t); 
yk(i+ 1 )=y(hulp, 1 ); 
yO=(yk(i+ 1 );cai(i+ 1 );tau]; 

% creating the values of the output 
% 

for i=1:(n+1) 
zk(i)=(0.4*sin(1 O*yk(i))+0.5); 

% zk(i)=Sqrt(yk(i)); 
end 
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K.4 serie.m 
clear; 

% 
% Compute a cstr time traject with cstr.m 
% 

sampletime 
starttime 
stoptime 
tau 
ufunction 

=1; 
=1; 
=100; 
=2; 
=1; 

startvalue =0.5; 
spread =0.8; 

%is u being constant (0), sinusoidal (1), noise (2), 
% noisy staircase(3), QPRTS(4), staircase(5), PRBS(6) 

x=( sampletime starttime stoptime tau ufunction startvalue spread]; 
[time,input,output]=cstr(x); 

raaitime 
raaiinput 
raaioutput 

=time; 
=input; 
=output; 

% 
% All the values are put in reai-arrays 
% 

figure 
plot(time,input,'--',time,output) 
title(['The real system (CSTR) with tau=' num2str(tau)]) 
axis([O 100 0 1]); 
xlabei('Time') 
ylabel('lnput (u) -, Output (yk) _ ') 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
%model 
% 

sampletime 
starttime 
stoptime 
tau 
ufunction 
startvalue 
spread 

=1; 
=1; 
=100; 
=4; 
=1; 
=0.5; 
=0.8; 

x=[ sampletime starttime stoptime tau ufunction startvalue spread]; 
[time,input,output]=cstr(x); 

modeltime =time; 
modelinput =input; 
modeloutput =output; 

% 
% All the values are put in model-arrays 
% 
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figure 
plot(time,input,'--',time,output) 
title(rThe model (CSTR) with tau=' num2str(tau))) 
axis([O 100 0 1)); 
xlabei('Time') 
ylabel('lnput (u) --, Output (yk) _ ') 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
% This model is placed in series with a neural net 
% 

n 
raaimineen 
modeloutput 
raaioutput 

=length(time ); 
=realoutput(1 :(n-1)); 
=modeloutput(2:n); 
=realoutput(2:n); 

netinput =(modeloutput;realmineen); % inputs for the network 
nettarget=[realoutput); 

figure 

% 
% initialize network 
% 

S1 =3: % number of hidden 'nodeinhiddenlayer' neurons 
nodeinhiddenlayer='tansig'; 
S2 =1; % number of output PURELIN neurons 
w1 =rand(S1,2); 
w2 =rand(1,S1); 
b1 =rand(S1,1); 
b2 =rand( 1,1 ); 

% 
% train the network 
% 

ne 
me 
se 
Ir 

tp 

=50; 
=2000; 
=0.00001; 
=0.0001; 

=[ne me se Ir); 

% number of epochs between display 
% maximum number of epochs to train 
% sum sqaured error goal 
% initial adaplive learning rate 

[w1,b 1, w2,b2,te,tr]=trainlm(w1,b1,nodeinhiddenlayer, w2,b2,'purelin' ,netinput,nettarget,tp ); 

% te number of epochs trained 
% tr record of errors througout training 

% Predict the network to see what the network does with the 
% input it is trained with. 
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predict = simuff(netinput,w1,b1,nodeinhiddenlayer,w2,b2,'purelin'); 

ligure 
plot(realtime(2:n), realoutput,'--',realtime(2:n),predict) 
title('Predicting the network') 
xlabei('Time') 
ylabei('Target -- Prediclion ') 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
%Analytische verificatie 
% 

i_options = [1.0e-4, 1,1, 0, 0, 2); 

euler('analser' ,stoptime,O,i_options); 

lor i=1 :(n-1) 
constant(i)=0.3; 

end 

simul(1) 
simu 

=((constant(1)*0.76)/0.52)*(4/2); 
=simu1(1); 

anainput=[ constant( 1 );constant( 1) ]; 

% initial value calculation 

simu = simuff(anainput,w1,b1,nodeinhiddenlayer,w2,b2,'purelin'); 
simul(2)=simu; 

lor i=3:(n-1) 
anainput=[constant(i);simu); 
simu = simuff(anainput,w1,b1,nodeinhiddenlayer,w2,b2,'purelin'); 
simul(i)=simu; 

end 

tigure 
plot(realtime(2:n), simul,'--',realtime,anal(1 :n)) 
title('Analyse of the network') 
xlabei('Time') 
ylabel('simulatie (u=0.3) -- Analyse_') 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
% Compute a cstr time traject with cstr.m, constant u 
% 

sampletime 
starttime 
stoptime 
tau 
ufunction 
startvalue 
spread 

=1; 
=1; 
=100; 
=2: 
=0: 
=0.6; 
=0.8; 
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x=( sampletime starttime stoptime tau ufunction startvalue spread]; 
[time,input,output]=cstr(x); 

crealtime 
crealinput 
crealoutput 

tigure 

=time; 
=input; 
=output; 

% 
% All the values are put in reai-arrays 
% 

plot(crealtime,crealinput,'--',crealtime,crealoutput) 
title(['The real system (CSTR) with tau=' num2str(tau)J) 
axis([O 100 0 1 ]); 
xlabei('Time') 
ylabel('lnput (u)--, Output (yk) _ ') 

% 
% model, constant u 
% 

sampletime 
starttime 
stoptime 
tau 
ufunction 
startvalue 
spread 

=1; 
=1; 
=100; 
=4; 
=0; 
=0.6; 
=0.8; 

x=[ sampletime starttime stoptime tau utunction startvalue spread]; 
[time,input,output]=estr(x); 

% cmodeltime =time; 
cmodelinput =input; 
cmodeloutput =output; 

% All the values are put in model-arrays 
% 

tigure 

o/o 

plot(cmodeltime,cmodelinput, '--',cmodeltime,cmodeloutput) 
title(['The model (CSTR) with tau=' num2str(tau)]) 
axis([O 100 0 1]); 
xlabei('Time') 
ylabel('lnput (u) --, Output (yk) _ ') 

o/o Simulating the feedforward netwerk 
o/o 

n=length( crealtime); 

simuinput=(cmodeloutput(2);crealoutput( 1 )]; 
sim u = simuff(simuinput, w1, b1 ,nodeinhiddenlayer, w2,b2, 'purelin'); 
simulation(1 )=simu; 

tor i=3:n 
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end 

sim u input=[ cmodeloutput(i);simu]; 
simu = simuff(simuinput,w1 ,b1 ,nodeinhiddenlayer,w2,b2,'purelin'); 
simulation(i-1 )=simu; 

% the netwerk outputs and targets can be plotted 

tigure 
plot( crealtime,crealoutput,'--' ,crealtime(2:n),simulation) 
title('Simulating the netwerk with constant u') 
xlabei('Time') 
ylabel('realoutput -- simuiatien _ ') 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
% What is the fault made? 
% 
n = length(realtime); 

tor i=1 :(n-1) 
fault(i)=crealoutput(i)-simulation(i); 

end 

tigure 
plot(crealtime(2:n),fault) 
title('The fault of the simulation of the serie method') 
xlabei('Time') 
ylabei('Fault') 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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K.S analser.m 
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K.6 goserie.m 
The main ditterenee with serie.m is listed below. Of course more Jine must be adapted to the 
several inputs. 

% 
% This model is placed in series with a neural net 
% 
% First the shilted inputs of the neural net are created, input and target are delined 
% 

n =length(time); 
raaimineen =realoutput(1 :(n-1 )); 
modelmineen =modeloutput( 1 :(n-1 )); 
modeloutput =modeloutput(2:n); 
raaioutput =realoutput{2:n); 

netinput 
nettarget 
ligure 

% 

=[modeloutput;realmineen;modelmineen]; % inputs lor the network 
=[realoutput]; 

% initialize network 
% 

S1 =1; % number oll)idden 'nodeinhiddenlayer' neurons 
nodeinhiddenlayer='purelin'; 
S2 =1; % number of output PURELIN neurons 
w1 =rand(S1,3); 
w2 =rand{1,S1); 
b1 =rand(S1,1 ); 
b2 =rand{1,1); 
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K. 7 Parallel.m 
clear; 

% 
% Compute a cstr time traject with cstr.m 
% 

sampletime 
starttime 
stoptime 
tau 
ut u netion 
startvalue 
spread 

=1; 
=1; 
=100; 
=2; 
=1; 
=0.5; 
=0.8; 

x=[ sampletime starttime stoptime tau ufunction startvalue spread]; 
[time,input,output)=cstr(x); 

% raaitime 
reaJinput 
realeutput 

=time; 
=input; 
=output; 

% All the values are put in reai-arrays 
% 

ligure 
subplot(2, 1,1) 
plot(time,input,'--',time,output) 
title(rThe real system (CSTR) with taU=' num2str(tau))) 
axis([O stoptime 0 1]); 
xlabei('Time') 
ylabel('lnput (u) --, Output (yk) _ ') 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
%model 
% 

tau =4; 

x=[ sampletime starttime stoptime tau ufunction startvalue spread]; 
[time,input,output]=cstr(x); 

modeltime =time; % 
modelinput =input; % All the values are put in model-arrays 
modeloutput =output; % 

subplot(2, 1 ,2) 
plot(time,input,'--',time,output) 
title(rThe model (CSTR) with tau=' num2str(tau))) 
axis([O stoptime 0 1)); 
xlabei('Time') 
ylabel('lnput (u) --, Output (yk) _ ') 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
% The ditterenee between the reality and the model 
% can now being computed 
% 

n=length(time ); 

fori=1:n 
dillerence(i)=realoutput(i)-modeloutput(i); 

end 

dillerencemineen 
reaJinput 
dillerance 

% 

=difference(1 :(n-1 )); 
=realinput(2:n); 
=difference(2:n); 

% This dillerance is leamed to a netwerk 
% 

netinput 
nettarget 

% 

=[realinput;differencemineen]; 
=[difference]; 

% initialize netwerk 
% 

S1 
nodeinhiddenlayer 
S2 

=2; % number of hidden neurons 
='tansig'; 
=1; % number of output PURELIN neurons 

w1 =rand(S 1 ,2); 
w2 =rand(1,S1); 
b1 =rand(S1, 1); 
b2 =rand(1, 1); 

ligure 

% 
% train the netwerk 
% 

ne 
me 
se 
Ir 

lp 

=50; % number of epochs between display 
=500; % maximum number of epochs to train 
=0.00000001; % sum sqaured error goal 
=0.00000001; %initia! adaptlve learning rata 

=[neme se Ir); 

[w1 ,b1 ,w2,b2,te,tr]=trainlm(w1 ,b1 ,nocleinhiddenlayer,w2,b2,'purelin',netinput,nettarget,tp); 

% te number of epochs trained 
% Ir record of errors througout training 

% Predict the netwerk to see what the netwerk does with the 
% input it is trained with. 
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predict = simuff(netinput,w1 ,b1 ,nodeinhiddenlayer,w2,b2,'purelin'); 

tigure 
plot(realtime(2:n), difference,'--',realtime(2:n),predict) 
title('Predicting the network') 
xlabei('Time') 
ylabei('Target - Prediction ') 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
% Analytische verificatie 
% 
% 

i_options = (1.0e-4, 1,1, 0, 0, 2]; 

rk45('analpar' ,stoptime,D.i_options ); 

for i=1 :(n-1) 
constant(i)=0.5; 

end 

anainput = (constant(1);anal(1)]; 
sim u = simuff(anainput,w1 ,b1 ,nodeinhiddenlayer,w2,b2,'purelin'); 
simul(i)= simu; 

for i=2:(n-1) 
anainput = (constant(i);simu); 
sim u = simuff(anainput, w1 ,b 1 ,nodeinhiddenlayer, w2,b2, 'purelin'); 
simul(i)= simu; 

end 

tigure 
plot(realtime(2:n), simul,'--',realtime,anal(1 :n)) 
tiUe('Analyse of the network') 
axis([O stoptime 0 1 )); 
xlabei('Time') 
ylabel('simulatie (u=0.5) -- Analyse_') 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
% Compute a cstr time traject with cstr.m, constant u 
% 

tau =2; 
ufunction =0; 

x=[ sampletime starttime stoptime tau ufunction startvalue spread); 
[time,input,output]=cstr(x); 

crealtime 
crealinput 
crealoutput 

=time; 
=input; 
=output; 

% 
% All the values are put in reai-arrays 
% 
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% 
% model, constant u 
% 

tau =4; 

x=( sampletime starttime stoptime tau ufunction startvalue spread]; 
[time,input,output]=cstr(x); 

cmodeltime =time; % 
cmodelinput =input; % All the values are put in model-arrays 
cmodeloutput =output; % 

n=length(time ); 

for i=1:n 
diffconst(i)=crealoutput(i)-cmodeloutput(i); 

end 

% 
% Simulating the feedforward network 
% 

simulation( 1 )=diffconst( 1 ); 
simu=simulation( 1 ); 

for i=2:n 
= [crealinput(1);simu]; sim u input 

sim u 
simulation(i) 

= simulf(simuinput,w1 ,b1 ,nodeinhiddenlayer,w2,b2,'purelin'); 
=simu; 

end 

% the network outputs and targets can be plotled 

tigure 
plot(crealtime, diffconst, '--· ,crealtime(2:n),simulation(2:n)) 
title('Simulating the network') 
xlabei('Time') 
ylabei('Difference with constant u -- Simulation of this _ ') 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
% Now the net has to be placed parallel with the first 
% principles model 
% 

for i=2:n 
paralel(i)=simulation(i)+cmodeloutput(i); 

end 

figure 
plot( crealtime,cmodeloutput, 'r--',crealtime,crealoutput, 'w:',crealtime(2:n),simulation(2:n), 'y

.',crealtime(2:n),paralel(2:n),'g') 
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title{['The model, the net and these parallel {u=const. 0.5)')) 
axis{[O stoptime 0 0.7)); 
xlabei{'Time') 
ylabei{'Model r-- Real w .. Nnet {ykw-ykm) y-. parallel g_ ') 

% 
% What is the fault made? 
% 

fori=2:n 
fault{i)=crealoutput{i)-paralel{i); 

end 

ligure 
plot{crealtime{2:n),fault{2:n)) 
title{'The fault of the parallel method') 
xlabei{'Time') 
ylabei{'Fault') 
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K.9 optimali.m 
clear; 

% 
% Compute a cstr time traject with cstr.m 
% 

sampletime 
starttime 
stoptime 
tau 
ufunction 
startvalue 
spread 

=1; 
=1; 
=40; 
=2; 
=4; 
=0.5; 
=0.8; 

x=[ sampletime starttime stoptime tau ufunction startvalue spread]; 
[time,input,output]=acstr(x); 

% realtime 
realinput 
realeutput 

=time; 
=input; 
=output; 

% All the values are put in reai-arrays 
% 

figure(1) 
plot(realtime,realinput,'--',realtime,realoutput) 
title(rThe real system (C8TR) with tau=' num2str(tau)J) 
xlabei('Time') 
ylabel('lnput (u) --, Output (yk) _ ') 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%options(2) =0.01; 
%options(3) =0.4; 

81 =1; % number of hidden neurons 
nodeinhiddenlayer='tansig'; 
82 =1; % number of output PURELIN neurons 

forteller=1:10 
w1 
w2 
b1 
b2 
tau 
lam 

=rand(81,1); % N(y) 
=rand( 1,81 ); 
=rand(81,1); 
=rand( 1,1 ); 
=4; 
=[tau;w1 ;w2;b1 ;b2]; 

Data=[realtime; realinput; realoutput]; 
[lam, options]=leastsq('hybrid' ,lam,options,D.Data); 
lamlam(teller,:)=lam'; 

end 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

tau =lam(1); 
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w1 
w2 
b1 
b2 

=lam(2); 
=lam(3); 
=lam(4); 
=lam(5); 

m=length(time ); 

ypred(1 )=realinput(1 ); %of output(1)??? 

lor i=1:(m-1) 

end 

ligure 

yO=[ypred(i);realinput(i);tau;w1 ;w2;b1 ;b2]; 
to=time(i); 
tfinal=time(i+ 1 ); 
[t,y]=ode23('cstr70',to,tfinal,y0); 
hulp=length(t); 
ypred(i+ 1 )=y(hulp, 1 ); 

plot(realtime,ypred,realtime,realoutput, '-.') 
title('Predicting the system') 
xlabei('Time') 
ylabel('minreal - - realeutput .... predietien _ ') 

% Predict the network to see what the network does with the 
% input it is trained with. 

predict = simuff(realinput,w1,b1,nodeinhiddenlayer,w2,b2,'purelin'); 

ligure 
plot(realtime, realoutput,'--',realtime,predict) 
title('Predicting the network alone') 
xlabei('Time') 
ylabei('Target -- Predietien ') 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
% Compute a cstr time traject with cstr.m, constant u 
% 

ufunction =0; 

x=[ sampletime starttime stoptime tau ufunction startvalue spread]; 
[time,input,output]=acstr(x); 

crealtime 
crealinput 
crealoutput 

=time; 
=input; 
=output; 

% 
% All the values are put in reai-arrays 
% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

m=length(time ); 

yc(1 )=crealinput( 1 ); %of output(1)??? 
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tor i=1:(m-1) 

end 

yO=[yc(i);crealinput(i);tau;w1 ;w2;b1 ;b2]; 
to=time(i); 
tfinal=time(i+1); 
[t,y]=ode23('cstr70',to,tfinal,y0); 
hulp=length(t); 
yc(i+ 1 )=y(hulp, 1 ); 

minreale=-crealoutput; 

tigure 
plot(crealtime, minrealc,'-·',crealtime,yc,crealtime,crealoutput,' -. ') 
title('Predicting the constant system') 
xlabei('Time') 
ylabel('minreal - - raaioutput .... predietien _ ') 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
% Compute a cstr time traject with cstr.m, 2e QPRTS 
% 

ufunction =4; 

x=[ sampletime starttime stoptime tau ufunction startvalue spread]; 
[time,input,output]=acstr(x); 

% erealtime 
erealinput 
areaJoutput 

=time; 
=input; 
=output; 

% All the values are put in reai-arrays 
% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

m=length(time ); 

ye(1 )=erealinput(1 ); 

tor i=1:(m-1) 

%of output(1)??? 

y0=[ye(i);erealinput(i);tau;w1 ;w2;b1 ;b2]; 
to=time(i); 

end 

tfinal=time(i+ 1 ); 
[t, y]=ode23('cstr70', to, tfinal, yO); 
hulp=length(t); 
ye(i+ 1 )=y(hulp, 1 ); 

minreale=-erealoutput; 

tigure 
plot( erealtime, minreale,' --· ,erealtime,ye,erealtime,erealoutput,'-. ') 
title('Predicting a different system') 
xlabei('Time') 
ylabel('minreal - - raaioutput .... predietien _ ') 
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K.l 0 hybrid.m 

tunetion f=hyb70(1am,Data); 

time =Data(1,:); 
input =Data(2,:); 
output =Data(3,:); 

%tau 
%w1 
%w2 
%b1 
%b2 

% 

=lam(1); 
=lam(2); 
=lam(3); 
=lam(4); 
=lam(S); 

% Y model 
% 

m =length(time); 
ym(1) =input(1); 

tor i=1:(m-1) 
yO=(ym(i);input(i);lam(1);1am(2);1am(3);1am(4);1am(5)]; 
to=time(i); 

end 

tfinal=time(i+ 1 ); 
[t, y]=ode23('cstr70' ,to,lfinal, yO); 
hulp=length(t); 
ym(i+1)=y(hulp, 1); 

f=output-ym; 

figure(2) 
plot(time,output,'ro' ,time,ym,'yo'); 
title(rlambda =' num2str(lam(1))' 'num2str(lam(2))"]) 
ylabei('Realoutput rood, Leastsq geel') 
xlabel(['lamda =' num2str(lam(3))' 'num2str(lam(4))' 'num2str(lam(5)))); 

figure(3) 
plot(time,f,'bo'); 
ylabel('fout model en real blauw'); 
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K.ll cstr70.m 
% 
% functiondescription of CSTserie.m 
% 
% computes tau•y-dot + y = Ku + N(u) 

tunetion dydt=cstr70(t,y); 

% definition of the constants 

%u =y(2); 
%tau =y(3); 
%w12 =Y(4); 
%w2 =y(5); 
%b1 =y(6); 
%b2 =y(7); 

% functiondescription 

% input komt binnen 

dydt(1)= (((1/y(3))-0.12)•y(2))- ((1/y(3)ty(1))- ((1/y(3)t((y(5j<tansig((y(4j<y(1))+y(6)))+y(7))); 
dydt(2)= 0; 
dydt(3)= 0; 
dydt(4)= 0; 
dydt(5)= 0; 
dydt(6)= 0; 
dydt(7)= 0; 

dydt=dydt'; 
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K.12 penduver.m 
clear; 
global count; 
tor teller=1 :100 

% 
% Compute the reality 
% 
sampletime =0.002; 
starttime =0; 
stoptime = 1 0; 
theta =(1/0.046); 
b =0.0027; 
c =15.96; 
Ws =1.2; 
Wd =0.43; 
eps =0.03; 
initial_alpha =0; 
initia!_ velocity=O; 
ufunction =1; 

startvalue =0; 
spread =1; 

% inverseJm 

%is u being constant (0), a sinus (1) 
% or a noise signal (2) or a noise staircase(3) 
% or a QPRTS (4) or astaircase (5) or PRBS(6) 

x=[ sampletime starttime stoptime theta b c Ws Wd eps initial_alpha initia!_ velocity ufunction 
startvalue spread]; 
[time,input,alpha, v]=slinger(x); 

% realtim 
realinpu 
realoutpu 
realvee 

=time; 
=input; 
=alpha; 
=v; 

% All the values are put in reai-arrays 
% 

m=length(realtim); 
m=round(m/1 0); 

tor i=1:m 

end 

realtime(i) =realtimW10); 
realinput(i) =realinpu(i.10); 
realoutput(i) =realoutpu(i•1 0); 
realv(i) =realvee(j<10); 

sampletime=sampletime•1 0; 

tigure 
subplot(2,2,1) 
plot(realtime,realinput,'--') 

% every tenth sample is used, otherwise 
% the arrays are too big 

title(rThe real system (slinger) with theta ' num2str(theta)]) 
xlabei('Time') 
ylabel('lnput (u) --') 
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subplot(2,2,2) 
plot(realtime,realoutput) 
ylabei('Output (alpha) _ ') 

subplot(2,2,3) 
plot( realinput,realv,'. ') 
title('spread') 
xlabel('input') 
ylabel('alpha_dot') 
subplot(2,2,4) 
plot( realinput,realoutput,'. ') 
ylabel('alpha') 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
% Optimise the model 
% 

options(2) =1; % max. error allowed per sample 
options(3) =500; % max total error allowed over all samples 

options(14) =50000; % max. number of iterations 

S1 =3; % number of hidden neurons 
nodeinhiddenlayer='tansig'; 
S2 =1; % number of output PURELIN neurons 
m =length(realtime); 

extra(1) =sampletime; 
extra(2) =c; 
fori=3:m 

end 
extra(i)=O; 

w1 =rand(S1,1); 
w2 =rand(1,S1); 
b1 =rand(S1, 1); 
b2 =rand(1,1); 

w1 (1 )=w1 (1)/100; 
w1 (2)=w1 (2)/1 00; 
w1 (3)=w1 (3)/1 00; 
w2(1)=w2(1)/100; 
w2(2)=w2(2)/1 00; 
w2(3)=w2(3)/1 00; 
b1 (1)=b1(1)/100; 
b1 (2)=b1(2)/100; 
b1 (3)=b1 (3)/100; 
b2=b21100; 

w1w1(:,teller) =w1; 
w2w2(teller,:) =w2; 
b1b1(:,teller) =b1; 
b2b2(teller) =b2; 

% N(alpha) 
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theta =16; 
count =0; 

lam =[theta;w1 (1 );w1 (2);w1 (3);w2(1 );w2(2);w2(3);b1 (1 );b1 (2);b1 (3);b2]; 
Data =[realtime; realinput; realoutput; extra]; 
[lam, options] =leastsq('crank',lam,options,O,Data); 
lamlam(teller,:)=lam'; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
% Verify the results: predietien 
% 

theta 
w1(1) 
w1(2) 
w1(3) 
w2(1) 
w2(2) 
w2(3) 
b1(1) 
b1(2) 
b1(3) 
b2 

=lam(1); 
=lam(2); 
=lam(3); 
=lam(4); 
=lam(5); 
=lam(6); 
=lam(7); 
=lam(B); 
=lam(9); 
=lam(10); 
=lam(11); 

m =length(realtime); 
predalpha(1) =realoutput(1); 
predv(1) =0; 

lor i=2:m 

% beginvoorwaarde 
% beginvoorwaarde 

para=[predalpha(i-1) predv(i-1) realinput(i-1) sampletime c theta w1 ( 1) w1 (2) w1 (3) w2( 1) 
w2(2) w2(3) b1(1) b1(2) b1(3) b2]; 

dxdt=integra3(para); 
predalpha(i)=predalpha(i-1 )+(sampletime*dxdt( 1) ); 
predv(i)=predv(i-1 )+(sampletime*dxdt(2) ); 

end 

ligure 
plot(realtime,predalpha,realtime,realoutput,'-. ') 
title('Predicting the system') 
xlabei('Time') 
ylabel('realoutput -. predietien _ ') 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
% Verify the results: validatien 
% 

sampletime =0.002; 
ufunction = 1; 
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x=( sampletime starttime stoptime theta b c Ws Wd eps initial_alpha initial_velocity ufunction 
startvalue spread); 
[time,input,alpha)=slinger2(x); 

% valtim 
valinpu 
valoutpu 

=time; 
=input; 
=alpha; 

% All the values are put in reai-arrays 
% 

m=length(valtim); 
m=round(m/1 0); 

for i=1:m 

end 

valtime(i)=valtim(i*1 0); 
valinput(i)=valinpu(i*1 0); 
valoutput(i)=valoutpu(i*10); 

sampletime=sampletime*1 0; 

m 
valalpha(1) 
valv(1) =0; 

=length(valtime ); 
=realoutput( 1 ); % beginvoorwaarde 

% beginvoorwaarde 

fori=2:m 
para=[valalpha(i-1) valv(i-1) valinput(i-1) sampletime c theta w1(1) w1(2) w1(3) w2(1) w2(2) 

w2(3) b1(1) b1(2) b1(3) b2]; 
dxdt=integra3(para); 
valalpha(i)=valalpha(i-1 )+(sampletime*dxdt(1 )); 
valv(i)=valv(i-1 )+(sampletime*dxdt(2)); 

end 

figure 
subplot(2, 1,1) 
plot(valtime, valinput) 
title('Validating the system') 
xlabei('Time') 
ylabel('lnput (u)') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
plot(valtime, valalpha, valtime, valoutput, '-. ') 
xlabei('Time') 
ylabel('realoutput -. validation _ ') 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
% checking the net 
% 

for 1=1:500 
if abs(realv(i))<eps 

w(i)=(Ws/eps)*realv(i); 
else 

w(i)=Wd*sign(realv(i)); 
end 
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end 

figure 

net(i)=w(i)+(b*realv(i)*realv(i)*sign(realv(l))); 

subplot(3,2,1) 
plot( realv, net,'.') 
title('what the net should do') 

for i=1:500 
nettot(i)=(((w2(1 )*(tansig((w1 (1 )*realv(i))+b1 (1 ))) )+(w2(2)*(tansig((w1 (2)*realv(i) )+b1 (2) )) )+( 

w2(3)*(tansig((w1 (3)*realv(i))+b1 (3))))+b2)); 
net1(i) =((tansig((w1 (1 )*realv(i))+b1 (1 )))); 
net2(i) =((tansig((w1 (2)*realv(i))+b1 (2)) )); 
net3(i) =((tansig((w1 (3)*realv(i))+b1 (3) ))); 

end 

subplot(3,2,3) 
plot(realv,nettot,'.') 
title('what the net does') 

subplot(3,2,4) 
plot(realv,net1 ,'.') 
title('what the first neuron does') 

subplot(3,2,5) 
plot(realv,net2,' .') 
title('what the second neuron does') 

subplot(3,2,6) 
plot(realv,net3,' .') 
title('what the third neuron does') 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
teller 

end 
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K.13 slinger.m 
% One has to give the following values with the lunetioneaU 
% sampletime 
% starttime 
% stoptime 
% theta 
% b 
% c 
% Ws 
% Wd 
% eps 
% initial_alpha 
% initial_velocity 
% ufunction: is it a const(O), a sin(1), noise(2), noisy staircase(3), 
% QPRTS(4) or staircase(5) 
% startvalue of u 
% spread 

lunetion [time,input,alpha, v]=slinger(x); 

sampletime =x(1 ); 
starttime =x(2); 
stoptime =x(3); 
theta =x(4); 
b =X(5); 
C =X(6); 
Ws =x(7); 
Wd =x(8); 
eps =x(9); 
initial_alpha =x(10); 
initia!_ velocity=x( 11 ); 
ufunction =x(12); 
startvalue =x(13); 
spread =x(14); 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
% creating a time array 
% 

hulp:stoptime-starttime; 
n=hulp/sampletime; 
n=round(n); 

time( 1 )=starttime; 
lor 1=2:(n+1) 

time(i)=time(i-1 )+sampletime; 
end 
stoptime=time(n+ 1 ); 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% creating an input array 
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if ufunction==O % constant 
lor i=1 :(n+ 1) 

input(i)=startvalue; 
end 

elseif ufunction==1 
hulp=spread/2; 
lor i=1:(n+1) 

%sinus 

%input(i)=(((hulp/2)*(sin(0.6*(time(i)))))+((hulp/1.8)*(sin(1.3*(time(i)))))+((hulp/4)*(sin(1.9*(ti 
me(i)))))+((hulp/5)*(sin(2.5*(time(i))))))+startvalue; 

input(i)=2*hulp*sin(1.5*time(i)); 
%input(i)=0.5*sin(4*time(i))+0.5*sin(6*time(l)); 

%input(i)=(hulp/2)*(sin(0.4*time(i)))+(hulp/2.1 )*(sin(0.9*time(i)))+(hulp/5)*(sin(1.4*time(i)))+( 
hulp/2.2)*(sin(1.9*time(i)))+(hulp/4)*(sin(2.4*time(i)))+(hulp/1.8)*(sin(2.9*time(i)))+startvalue; 

%input(i)=(hulp/2)*(sin(0.4*time(i)))+(hulp/2)*(sin(0.9*time(i)))+(hulp/2)*(sin(1.4*time(i)))+(h 
ulp/2)*(sin(1.9*time(i)))+(hulp/2)*(sin(2.4*time(i)))+(hulp/2)*(sin(2.9*time(i)))+startvalue; 

% the sinus is centered around startvalue 
% the spread is defined 

end 
elself ufunction=2 % noise 

hulp=spread/2; 
lor i=1:(n+1) 

input(i)=startvalue-hulp+spread*rand( 1 ); 
end 

elseif ufunction=3 % noise staircase 
hulp:spread/2; 
boven=startvalue+hulp; 
onder=Startvalue-hulp; 
hulp:round((stoptime-starttime)/20); % treelengte 
tree=startvalue; 
trede=startvalue; 
lor i=1 :hulp 

tor k= 1 :20 % treelengte 
i=k+((j-1)*20); % treelengte 
input(i)=trede-0.05+(0. 1*rand( 1 )); 

end 

end 
tree=tree+0.1; 
if tree<=boven 

trede=trede+0.1; 
elseif tree<(boven+boven) 

trede=trede-Q.1; 
elself tree>(boven+boven) 

trede=trede+0.1; 
tree=onder+0.1; 

end 

elseif ufunction=4 % QPRTS 
hulp:round((stoptime-starttime)/0.1 ); 
hulpje=round(0.1/sampletime); 
%grote trede 

lor j=1 :hulp 
help:rand( 1 ); 
if help<0.33 
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% groot=0.1, middei=0.01, klein =0.002 sec 
% groot=±0.6, middel=±0.3, klein=±O. 1 



end 

groot=-0.6; 
elseif help<0.67 

groot=O.O; 
else 

groot=0.6; 
end 
for k=1 :hulpje 

end 

i=k+(Ü-1 )*hulpje); 
igroot(i)=groot; 

%middel trede 
hulp=round((stoptime-starttime )/0.02); 
hulpje=round(0.02/sampletime); 
for j=1 :hulp 

end 

help=rand( 1 ); 
if help<0.33 

middel=-0.3; 
elseif help<0.67 

middei=O; 
else 

middei=0.3; 
end 

for k=1 :hulpje 

end 

i=k+((j-1 )*hulpje); 
imiddel(i)=middel; 

%kleine trede + optelling 
hulp=round((stoptime-starttime)/0.004); 
hulpje=round(0.004/sampletime); 
for i= 1 :hulp 

end 
%optellen 

help=rand( 1 ); 
if help<0.33 

klein=-0. 1; 
elseif help<0.67 

klein=O; 
else 

klein=0.1; 
end 

for k=1 :hulpje 

end 

i=k+((j-1 )*hulpje); 
iklein(i)=klein; 

for j=1:n 
input(j)=iklein(j)+imiddel(j)+igroot(j); 

end 
input(n+ 1 )=input(n); 

elseif ufunction==5 % staircase 
boven =startvalue+spread; 
onder =startvalue-spread; 
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hulp =round((stoptime-starttime )/0.20); 
hulpje =round(0.2/sampletime); 
trede =startvalue; 
richting=1; 
for j=1:hulp 

end 

for k=1:hulpje 

end 

i=k+((j-1 )*hulpje); 
input(i)=trede; 

if richting=1 
if trede<boven 

trede=trede+0.2; 
elseif trede==boven 

trede=trede-0.2; 
richting=-1; 

end 
elseif richting=-1 

end 

if trede>onder 
trede=trede-0.2; 

elseif trede==onder 
trede=trede+0.2; 
richting= 1 ; 

end 

input(n+ 1 )=input(n); 

% treelengte 

% treelengte 
% treelengte 

elseif ufunction==6 % sinus met meer frequenties 
hulp:spread/2; 
input(1 )=startvalue; 
for j=1 :stoptime 

for i=1 :(n/1 0) 
input(i+((j-1 )*(n/1 0)) )=hulp*(sin(j*(time(i+( (j-1 )*(n/1 O)))))) ; %+input( 1 +( (j-

1)*(n/10))); 
end 

end 
input(n+ 1 )=input(n); 

end 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
% creating the values of the output 
% 

alpha(1) 
v(1) 

for i=2:(n+1) 

=initial_alpha; 
=initial_ velocity; 

%x: hoek alpha 

para=(alpha(i-1) v(i-1) input(i-1) sampletime theta b c Ws Wd eps]; 
dxdt=differen(para); 

end 

alpha(i)=alpha(i-1 )+(sampletime*dxdt( 1 )); 
v(i)=v(i-1 )+(sampletime*dxdt(2)); 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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K.14 differen.m 
tunetion dxdt=differen(para) 

x(1) 
x(2) 
u 
sampletime 
!hela 
b 
c 
Ws 
Wd 
eps 

% 

=para(1); 
=para(2); 
=para(3); 
=para(4); 
=para(5); 
=para(6); 
=para(?); 
=para(B); 
=para(9); 
=para(10); 

% friction model 
% 

% alpha 
%v 

if abs(x(2))<eps 
W=(Ws/eps)*x(2); 

else 
w=Wd*sign(x(2)); 

end 

% 
% Computation of x 
% 

dxdt( 1) =x(2); 
dxdt(2)=1heta*(·w-(b*x(2)*x(2)*sign(x(2)))+c*u); 
dxdt(3)=0; 
dxdt(4)=0; 
dxdt(5)=0; 
dxdt(6)=0; 
dxdt(7)=0; 
dxdt(B)=O; 
dxdt(9)=0; 
dxdt(10)=0; 

dxdt=dxdt'; 
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K.15 crank.m 

tunetion f=erank(lam,Data); 

time 
input 
output 
sampletime 
c 

global count; 

=Data(1,:); 
=Data(2,:); 
=Data(3,:); 
=Data( 4,1 ); 
=Data(4,2); 

%1am=[theta;w1 (1 );w1 (2);w1 (3);w2(1 );w2(2);w2(3);b1 (1 );b1 (2);b2(3);b2]; 

% 
% 
% 

alpha uit alpha_dotdol=theta{c*u-N(alpha)} 

m 
alpha(1) 
v(1) 

fori=2:m 

=length(time ); 
=output( 1 ) ; 
=0; % initia!_ velocity 

para=[alpha(i-1) v(i-1) input(i-1) sampletime c lam(1) lam(2) lam(3) lam(4) lam(5) lam(6) 
lam(7) lam(B) lam(9) lam( 1 0) lam( 11 )]; 

dxdt=integra3(para); 
alpha(i)=alpha(i-1 )+(sampletime*dxdt( 1 )); 
v(i)=v(i-1 )+(sampletime*dxdt(2)); 

end 

f=output-alpha; 

count=count+ 1; 
lam(1) 

if count==100 
figure{2) 
plot(time,output, 'r.' ,time,alpha,'y. '); 
title(rlambda =' num2str(lam(1))' 'num2str(lam(2))' 'num2str(lam(3))' 'num2str(lam(4)) 

' ' num2str(lam(5)) ' ' ]) 
ylabei('Realoutput rood, Leastsq geel') 
xlabel(rlamda =' num2str(lam(6))' 'num2str(lam(7))' 'num2str(lam(B))' ' 

num2str(lam(9))' 'num2str(lam(10))' 'num2str(lam(11))]); 

figure(3) 
plot(time,f,'b.'); 
ylabel('fout model en real blauw'); 

count=O; 
end 
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K.16 integra.m 
(also called integra3.m) 

lunetion dxdt=integra3(x) 

%x(1) =para(1); 
%x(2) =para(2); 
%u =para(3); 
"'osampletime =para(4); 
"'oc =para(S); 
"'otheta =para(6); 
%w1(1) =para(7); 
%w1 (2) =para(S); 
%w1 (3) =para(9); 
%w2(1) =para(10); 
%w2(2) =para(11); 
%w2(3) =para(12); 
%b1(1) =para(13); 
%b1(2) =para(14); 
%b1(3) =para(15); 
%b2 =para(16); 

% 
% Computation of x: x(1)=alpha, x(2)=alpha_dot 
% 

dxdt(1)=x(2); 
dxdt(2) =x(6)*((x(5)*x(3))-
((x(1 O)*(tansig((x(7)*x(2) )+x( 13))) )+(x( 11 )*(tansig((x(8)*x(2))+x(14))))+(x(12)*(tansig((x(9)*x(2))+x( 1 
S))))+X(16))); 
dxdt(3)=0; 
dxdt(4)=0; 
dxdt(S)=O; 
dxdt(6)=0; 
dxdl(7)=0; 
dxdt(8)=0; 
dxdt(9)=0; 
dxdt(10)=0; 
dxdt(11)=0; 
dxdt(12)=0; 
dxdt(13)=0; 
dxdl(14)=0; 
dxdt(15)=0; 
dxdt( 16)=0; 

dxdt=dxdt'; 
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K.17 modelp.m 

~----~------------------------~~ 

in_1 

force 

rotating ~nulum 
with friction 

- surface 
-air 

Friction 

input 

velocity 

>4 

XY 
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K.18 crunch.m 
% ============================ crunch :: 

global t_end i_options force velocity position J_rec net_a net_b net_c net_d stepcount keep 
int_ error 

if init 

net_ao = [0.01*rand(1,1),0.01*rand(1,1),0.01*rand(1,1)]' ; 
net_bO = [0.01*rand(1,1),0.01*rand(1,1),0.01*rand{1,1)]' 
net_ cO = [0.01*rand(1,1 ),0.01*rand(1,1),0.01*rand{1,1)]'; 
net_dO = [0] 

JO_rec = 16 

!_end = max(time); 
i_options = [1.0e-4, 0.002, 0.002, 0, 0, 2]; 

% options(6) =0; 
% options(2) =1e-4; 
% options(3) =1e-4; 
options(14) =2000; 

init =0; 
stepcount= 1; 
keep = []; 
param = [JO_rec;net_aO;net_bO;net_cO;net_dO]; 
place(param); 

else 
param = p; 

end 

p = Jeastsq('costf',param,options); 
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K.19 costf.m 
% ========================== costf :: 
% lunetion I= costf(param) 
% 
% quadratic cos! lunetion 
% 
% 30 Nov 97 H.Preisig 
% 
% last modified: 20 january 98 A. van Costerurn 
% ----------------------------------------------------

lunetion I = costf{param) 

global t_end i_options force velocity position J J_rec net_a net_b net_c net_d stepcount keep 
global force_mod force_hat velocity_mod accelaration_mod position_mod t_mod int_error 

place(param) 

euler('modeln',t_end,(],i_options); 

I= int_ error; 

som:sum(abs(int_error)); 

keep(stepcount,:) = [som,param']; 
stepcount = stepcount+ 1; 

end 

K.20 place.m 
lunetion place(param) 

global t_end i_options force velocity position J J_rec net_a net_b net_c net_d stepcount keep 
global force_mod force_hat velocity_mod accelaration_mod position_mod t_mod 

J_rec = param(1); 
net_a = param(2:4); 
net_b = param(5:7); 
net_c = param{8:10); 
net_d = param(11); 

end 
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K.21 modeln.m 

rotating pendulum 
with neural net 

lorfriction 

[time,force 
<0 

(time,position 
<1 

neural: 

+- Sum1 
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error 

> 

>5 
friction_ 

>4 

>4 

K.22 pendunet.m 

clear; 
global count; 
lor teller= 1:1 00 

% 
% Compute the reality 
% 

sampletime =0.002; 
starttime =0; 
stoptime =10; 
theta ={110.046); % inverse Jm 
b =0.0027; 
c =15.96; 
Ws =1.2; 
Wd =0.43; 
eps =0.03; 
initial_alpha =0; 
initial_velocity=O; 
ufunction =1; 
startvalue =0; 
spread =1; 

x=(sampletime starttime stoptime theta b c Ws Wd eps initial_alpha initia)_ velocity ufunction 
startvalue spread]; 
[time,input,alpha, v]=slinger{x); 

% realtim 
realinpu 
realoutpu 
realvee 

=time; 
=input; 
=alpha; 
=v; 

% All the values are put in reai-arrays 
% 

m=length{realtim); 
m=round{m/1 0); 

lor i=1:m 

end 

realtime{i) =realtim{i*10); 
realinput{i) =realinpu(i*10); 
realoutput{i) =realoutpu{i*1 0); 
realv{i) =realvee{i*10); 

(realver] =gradient{realv,0.02); 

sampletime=sampletime*10; 

ligure 
subplot{2, 1,1) 
plot{realtime,realinput,'--') 
title(rThe real system {slinger) with theta ' num2str{theta)]) 
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ligure 

xlabei('Time') 
ylabel('lnput (u) -') 
subplot(2, 1,2) 
plot(realtime,realoutput) 
ylabei('Output (alpha) _ ') 

subplot(2, 1,1) 
plot(realinput,realv,'.') 
title('spread') 
xlabel('input') 
ylabel('alpha_dot') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
plot(realinput, realoutput,' .') 
ylabel('alpha') 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
% Optimise the model 
% 

% Setting the parameters 

theta =16; 
51 =3; 
nodeinhiddenlayer='tansig'; 
52 =1; 
w1 =rand(S1,1); 
w2 =rand(1,S1); 
b1 =rand(S1,1 ); 
b2 =rand( 1,1 ); 

ne =50; 

% number of hidden neurons 

% number of output PURELIN neurons 
% N(alpha) 

me =2; %number of epochs trained 
se =0.00001; 
Ir =0.0001; 
tp =[ne me se Ir); 

%options(2) =1; 
%options(3) =500; 
options(14) =2; 

m =length(realtime); 
extra( 1) =c; 
fori=2:m 

end 

hulpje =1; 
count =0; 

while hulpje<2 

extra(i)=O; 

netinput 
nettarget 

=[realv]; 
=[ ( ( c*realinput)·( reatver/theta)) ); 
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[w1,b1,w2,b2,te,tr) 
=trainlm(w1,b1,nodeinhiddenlayer,w2,b2,'purelin' ,netinput,nettarget,tp ); 
predict =simuff(netinput,w1,b1 ,nodeinhiddenlayer,w2,b2,'purelin'); 

lam =[theta); 
Data =[realinput; realver; predict; extra]; 
[lam, options, error) =leastsq('netcrank',lam,options,Q,Data); 

end 

theta =lam 
count =count+ 1 

if max(error)<0.01 
hulpje=3; 

elseif count> 1 000 
hulpje=3; 

end 

lamlam(teller) =lam; 
w1w1(:,teller) =w1; 
b1b1 (:,teller) =b1; 
w2w2(teller,:) =w2; 
b2b2(teller) =b2; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
% Verify the results: prediction 
% 

theta 
m 
predalpha( 1) 
predv(1) 

tor i=2:m 

=lam(1); 
=length(realtime); 
=realoutput( 1 ); 
=0; 

% beginvoorwaarde 
% beginvoorwaarde 

para=[predalpha(i-1) predv(i-1) realinput(i-1) sampletime c theta w1 ( 1) w1 (2) w1(3) w2(1) 
w2(2) w2(3) b1(1) b1(2) b1(3) b2); 

dxdt=integra3(para); 

end 

ligure 

predalpha(i)=predalpha(i-1 )+(sampletime*dxdt( 1 )); 
predv(i)=predv(i-1 )+(sampletime*dxdt(2)); 

plot(realtime,predalpha,realtime,realoutput,'·.') 
title('Predicting the system') 
xlabei('Time') 
ylabel('realoutput -. prediction _ ') 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
% Verify the results: validation 
% 
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sampletime =0.002; 
utunction = 1; 

x=( sampletime starttime stoptime theta b c Ws Wd eps initial_alpha initia!_ velocity utunction 
startvalue spread]; 
[time,input,alpha]=slinger2(x); 

% valtim 
valinpu 
valoutpu 

=time; 
=input; 
=alpha; 

% All the values are put in reai-arrays 
% 

m=length(valtim); 
m=round(m/1 0); 

tori=1:m 

end 

valtime(i)=valtim(i*1 0); 
valinput(i)=valinpu(i*1 0); 
valoutput(i)=valoutpu(i*10); 

sampletime=sampletime*1 0; 

m 
valalpha(1) 
valv(1) =0; 

=length(valtime ); 
=valoutput(1 ); % beginvoorwaarde 

% beginvoorwaarde 

tori=2:m 
para=(valalpha(i-1) valv(i-1) valinput(i-1) sampletime c theta w1(1) w1(2) w1(3) w2(1) w2(2) 

w2(3) b1 (1) b1 (2) b1 (3) b2]; 
dxdt=integra3(para); 
valalpha(i)=valalpha(i-1 )+(sampletime*dxdt( 1 )); 
valv(i)=valv(i-1 )+(sampletime*dxdt(2)); 

end 

tigure 
subplot(2, 1,1) 
plot(valtime, valinput) 
title('Validating the system') 
xlabei('Time') 
ylabel('lnput (u)') 
subplot(2, 1,2) 
plot(valtime, valalpha, valtime, valoutput, '-. ') 
xlabei('Time') 
ylabel('realoutput -. validatien _ ') 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
% checking the net 
% 

tor i=1:500 

it abs(realv(i))<eps 
w(i)=(Ws/eps)*realv(i); 
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el se 
w(i)=Wd*sign(realv(i)); 

end 

net(i)=w(i)+(b*realv(i)*realv(i)*sign(realv(i))); 
end 

tigure 
plot(realv,net,' .') 
title('what the net should do') 

tor i=1:500 
nettot(i)=(((w2( 1 )*(tansig((w1 ( 1 )*realv(i))+b1 ( 1) )) )+(w2(2)*(tansig( (w1 (2)*realv(i) )+b1 (2))) )+( 

w2(3)*(tansig((w1 (3)*realv(i))+b1 (3))) )+b2)); 

end 

tigure 

tigure 

tigure 

tigure 

net1 (i) =( (tansig( ( w1 ( 1 ) • realv(i))+b 1 ( 1 ) ))); 
net2(i) =((tansig( (w1 (2)*realv(i))+b1 (2)))); 
net3(i) =((tansig((w1 (3)*realv(i))+b1 (3)))); 

plot(realv,nettot,'.') 
title('what the net does') 

plot(realv,net1 ,'.') 
title('what the tirst neuron does') 

plot(realv,net2,' .') 
title('what the second neuron does') 

plot( realv, net3,' .') 
title('what the third neuron does') 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
teller 

end 
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K.23 tilde.m 
% ==================== crunch :: 
% 
% Computes with input-error and numerical values lor the derivitives 
% the values lor the parameters of the mass (traagheid) and the 
% neural net parameters. 
% 

global !_end i_options force velocity position J J_rec net_a net_b net_c net_d stepcount keep 
global force_mod force_hat velocity_mod accelaration_mod position_mod t_mod 

if init 
JO = 1 
net_ao = (1 O*rand(1,1 ),1 O*rand(1,1 ),1 o•rand(1,1 )]' ; 
net_bO = (10*rand(1,1 ),10*rand(1,1 ),10*rand(1,1)]' ; 
net_co = [10*rand(1,1),10*rand(1,1),10*rand(1,1)]' 
net_dO = (10*rand(1,1)) 

startvai=(JO; net_ao; net_bO; net_co; net_dO) 

t_end=10; 
i_options = (1.0e-4, 0.1, 10, 0, 0, 2]; 

euler('modelp',t_end,O,i_options); 

filtforce; 
filtpos; 

% These are the filters described in paragraph 6.3.5. They won't be 
% lisled here. See Mr. H. Preisig. 

foptions(2) =1e-6; 
foptions(3) =1e-6; 
foptions(6) =1; 

% foptions(14) =1000; 

init =0; 
stepcount= 1; 
keep = D; 
param = [JO;net_aO;net_bO;net_cO;net_dO); 
placetil(param); 

else 
param =p; 

end 

ligure 

p = leastsq('fouf,param,foptions); 
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K.24 fout.m 

lunetion fault=fout(param ); 

% This tunetion computes the input error with numerical values 
% lor velocity and accelaration. lt computes the error between 
% the numerical value of the force and the force calculated with 
% the estimated parameters J, net_a, net_b, net_c and net_d 
% 
% force_hat=J*accelaration +N(velocity) 
% 
% The fault returned can be used in leastsquares 
% 

global t_end i_options force velocity position J J_rec net_a net_b net_c net_d stepcount keep 
global force_mod force_hat velocity_mod accelaration_mod position_mod t_mod 

placetil(param) 

e = ones(size(velocity_mod)); 

net_hat = (net_c'*tanh((net_a•velocity_mod)+(net_b*e)))+(net_d*e); 
force_hat = net_hat+J*accelaration_mod; 
fault = force_mod(1,:)-force_hat; 

int_error = sum(fault); 
keep(stepcount,:) = [int_error,param']; 
stepcount = stepcount+ 1; 

subplot(2,1,1) 
plot(t_mod,lorce_hat,t_mod,force_mod(1,:),'--') 
title(['J = ',num2str(J))) 
xlabel('time') 
ylabel('force estimated and force(--)') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
plot( velocity _mod,net_hat) 
xlabel('velocity') 
ylabel('force estimated') 
end 

K.25 placetil.m 
lunetion placetil(param) 

global t_end i_options force velocity position J J_rec net_a net_b net_c net_d stepcount keep 
global force_mod force_hat velocity_mod accelaration_mod position_mod t_mod 

J = param(1); 
net_a = param(2:4); 
net_b = param(5:7); 
net_c = param(8:10); 
net_d = param(11 ); 

end 
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Notation, symbols and abbreviations 

(k) discrete/sampled time domain 
(s} laplace domain 
(t) continuous time domain 
(z) z-domain 

y 
ay 

at 

y 
azy 

at2 
y(i) aiy 

at i 
A 

estimated y y 

l transposed y 
u mean of u 
u matrix u 

u matrix U 

VF(x) gradient of F(x) 

!:iwii wii(k)-wii(k-1 ), kis iteration step 

Subscripts for Plant, First Principles Model and Neural Network, e.g. by output y 
YP 
YM 
YNN 

'times' characters 
'courier' characters 

Narnes of programs 
Narnes of functions in Matlab® 

a 
ai 
b 
bi 
bi 
bc 
Cu u 
c 
CA i 
CA, Cs 

dk 
E 
F 
Fi 
Fo 
f 
H 
H(s) or H 
I 

parameter a (standing in front of y) 
constant parameter 
multiplication factor [Ns2/rad] 
bias of neuron j 
constant parameter 
back coupling(s) 
autovarianee tunetion 
multiplication factor [NmN] 
concentratien of component A in the inlet stream (mol/m3

] 

concentratien of component A and B in the tank and outlet 
stream [mol/m3

] 

the search direction, is obtained at iteration k. 
total energy 
cost tunetion 
Flow in [m3/s] 
Flow out (m3/s] 
tunetion 
Hessian 
transfer tunetion 
input signa! 
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J 
Jm 
K 
K 
N 
N(u) 
nA 
p 
r 
dT 
V 
u 
Ur 

u 
wd w .. k-1 

IJ 

Ws 
Wij 

x 
Xk 
y 
y 
y 
z·1 

a 
~ 
y 
Önt 
E 

E 

Tl 
e 
4 
ll 
p 
I: 
't 

q> 
0) 

(S) 

0 

CSTR 
F.P.M. 
N.N. 
PRBS 
QPRS 
QPRTS 
SSQ 
tanh 
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Jacobian 
inertia [kgm2

] 

gain (steady state gain) 
kinatic energy 
normal force 
Neural Network with input u 
number of moles of A in the reacting mixture 
potential energy 
rate of reaction (kae·(EIRT)) 
sampling interval 
volume [m3

] 

internal energy 
sampled signal u 
input signal 
dynamic friction factor [Nm] 
conneetion weight 
static friction factor [Nm] 
synaptic weight 
power x 
parameters to be estimated 
output vector 
output signal I output Plant 
estimated output hybrid model 

unit delay operator I time shift 
angle arm 
angle pendulum 
learning rate factor 
error propagation term 
error (mostly ( y- y )) 
an epsilon [radls] 
learning rate factor 
reciprocal inertia [kgm2

]"
1 

search direction scalar 
friction coefficient 
density 
summatien symbol 
time constant 
activation tunetion 
frequency 
sigmoid neuron 

linear neuron 

continuous stirred tank reactor 
First Principles Model 
Neural Netwerk 
pseudo random binary signal 
quantisized pseudo random signal 
quantisized pseudo random trinary signal 
sum of squares 
tangent hyperbalie 

Notation, symbols and abbreviations 


